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ABSTRACT

Towards a Mathematical Model of Motility using Dictyostelium discoideum:
Proteins and Geometric Features that Regulate Bleb-Based Motility
By
Zully Santiago

Advisor: Derrick Brazill, PhD

A variety of biological functions depend on actin organization. The organization of actin
is tightly regulated by a plethora of extracellular and intracellular signaling, scaffolding, and
actin-binding proteins. Dysfunctions in this regulation lead to immune diseases, increased
susceptibility to pathogens, neurodegenerative diseases, developmental disorders, and cancer
metastasis. A variety of actin-dependent processes are regulated by several proteins of interest:
Paxillin, a scaffolding protein; WASP, an actin nucleating protein; SCAR/WAVE, another
WASP family actin nucleating protein; Talin, a cortex-to-membrane binding protein; Myosin II,
an F-actin contracting motor protein; and Protein Kinase C, a protein kinase. D. discoideum cells
have orthologues of all these proteins: PaxB, WasA, SCAR, TalA, MhcA, and PkcA,
respectively. Like in mammalian cells, PaxB, WasA, and SCAR all regulate similar actin-based
processes. These proteins may regulate each other to execute these actin-based processes. We
evaluated WasA and SCAR’s epistatic relationship with PaxB in several actin-based processes
using classical, genetic epistasis analysis. We found that WasA is downstream of PaxB for
plaque formation, endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, and for cell autonomy. For development,
WasA null cells arrest at the loose aggregate stage where PaxB null cells arrest at the mound
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stage; only PaxB null cells could be rescued by the addition of wild-type cells. We found that
SCAR is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation, endocytosis, development, and cell-sorting
throughout development. Interestingly, for development specifically, we found that SCAR is a
suppressor of PaxB’s null phenotype, and the cell-sorting experiments revealed that PaxB must
hinder SCAR’s generation of stalk cells in favor of spore cells to be chosen during cell
differentiation. However, SCAR and PaxB separately regulate adhesion as neither null alone
impacted adhesion where the double mutant had severe adhesion defects.
Recently, understanding how proteins modify cell motility in response to varying
environments has become important in the fields of cellular and cancer biology. In two
dimensional environments (2D), lamellipodia and pseudopodia dominate motility where as in
three dimensional environments (3D)—representative of actual biological environments—blebbased motility dominates. Here, the membrane detaches from the cortex to facilitate movement.
The detachment is caused in part by the compression of the cells traversing 3D environments.
This causes the hydrostatic pressure within the cell to push the membrane outward, thereby
creating blebs. Little is known about proteins that regulate blebs. All of the mentioned actin
regulators play roles in 2D motility and have been implicated in playing roles in 3D motility but
with little or no established connections to regulating blebs. We used null lines of all the actin
regulators of interest and visualized their cortex by their expression of LifeAct-GFP. We then
imaged the cells chemotaxing towards cAMP under a RITC-dextran laced gel of two different
agarose concentrations, thus allowing us to visualize cells enduring varying levels of pressure
exerted on the cell. Moreover, the negative of the cell crawling against the agarose gel provided
the membrane’s location. We found that WT cells increase their use of blebs at the expense of
actin-based motility structures from low pressure to high pressure. We found that PaxB
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negatively regulates blebs and the total number of structures a cell can generate. WasA null cells
do not respond to cAMP and would not go under the gel. SCAR positively regulates blebs and
negatively regulates pseudopodia under lower pressures. TalA is needed to allow the cells to bleb
efficiently under any pressure. MhcA is needed for blebs to form and negatively regulates
pseudopodia and lamellipodia. PkcA negatively regulates pseudopodia and lamellipodia under
either pressure. Lastly, we want to mathematically model bleb-based motility. We began this
endeavor with determining whether negative curvature of the membrane was a predictor of bleb
site location. We found that negative curvature was a predictor of bleb site location only fifty
percent of the time. We plan to extend the software to other aspects of motility and to determine
where in our model our mutant lines are defective. This investigation has allowed us to advance
the fields of actin regulation, signal transduction, cytoskeletal reorganization, cell motility, and
their contributions to disease.
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CHAPTER 1
1 Introduction
1.1 A variety of biological functions depend on actin regulation.
Several cell biological functions like endocytosis, phagocytosis, adhesion, and motility
depend on actin. Actin can be present in the cell as a monomeric protein (G actin) or as an actin
filament (F-actin) where actin monomers dimerize, trimerize, and extend the existing polymer
(Figure 1.1) [1]. These actin filaments can be organized into specific arrangements. Parallel or
anti-parallel bundles organize actin filaments into bundles where all actin filaments are bound in
the same polarity or in the opposite polarity, respectively. Cross-linked networks consist of actin
filaments that are bound to each other on angles to create fence-like meshes. Branched actin
networks consist of F-actin that branches off into a variety of directions, creating a lattice [2, 3].
All these F-actin arrangements play roles in the integrity and function of the cells’ actin
cytoskeleton.

Figure 1.1. Monomeric G actin oligomerizes to form filamentous actin (F-actin). Monomeric actin proteins (G
actin) dimerize, trimerize, and extend to make actin filaments (F-actin). Diagram inspired by [1].
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The actin cytoskeleton is modified differently for various biological functions. For
endocytosis, cells take up liquid nutrients from the environment through actin-rich endocytic
cups made of branched actin [4]. For phagocytosis, cells take up microorganisms through
phagocytic cups made of branched actin; however, what differs between phagocytic and
endocytic cups is that phagocytic cups become large protrusions that extend outward, surround,
and pull the large particle in for digestion [5]. Exocytosis is used for releasing waste products via
membrane-bound vesicles. Once these vesicles approach the plasma membrane, they are coated
with cross-linked actin in preparation for fusion with the membrane to release the vesicles’
contents outside the cell [6]. For adhesion, cells primarily use actin bundles for attachments that
facilitate communication either with the extracellular environment and other cells [7]. For
motility, cells depend on several actin-dependent structures. The cortex, which is just underneath
the membrane, maintains cell shape through a dense meshwork of predominately branched Factin [3]. From the cortex, the cells extend actin-rich protrusions. Filopodia are thin, finger-like
protrusions made of actin bundles. Pseudopodia are large, arm-like protrusions made of crosslinked actin. Lamellipodia are fan-like protrusions made of branched actin that encompass the
entire front of the cell. For these three actin-rich protrusions, actin is tread-milled to the front of
the actin structures in order push the membrane forward to facilitate movement. Once these
protrusions extend, they adhere to the substrate through actin-rich focal adhesions. All these
actin-dependent functions and actin-rich structures are regulated by a plethora of extracellular
and intracellular signaling, scaffolding, and actin-binding proteins [8].
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1.2 Paxillin, WASP, SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and Protein Kinase C are actin
regulators of interest.
Paxillin, WASP, SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and Protein Kinase C are a few select
proteins that are known actin regulators in various actin-dependent processes (Table 1.1).

Paxillin
Paxillin is a protein found in focal adhesions; these adhesions link the actin cytoskeleton
to the extracellular matrix through integrin [9, 10]. In focal adhesions, Paxillin acts as a
scaffolding protein to recruit other structural and regulatory proteins such as kinases,
phosphatases, and cofactors involved in the signaling and the regulation of a variety of actindependent processes including adhesion, cytoskeletal reorganization, and cell migration [11].
Humans have one Paxillin gene that can be spliced into four isoforms. Towards the N-terminus,
all isoforms have five leucine and aspartate rich (LD) motifs that bind to other focal adhesion site
proteins. Additionally, Paxillin has a proline-rich region that binds actin-to-membrane signaling
adaptor proteins [12] and a region that anchors Src-homology 3 (SH3)-containing proteins that
facilitate interactions with adaptor proteins and tyrosine kinases [13, 9, 10]. Towards the Cterminal, Paxillin contains four LIM (zinc finger) domains that facilitate protein-protein
3

interactions. LIM2 and LIM3 domains target Paxillin to focal adhesions. All four LIM domains
are binding sites for a variety of structural and regulatory proteins [9]. Throughout Paxillin, there
are several sites for tyrosine, serine, and threonine phosphorylation [9, 10] and many sites of
serine and tyrosine residues that bind to SH2 domains for intracellular signal transduction [13].
Phosphorylation of Paxillin allows more protein binding interactions and, consequently, more
protein-protein interactions of the players it recruits, providing more sites for structural and
signaling proteins [9].
WASP
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) is an actin nucleator protein. When
phosphorylated, WASP becomes active, binds to actin monomers, and then binds to the
membrane. After, WASP recruits the Arp2/3 complex, which provides the nucleation site to
generate F-actin using the actin monomers bound to WASP [14]. Disruptions in the WASP gene
lead to hematopoietic cell diseases such as immune deficiencies [15, 16]. WASP regulates a
variety of actin-dependent structures such as filopodia and endocytic and phagocytic cups [16].
Humans have two WASPs, the hematopoietic-cell specific WASP and, in all other cell types, the
ubiquitous N-WASP. These WASPs are characterized by seven protein domains. Towards the Nterminus, WASP has a WASP homology 1 (WH1) domain that binds to proteins that help
facilitate WASP’s nucleation of F-actin and a CRIB domain that binds to the small GTPases that
regulate the signaling pathways for a variety actin-dependent processes [17]. Also, in this region,
there is a basic (B) region that binds to anionic phospholipids to localize the protein to the
plasma membrane [16]. The C-terminus binds to monomeric actin and binds to and activates the
Arp 2/3 complex through a WASP homology 2 (WH2) domain. These domains are followed by a
short central (C) region and an acidic (A) domain that interact with the Arp2/3 complex to begin
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F-actin nucleation [16]. Much like Paxillin, a proline-rich region provides binding sites for SH3containing proteins to facilitate interactions between adaptor proteins and tyrosine kinases to
activate a variety of actin-dependent processes.
SCAR/WAVE
SCAR/WAVE, another member of the WASP family, is also an actin nucleator protein
that acts through the Arp 2/3 complex. However, unlike WASP, SCAR/WAVE acts in a protein
complex in order to nucleate actin. This complex gives SCAR/WAVE specificity in regulating
pseudopodia and lamellipodia [14]. Humans have three SCAR/WAVEs, and all are composed of
a similar domain structure as WASP, however, lacking the CRIB GTPase-binding domain and
exchanging the WH1 domain for a SCAR homology domain (SHD), which facilitates complex
formation [18]. These slight differences in domain structure give SCAR/WAVE its specificity
[16]. Interestingly, WASPs can take on SCAR/WAVE’s roles in generating lamellipodia and
pseudopodia when lost [19, 20].
Talin
Talin was one of the first proteins identified in the focal adhesion proteome [9]. Talins are
adhesion site and cortex-to-membrane crosslinking proteins. Humans have two Talins: Talin 1
and Talin 2. Both Talins play roles in cell-cell adhesion, cell-substrate adhesion, and motility
through their binding to actin and other essential focal adhesion proteins that connect the
cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix. The only difference between these two Talins is in their
affinities for binding to specific subsets of focal adhesions [21, 22]. Although not directly
recruited by Paxillin, Talin binds to other members of the focal adhesion proteome [22, 10].
Talins have a FERM domain that binds to membrane lipids and focal adhesion proteins [21] and
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an I/LWEQ domain that binds to F-actin. Both Talins link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular
matrix through focal adhesions [21, 22].
Myosin II
Myosin II is a motor protein that contracts actin filaments. Myosin II plays roles in
stabilizing the cytoskeleton and can generate force by contracting actin filaments [23, 24].
Myosin II has two heavy chains and two light chains. The heavy chains consist of three domains:
the globular head, neck, and tail. The globular head binds to F-actin and contains an ATPase
domain. The α-helical neck region associates with light chains to regulate the activity of the
head. The tail domain is a long coil-coil that can bind to other Myosin II tail domains in order to
make thick filaments of Myosin II [25]. The phosphorylation of the light chains regulates the
activity of the heavy chain [26]. When the globular head domain of the thick filamentous Myosin
II is bound to ATP, the Myosin II thick filaments contract the actin cytoskeleton network,
providing force generation [27]. This contraction plays heavily in motility. Myosin II is known to
be concentrated at the back of a moving cell where Myosin II’s contraction of actin filaments
causes the rear of the cell to retract and push the cell and its contents forward [28, 23].
Protein Kinase C
Protein Kinase C (PKC) is a large family of protein kinases that regulate the activity of
their protein targets by transferring a phosphate group from ATP to Serine/Threonine residues on
the substrate [29]. PKCs are involved in regulating a variety of actin-dependent processes
including cell shape, adhesion, and migration [30, 31]. The PKC family members fall under three
categories: conventional, novel, and atypical. Conventional PKCs, starting from the N-terminus,
have a pseudo-substrate (abbreviated here as Pse), a C1, a C2, a C3, and a C4 domain. The Pse
domain is similar to the PKC substrate sequence, however, lacks the serine/threonine residues for
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phosphorylation; this domain keeps PKCs inactive as the protein folds inward on itself
preventing it from binding to substrates. The C1 domain binds to diacylglycerol (DAG) and
phorbol esters. DAG and phorbol act as physical second messengers that activate PKCs. The C2
domain binds to calcium for PKC activation as well. The C3 domain binds ATP. The catalytic
C4 domain then transfers a phosphate group from this ATP to the substrate. Novel PKCs differ
where, at the N-terminus, they have a C2-like domain that neither binds to calcium nor
phospholipids, followed by the Pseu, C1, C3, and C4 domains. Atypical PKCs differ where, at
the N-terminus, they have a PB1 domain that mediates homodimeric and/or heterodimeric
protein-protein binding with other PB1 domains. This is followed by Pse, a unique C1 domain
that does not bind to DAG, C3, and C4 domains. Atypical PKCs lack C2 domains, and therefore,
do not need calcium for activation [30].
1.3 Some actin regulators may be epistatic to one another to regulate actin-dependent
processes.
Interestingly, Paxillin, WASP, and SCAR/WAVE regulate similar actin-dependent
processes (Table 1.1). Given their necessity in regulating similar actin-dependent processes,
Paxillin, WASP, and SCAR/WAVE may very well be part of a common signaling pathway.
Interestingly, Paxillin has been found to influence directional cell motility by regulating
lamellipodia dynamics in fibroblasts [32]. Paxillin may be doing this through the regulation of
the Arp 2/3 complex, as loss of that complex prevents directional lamellipodia extension in
fibroblasts [33]. Moreover, phosphorylated Paxillin has been shown to trigger the
phosphorylation of N-WASP in breast cancer cells, which is correlated with increase metastasis,
without apparently directly binding to N-WASP in a protein complex [34], suggesting that
Paxillin may serve as a signaling molecule in addition to its traditional role as a scaffolding
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protein. It is not known whether Paxillin regulating WASP holds true for normal cells.
Furthermore, WASPs can take on SCAR/WAVE’s role when lost in actin-based motility
structures [19, 18]. Given WASP’s ability to assume SCAR/WAVE’s roles in SCAR/WAVE
null cells [19, 35], Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE may also be part of a common signaling pathway.
It is possible that Paxillin may regulate SCAR/WAVE as well. It would be advantageous to
determine whether there is an epistatic relationship between Paxillin and WASP and Paxillin and
SCAR/WAVE in normal cells and to determine their order of action in the various actindependent processes.
1.4 Actin regulators roles in regulating 2D motility are well understood, but little is known
about their roles in 3D motility.
Not only is elucidating the order of action of proteins worth investigating, but more
recently understanding how these proteins modify cell motility in response to varying
environments is becoming more relevant and important to the fields of cellular and cancer
biology. Generally, cell motility works in four steps [36]. First, cells must extend protrusions in
the direction of motility. Cells may use any or a combination of three classically well-understood
actin-based structures: filopodia, pseudopodia, and lamellipodia. For these protrusions, actin is
tread-milled to the cell anterior in order to push the membrane forward [37]. Second, once these
protrusions extend, they adhere to the substrate through focal adhesions. Third, the posterior of
the cell contracts, forcing the entire mass of the cell to push forward in the direction of
movement. Fourth, adhesions that facilitated the back of the cell’s attachment disassemble.
Much is known about the players that regulate the steps of motility. For cells to extend
protrusions, in the first step, the WASP family of proteins generate motility structures [22].
WASP regulates the formation of filopodia [22, 10] where SCAR/WAVE regulates pseudopodia
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and lamellipodia [15, 16]. In the second step, these protrusions must adhere to their substrates
through focal adhesions, which are regulated by Paxillin and its associated proteins to generate
lamellipodia and filopodia and to maintain cortex-to-membrane binding through Talin [38, 9, 22,
10]. In the third step, Myosin II contracts the rear of the cell to move the cell forward, which
triggers the fourth step, disassembly of rear focal adhesions [39, 23]. Finally, PKCs
phosphorylate many proteins that regulate these steps in motility including chemotaxis response
and the generation of filopodia, lamellipodia, and adhesions [30]. All of these findings were
derived from studies using cells crawling freely on slides—a two dimensional (2D) environment.
However, only recently has the technology been available to investigate cell motility in more
biologically representative environments.
More recently, several publications have shown that cells have two distinct modes of
motility based on their environment [40-42]. In 2D environments, cells move freely without
hindrance from environmental stressors. Here, cells use lamellipodia as their main mode of
motility (Figure 1.2A). Actin is cycled to the front of the cell to push the membrane forward.
However, in actual biological environments, cells must endure increased hydrostatic pressure
exerted on the membrane, a consequence of cells being compressed by the environment as they
transverse other cells, tissue, and debris—a three dimensional (3D) environment [43]. Here,
blebs dominate motility. Blebs are a non-actin-based structure where the cell’s membrane
detaches from the cortex in the direction of movement (Figure 1.2B) [37]. This motility is driven
in part by the increased hydrostatic pressure associated with moving through a 3D environment.
Petrie et al. (2019) demonstrates this dichotomy of motility structure use that is dependent on the
environment using live human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells as they were imaged moving on
top of (2D) and inside (3D) a gel matrix [40]. In the 2D environment, the HFF crawled using
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lamellipodia only [40]. However, once the HFF was placed inside the gel matrix, a 3D
environment, the cell used blister-like protrusions, namely blebs, to push through the gel [40]. A
variety of cell types utilize bleb-based motility in 3D environments: skeletal muscle stem cells,
neutrophils, zebrafish primordial germ cells, cancer cells, Entamoeba histolytica, and
Dictyostelium discoideum [44-50]. Much is known about the molecular players regulating 2D
motility. However, their roles in 3D environments and bleb-based motility are poorly
understood.

Figure 1.2. Mammalian cells have two modes of motility: Lamellipodia dominate in two dimensional
environments and blebs dominate in three dimensional environments. (A) Cells crawling in two dimensional
environments (2D), such as on a slide or on top of a gel matrix, have been shown to primarily use lamellipodia to
move. Actin is cycled to the front of the cell to push the membrane forward. (B) In contrast, cells migrating in three
dimensional environments (3D) such as inside gel matrices have been shown to use blebs to move. Here, fluid-filled,
blister-like protrusions where the membrane detaches from the cytoskeleton facilitate movement. Diagrams of
mammalian cell motility inspired by [88].

Interestingly, there is evidence that bleb-based motility may be regulated by all these
players. Paxillin null fibroblast cells had increased invasion and migration in a 3D Matrigel [32].
Moreover, N-WASP was essential for increasing cancer invasion in 3D migration where in
contrast, the presence or lack of SCAR/WAVE did not contribute to 3D migration [19]. We
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speculate that the increased invasion of these cells due to the loss of Paxillin and WASP may
likely be due to changes in bleb-based motility. Moreover, Talin null D. discoideum cells
increased their use of bleb-based motility, suggesting that Talin negatively regulates blebs
through its cortex-to-membrane binding properties. The authors further argued that Talin
concentration is inversely proportional to blebbing [51]. Sugiyama et al. (2015) analyzed Myosin
II null D. discoideum cells through disrupting the heavy chain; these cells did not bleb at all.
They argued that cortical tension through Myosin II was necessary for blebbing [52]. We further
speculate that Myosin II’s contraction of the posterior of the cell during motility increases
hydrostatic pressure by reducing the surface area of the cell without changing the total volume.
This pushes the membrane outward, which would contribute to bleb formation. As for PKCs,
little has been published on their roles in bleb-based motility. Interestingly, PKCs have been
implicated in phosphorylating Paxillin to regulate its activity [31, 53, 54]. We speculate that
PKCs’ vast roles in regulating actin-based structures may also contribute to the regulation of
bleb-based motility.
All these findings demonstrate the need to unravel the acute mechanisms cells use to
adjust their motile behavior in varying environmental conditions. However, with the exception of
Talin in D. discoideum, none of these cases studied how these proteins regulate bleb-based
motility.
1.5 Generating software to mathematically represent geometric features of cells would
further elucidate their contributions to actin-dependent processes.
Although proteins have historically been the focus of investigation to determine their
roles in regulating biological functions, the significance of the cell’s geometry in biological
functions has become increasingly important to identify as well. Cells must modify their shapes
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in order to perform a variety of actin-based processes such as endocytosis, phagocytosis,
exocytosis, and motility. All these processes cause the actin cytoskeleton to take on predictable
shapes. For endocytosis and phagocytosis, round cups can be observed. For exocytosis, round
vesicles can be monitored. For motility, cells must polarize, elongate, and extend distinguishable
motility structures such as the fan-like lamellipod, the arm-like pseudopod, and the finger-like
filopod. Moreover, cells must respond to the chemical cues in the environment. Here, cells must
reorganize their cytoskeleton to move in the direction of chemoattractants or to move away from
chemorepellents. In addition, cells must respond to compression by taking on a flatter shape. In
each of these actin-dependent processes, shape facilitates function. It would be advantageous if
these shapes could be represented mathematically to answer questions about how cell geometry
contributes to function. All these data can culminate in a mathematical model of cell motility.
1.6 Dictyostelium discoideum is an ideal model organism to study epistasis and 3D motility.
Unfortunately, attempting to pinpoint exactly how these proteins influence actin
polymerization in actin-based processes is difficult in mammalian cells as they are genetically
complex, thus using a model organism could elucidate a protein’s function in regulating actin
quickly and robustly. The social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum is a popular model organism
to study actin-dependent processes [55]. It is a small, genetically simple amoeboid organism that
lives in the soil and hunts bacteria and yeast for sustenance. When food is plentiful, D.
discoideum cells divide by mitosis; however, when food is scarce, they undergo a developmental
program where individual cells aggregate, sort, and differentiate, culminating in a multicellular
fruiting body where stalk cells support a spore mass (sorus) containing viable spores that release
new amoebae when conditions improve (Figure 1.3A).
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Figure 1.3. Dictyostelium discoideum have two unique life cycles. (A) When food is plentiful, cells divide by
mitosis (vegetative cycle). When food is lacking, the cells’ starvation initiates the social cycle. Cells aggregate and
proceed through several stages of development to culminate into a fruiting body where cells differentiate into two
cell types: stalk cells and spore cells. The stalk cells die while raising the spore mass above the ground. The spore
mass is protected from desiccation and is filled with live, dormant spore cells. If the spore mass encounters a food
source, the spore mass will hatch, releasing spores. This leads back to the vegetative cycle [56]. (B) The stages of
development during the social cycle occur in predictable time periods from the start of starvation [57]. Both images
are available in Public Domain on Dictybase.org where [57] modified the stages of development to include time
periods.

There are several aspects of D. discoideum’s life cycle that make them useful for
studying actin-dependent processes. When D. discoideum are in their vegetative state, we can
study phagocytosis, endocytosis, exocytosis, and adhesion with ease. To initate their
developmental life cycle, D. discoideum cells chemotax towards cAMP released from
neighboring cells and aggregate. We can exploit their attraction to cAMP to control the direction
of their motility. Moreover, throughout development, the cells sort and develop into predictable
stages at certain time-points (Figure 1.3B). This allows us to study cell sorting and cell
differentiation throughout development. As for studying 2D versus 3D motility, like mammalian
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cells, D. discoideum utilize filopodia, pseudopodia, lamellipodia, and blebs where the classical
actin-based structures dominate 2D motility and blebs dominate 3D motility [58].

Figure 1.4. D. discoideum orthologues of mammalian proteins have conserved domains. LD-Leucine and
aspartate rich. PR-Proline rich. Pse-Pseudosubstrate. A-Acidic region. B-Basic region. C-Short central region. C1*does not bind to DAG.

Many of the signaling pathways that regulate these actin-dependent processes are
conserved [59-61]. Most importantly for our investigation, D. discoideum have orthologues of
Paxillin, WASP, SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and Protein Kinase C named PaxB, WasA,
SCAR, TalA, MhcA, and PkcA, respectively (Figure 1.4). In all cases, the orthologues provide
similar functions as their mammalian counterparts (Table 1.1).
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Note: All D. discoideum orthologues of mammalian proteins were searched in Dictybase.org to obtain their protein
FASTA sequences. These sequences were then aligned to humans in NCBI’s protein-BLAST [62]. The algorithm
selected was blastp (protein-protein blast). The percent ID was based on the first hit obtained for each orthologue.
For PaxB, WasA, SCAR, MhcA, TalA, and TalB, their first hits were all their human counterparts and/or isoforms.
PkcA’s first hit was a Chain A, Cytoplasmic Tyrosine-protein Kinase.

PaxB
D. discoideum has one orthologue of mammalian Paxillin, PaxB [63]. It has highly
conserved domains with human Paxillin [38] (Figure 1.4) in spite of its low overall identity.
Much like its mammalian counterpart, it is found in focal adhesions and regulates similar actindependent processes such as cell-substrate/cell-cell adhesion and motility (Table 1.2). PaxB was
also shown to play roles in cell sorting, endocytosis, cytokinesis, development, chemotaxis and
motility in both unicellular and multicellular stages [38, 64, 65]. PaxB has all five LD and four
LIM domains, but lacks the SH3-binding or proline-rich domains.
WasA
D. discoideum has one orthologue of mammalian WASP, WasA [66, 67] with high
domain homology (Figure 1.4) and identity with human WASP. Much like its mammalian
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counterpart, it nucleates F-actin through the Arp 2/3 complex. Like in mammalian cells, WasA
regulates filopodia generation and endocytosis (Table 1.2). WasA further plays roles in other
actin-based processes such as phagocytosis, motility, and development through cAMP
chemotaxis [16, 67].
SCAR
D. discoideum has only one orthologue of SCAR/WAVE simply named SCAR. It has
high domain homology with human SCAR/WAVE (Figure 1.4) despite its overall low identity.
Much like its mammalian counterpart, SCAR also nucleates F-actin through the Arp 2/3
complex. Like in mammalian cells, SCAR regulates pseudopodia and lamellipodia [35] (Table
1.2). SCAR also regulates cytokinesis, endocytosis, phagocytosis, exocytosis, and development
[68]. Much like in mammalian cells, WasA can take on SCAR’s role in generating lamellipodia
and pseudopodia when lost in D. discoideum [19, 20, 35].
TalA
D. discoideum has two orthologues of mammalian Talins, TalA and TalB. Both have high
domain homology to both human Talins (Figure 1.4). TalA’s identity was low compared to
human Talins where TalB’s identity was high to human Talins. Despite this, TalA has been the
focus of analysis in more recent years due to its association with Myosin II during rear
contraction of the cell, cytokinesis, and its involvement in bleb-based motility [28, 51]. Like its
mammalian counterparts, TalA binds the cortex to the membrane through adhesion sites and
plays roles in cell-cell adhesion, cell-substrate adhesion, cytokinesis, and motility (Table 1.2)
[21, 28, 69, 70].
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MhcA
D. discoideum has one orthologue of mammalian Myosin II heavy chain, MhcA. It has
high homology and identity with human Myosin II heavy chain (Figure 1.4). Much like its
mammalian counterpart, MhcA plays roles in cytokinesis, cell protrusions, migration, and
development (Table 1.2) [23]. Like mammalian Myosin II, MhcA contracts actin filaments and
localizes in abundance to the posterior of migrating cells [39, 71]. This localization is not only
needed for the polarization of the cell, but also for rear retraction as the cell moves forward.
PkcA
Our lab has recently discovered a single D. discoideum orthologue of Protein Kinase C,
PkcA. It has high domain homology with mammalian novel and atypical PKCs [29] (Figure 1.4)
despite its low overall identity with any human PKCs. Much like its mammalian counterpart,
PkcA plays roles in motility and adhesion [29] (Table 1.2). PkcA additionally was found to play
roles in development and cAMP chemotaxis [29].
Given all these orthologues in D. discoideum and the model’s ease of genetic
modification, D. discoideum is an ideal model organism to evaluate whether there is an epistatic
relationship between Paxillin and WASP and Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE throughout various
actin-dependent processes. Moreover, given D. discoideum’s use of all four motility structures,
particularly blebs, and its historical use in studying motility, D. discoideum is an ideal model
organism to determine what role all the aforementioned actin regulators play in bleb-based
motility.
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1.7 Significance of the Investigation
Defects in the regulation of actin-dependent processes on a single cell level will
significantly impact a multicellular organism’s well-being. Dysfunctions in actin regulation leads
to immune diseases, increased susceptibility to pathogens, neurodegenerative diseases,
developmental disorders, and cancer metastasis [72, 63]. Disruptions in Paxillin, WASP,
SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and Protein Kinase C have all been implicated in disease.
Disruptions in Paxillin regulation cause a variety of developmental disorders and
metastatic cancers [10, 73, 11, 74]. Mutations in WASP and SCAR/WAVE result in
hematopoietic cell disease, immunodeficiency, and cancer metastasis [15, 19, 74]. Disruptions in
Talin have been correlated with breast cancers, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, liver cancer, and
prostate cancer [22]. Myosin II has been implicated in neuronal disorders, cancer, and vascular
disease [24]. Disruptions in Protein Kinase C have been implicated in diabetes, heart failure,
neural diseases, allergies, immune diseases, and cancer [30, 75-77]. Given these actin regulators’
importance in disease, there is a need to understand these proteins roles further for the
development of targeted therapeutics. However, as stated before, the majority of these data was
collected in 2D environments. Their roles in 3D environments warrants investigation. Our work
furthers that endeavor.
1.8 Summary
The ultimate goal of our research is to understand how cells modify their motility in
response to the environment. Our work on PaxB, WasA, and SCAR will identify their epistatic
relationship in actin-dependent processes and their roles in blebbing. Our work on TalA, MhcA,
and PkcA will identify their contributions to blebbing. Our software will generate a mathematical
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model that will provide a novel framework for describing bleb-based motility. With that in hand,
we can measure bleb-based motility in mutant cells and determine the aspect of the model in
which they are defective. This software can then be extended to answer questions regarding other
biological processes as well, contributing to the fields of actin regulation, signal transduction,
and cell motility. Moreover, all of the actin regulators of interest have been implicated in disease.
There is a need to understand how these proteins contribute to proper cell motility in realistic
environments in order to determine how their defects in cell motility result in disease.
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CHAPTER 2
2 Using classical epistasis analysis to elucidate the relationship between Paxillin and WASP
in D. discoideum
2.1 Introduction
Actin-dependent processes such as adhesion, endocytosis, exocytosis, phagocytosis, and
motility are regulated by a plethora of molecular players. These players are subject to tight
regulation by other proteins and must execute their functions in a specific order of action.
Dysfunctions in this order of action often lead to disease including cancer metastasis. Two
proteins of interest introduced in Chapter 1—Paxillin and WASP—regulate many actin-based
processes both in mammalian cells and Dictyostelium. Mutations and the dysregulation of both
proteins have been implicated in cancer metastasis [11, 34, 74]. Elucidating their order of action
to regulate these processes is of interest and may lead to the design of targeted therapeutics. This
chapter will focus on the order of action of PaxB and WasA, the D. discoideum orthologues of
Paxillin and WASP, respectively.
PaxB has been shown to play roles in the regulation of the cytoskeleton in variety of
actin-based processes including phagocytosis, endocytosis, exocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion,
cell-sorting, cytokinesis, development, and motility [38, 64, 65]. Interestingly, WasA also
regulates many of the same processes and cAMP chemotaxis and the generation of motility
structures as well [78, 35, 66]. Given their necessity in regulating the actin cytoskeleton for
similar processes, PaxB and WasA may very well be part of a common signaling pathway. In
breast cancer cells, Paxillin has been shown to activate N-WASP (an ubiquitously expressed
version of the mammalian WASP protein) without apparently directly interacting with Paxillin
[34]. This suggests that PaxB might serve an uncharacteristic non-structural role where PaxB
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regulates WasA. We wish to investigate this by determining whether there is an epistatic
relationship between PaxB and WasA. We hypothesize that WasA is downstream of PaxB for
the following actin-dependent processes: plaque formation, endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion,
fruiting body development, and cell-autonomy for development.
2.2 Experimental design
To determine the relationship between PaxB and WasA, we utilized classical genetic
epistasis analysis (Figure 2.1A). Classical genetic epistasis analysis is a useful tool to identify the
downstream gene in a pathway using mutant phenotypes. For the analysis to work, there are
several assumptions and requirements. First, the analysis assumes that a protein acts before
another protein in order to generate a wild-type phenotype of a given biological process. As
shown in Figure 2.1A, Protein X is upstream of Protein Y and acts before Protein Y to generate a
wild-type phenotype. This upstream protein regulates the downstream protein; in doing so, the
upstream protein prevents the phenotype associated with the unregulated phenotype of the
downstream protein from being observed. Note that the upstream protein’s regulation of the
downstream protein does not need to be direct and can be indirect through the regulation of
proteins in between the upstream and downstream proteins. Second, single mutants of the two
proteins of interest must have different phenotypes for a biological process in question.
Continuing with our example in Fig 2.1A, if Protein X’s expression is abolished by gene
disruption (Mutant 1), then Protein X’s regulation of Protein Y is lost, causing a mutant
phenotype due to Protein Y’s dysregulation (Phenotype 1). If Protein Y is abolished while
leaving Protein X intact (Mutant 2), a different mutant phenotype can be observed representative
of the complete loss of Protein Y (Phenotype 2). Given these two requirements, a double mutant
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of the two proteins of interest will phenocopy the downstream protein’s mutant phenotype for the
biological process in question.

Figure 2.1. Classical genetic epistasis analysis identifies the downstream gene in a linear pathway. (A)
Classical genetic epistasis analysis assumes that, in a wild-type line, Protein X acts before Protein Y to generate a
wild-type phenotype. A gene disruption (KO) of Protein X (Mutant 1) causes a mutant phenotype representative of
the dysregulation of Protein Y (Phenotype 1). A gene disruption of Protein Y (Mutant 2) causes a different mutant
phenotype representative of the complete loss of Protein Y (Phenotype 2). If both genes are disrupted (Double
Mutant), the double mutant phenocopies Mutant 2, the downstream gene, due to not having the presence of Protein
Y available for regulation. (B) Thus, the phenotype of the double mutant of wasA-/paxB- would identify which gene
acts downstream and, therefore, reveal the order of action of PaxB and WasA in a variety of processes.
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Recall in our example in Fig 2.1A that Protein Y’s modification by Protein X is necessary
to produce a wild-type phenotype. In the double mutant’s case, there is no Protein Y available to
be regulated, resulting in Mutant 2’s phenotype. It is irrelevant that Protein X was abolished as
there is no Protein Y to act on to generate a wild-type phenotype. Therefore, Protein Y can be
identified as the downstream gene using this analysis. We applied epistasis analysis to determine
the order of action of PaxB and WasA for the following actin-dependent processes: plaque
formation, endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, development, and cell sorting throughout
development (Figure 2.1B).
We assume that PaxB and WasA work in a pathway where one must act before the other
for a given process to be wild-type. Wild-type Ax3 (WT) and wasA- lines already exist. paxBand wasA-/paxB- lines were made through homologous recombination of our linearized paxBplasmid (Figure 2.2A) in WT and wasA-, respectively. Primers were designed to have one primer
bind genomic DNA outside of the construct and the other primer to bind within the hygromycin
resistance gene region; successful insertion would result in a PCR product of 2.2kbp (Figure
2.2B). As shown in Figure 2.2C, WT and linearized paxB- plasmid did not show a dark 2.2kb
band, which was expected. Two isolates and eight isolates of paxB-and wasA-/paxB- lines were
successfully generated as they produced a PCR product of 2.2kbp, respectively. wasA-/paxBisolate #1 was chosen at random for all experiments as all eight isolates of wasA-/paxB- had the
identical non-aggregating developmental phenotype upon starvation (data not shown). Both
isolates of paxB- arrested at the mound stage upon starvation as published [65]; isolate #2 was
chosen for experiments. Using these lines, we determined whether the double mutant would
phenocopy either single mutant and reveal an epistatic relationship between PaxB and WasA in a
variety of processes.
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Figure 2.2. PCR Confirmation of paxB- and wasA-/paxB- lines. (A) A schematic of the synthesized paxBconstruct on a pUC57 plasmid. (B) A schematic of a successful insertion of the paxB- construct into the genome.
Primers were designed to have one primer bind genomic DNA outside of the construct and a primer within the
hygromycin resistance gene region. Successful insertion would result in a PCR product of 2.2kbp. (C) Successful
insertion was shown in wasA-/paxB- lines and paxB- lines. Both the wild-type and linearized paxB- plasmid did not
yield a clear dark band as designed. M=1kb DNA ladder, WT=Ax3, a wild-type (WT) line, Hy=linearized paxBplasmid, P=paxB-, and WP= wasA-/paxB- lines.

2.3 WasA is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation.
wasA- cells make significantly smaller plaques when clearing Klebsiella aerogenes (Ka)
bacteria on agar plates than WT over the course of seven days [66]. While generating the paxBisolates, we observed that the paxB- isolates made large plaques within three days (data not
shown). This made us question whether wasA-/paxB- would phenocopy the plaque formation
phenotype of either paxB- or wasA-. Because of this, we designed a plaque assay inspired by [66]
where cells of each line were plated at very low density in order to observe the rate of plaque
formation. Plaque diameters were measured after five days and compared to determine whether
there was an epistatic relationship between PaxB and WasA for plaque formation.
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Figure 2.3. WasA is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation. Cells were plated on bacterial lawns and were
allowed to clear bacteria for five days after which plaque diameters were measured. P-values of <0.01 and <0.001
were represented by ** and ***, respectively. Error bars represented SEM.

As shown in Figure 2.3, using the diameter of the plaques to quantify plaque size, WT
cells made plaques that were approximately 5 mm in diameter. paxB- cells made significantly
larger plaques with an average diameter of 10 mm. However, while wasA- and wasA-/paxBplaques were not significantly different from each other with plaque diameters of approximately
4mm, wasA- plaques were significantly smaller than wild-type and paxB- plaques. Representative
plaques for each line are presented in SFigure 2.1. Here, the double mutant phenocopied wasA-.
Therefore, epistasis analysis revealed that WasA is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation.
2.4 WasA is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis.
Given that PaxB regulates WasA for plaque formation, which is dependent on several
actin-based processes such as chemotaxis, endocytosis, and adhesion, we wanted to determine
whether there was an epistatic relationship in other vegetative state processes dependent on actin,
such as endocytosis. WasA has been shown to positively regulate endocytosis where PaxB has
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been shown to negatively regulate endocytosis [66, 79, 64]. To determine whether PaxB and
WasA have an epistatic relationship in regulating endocytosis, we utilized a modified
endocytosis assay [64] where cells took up FITC-dextran over time.

Figure 2.4. WasA is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis. Cells were incubated for 80 minutes in suspension in
FITC-dextran supplemented media. After 80 minutes, cells were washed, lysed, and their lysates were measured for
fluorescence. P-value <0.05 was represented by *. Error bars represented SEM.

As shown in Figure 2.4, after eighty minutes of cells being suspended in FITC-dextran
laced media, the amount of FITC-dextran endocytosed by the cells was quantified. WT cells
endocytosed the most FITC-dextran (965 RFUs) while paxB- cells endocytosed slightly less
FITC-dextran (874 RFUs); this was not significantly different from WT. However, wasA- cells
endocytosed significantly less FITC-dextran than both WT and paxB- cells (634 RFUs). Much
like the wasA- cells, wasA-/paxB- endocytosed significantly less FITC-dextran than WT and
paxB- cells (575 RFUs). There was no significant difference between wasA- and wasA-/paxB-.
Taken together, this argues that WasA is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis.
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2.5 WasA is downstream of PaxB for cell-substrate adhesion.
Cells need to properly adhere to substrates while foraging for food. Given the results of
the plaque assay, we wanted to determine whether the epistatic relationship between WasA and
PaxB identified so far was maintained for cell-substrate adhesion. Although no information has
been published on the contributions of WasA to cell-substrate adhesion in Dictyostelium, it has
been shown in several publications that PaxB plays a positive role in cell-substrate adhesion [65,
64, 38]. To examine the potential epistatic relationship between PaxB and WasA in cell-substrate
adhesion, we used a modified version of the cell-substrate adhesion protocol [65] where we
quantified the amount of submerged cells that remained attached to the bottom of a flask gently
shaken for thirty-minutes (Figure 2.5). WT and paxB-cells had similar adhesion with 89% and
86% of the cells remaining attached. Interestingly, both wasA- and wasA-/paxB- cell lines had
significantly less adhesion than WT and paxB- with approximately 78% adhered. Epistasis
analysis indicated that WasA is downstream of PaxB for cell-substrate adhesion.

Figure 2.5. WasA is downstream of PaxB for cell-substrate adhesion. Cells were seeded for two hours for
adhesion. Cells were then gently shaken over the course of thirty minutes. Readings were taken at the 30-minute
time-point and was used for statistical analysis. P-value <0.01 was represented by **. Error bars represented SEM.
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2.6 WasA and PaxB are needed for fruiting body formation, but epistasis is inconclusive.

Figure 2.6. WasA and PaxB are needed for fruiting body development, but epistasis is inconclusive. Cells were
starved on filter pads for twenty-four hours and pictures were taken. Images are representative of three separate
experiments.

Given PaxB and WasA’s epistatic relationship in regulating actin-dependent processes in
the vegetative phase, we then looked at development. Wild-type lines culminate in a fruiting
body within twenty-four hours of initiating starvation. wasA- cell lines do not complete
development but rather make very loose, abnormal aggregates [66] while paxB- cells arrest at the
mound stage during development [65]. To determine whether an epistatic relationship exists
between PaxB and WasA for development, we used a starvation assay [65]. As expected within
twenty-four hours, WT cells made fruiting bodies and paxB- cells arrested at the mound stage
(Figure 2.6, SFigure 2.2). However, wasA- cells not only poorly aggregated, which was expected,
but also formed abnormal spore-mass-like structures on top of some loose aggregates. The wasA/paxB- line poorly aggregated, however, did not have the abnormal spore-mass-like structures on
top of their aggregates. As the double mutant did not fully phenocopy either single mutant, we
cannot use classical genetic epistasis analysis to determine whether PaxB and WasA act on one
another in a pathway.
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2.7 WasA is downstream of PaxB for developmental rescue by WT cells.

Figure 2.7. wasA-/paxB- phenocopies the cell autonomous defect of wasA- for generating fruiting bodies. Cells
were mixed in a 70:30 ratio with LacZ expressing wild-type cells (HR 30) and starved on a filter pad for twenty-four
hours for fruiting body development. Images are representative of three separate trials.

Given the developmental defects found for wasA-, we questioned whether the sporemass-like structure found in wasA- cells might be an indicator of a cell autonomous or non-cell
autonomous defect for fruiting body formation. We know that paxB- cells’ arrest at the mound
stage is a non-cell autonomous defect that can be rescued by the addition of WT cells [38, 65]. In
[38, 65], a chimeric mixture of LacZ expressing wild-type (HR 30) cells rescued the
developmental defect of paxB- cells. To examine whether wasA- cells’ developmental defect was
capable of being rescued by WT cells, we used a 70:30 mixture of our cell lines with wild-type
(HR 30) cells following Pribric et al. (2011) starvation protocol for fruiting body development
[65]. Mixtures of WT cells with HR 30 cells made fruiting bodies (Figure 2.7). paxB- cells
mixed with HR 30 cells proceeded past the mound stage where the chimera made abnormally
short fruiting bodies. As expected, the paxB- defect is non-cell autonomous. The wasA- chimera
remained arrested at the loose aggregate stage as did the wasA-/paxB- chimera. The double
mutant phenocopied wasA-’s cell-autonomous defect, indicating that WasA is needed to proceed
into development.
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2.8 Summary and Discussion
Paxillin and WASP are actin regulators that play roles in a variety of actin-dependent
processes. Given that Paxillin and WASP play roles in many of the same actin-dependent
processes, we wanted to determine whether Paxillin and WASP work in a pathway together and
to determine their order of action. We used classical epistasis analysis to determine whether
Paxillin and WASP have an epistatic relationship in several actin-dependent processes using
their D. discoideum orthologues, PaxB and WasA, respectively. We hypothesized that WasA was
downstream of PaxB for the following actin-dependent processes: plaque formation, endocytosis,
cell-substrate adhesion, fruiting body development, and developmental rescue.
We first applied epistasis analysis to plaque formation. For plaques to form, cells rely on
several actin-dependent processes including endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, and motility.
PaxB negatively regulates endocytosis, speed, and positively regulates adhesion [65, 38]. WasA
positively regulates endocytosis and motility [78, 66]. Our plaque assay shows that PaxB is also
needed to negatively regulate plaque formation as losing PaxB causes the cells to make
significantly larger plaques than WT. One reason for the larger plaques could be because the loss
of PaxB causes more endocytosis and, therefore, more efficient clearing of the bacteria.
Moreover, losing WasA causes cells to form smaller plaques, implying that WasA is a positive
regulator of plaque formation possibly due to WasA’s known role as a positive regulator of
endocytosis [78]. Given that the double mutant phenocopies the loss of WasA for plaque
formation, we conclude that WasA is downstream of PaxB, supporting our hypothesis that PaxB
regulates WasA. However, our findings show that PaxB is a negative regulator of WasA. In
contrast, in breast cancer cells, active Paxillin positively regulates active WASP [34]. Therefore,
in normal cells, Paxillin’s role might typically be the negative regulation of WASP.
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We then applied epistasis analysis to endocytosis. PaxB has been shown to negatively
regulate endocytosis [64] where WasA positively regulates endocytosis [34, 80]. Our
endocytosis assay suggests that PaxB is not needed as loss of PaxB does not cause the cells to
engulf FITC-dextran differently than WT. This result is not consistent with previous results and
would suggest that our hypothesis for more efficient clearing of bacteria for plaque formation is
wrong. We have two potential explanations for this: phagocytosis and culturing methods. First,
unlike the endocytosis assay where cells engulfed liquid, for plaque formation, cells engulf
bacteria. Here, the slightly different mechanisms regulating endocytosis and phagocytosis may
be playing a role. For our PaxB null cells, phagocytosis specific mechanisms may be more
impacted than endocytosis, thus explaining our PaxB cells large plaques but unaltered
endocytosis. Second, the discrepancy between our and previous findings could be due to
culturing methods; this will be addressed shortly as it explains our findings for cell-substrate
adhesion as well. As for losing WasA, these cells endocytose less, which is expected [34, 67].
The double mutant phenocopied the loss of WasA, indicating that WasA is downstream to PaxB.
Being that the loss of PaxB causes no change in endocytosis where the loss of WasA causes a
drop in endocytosis, like the plaque assay, our findings show that Paxillin is a negative regulator
of WASP.
We then applied epistasis analysis to cell-substrate adhesion. PaxB is a positive regulator
of cell-substrate adhesion [38, 65]. WasA was not known to play a role in cell-substrate
adhesion. However, given the severe cytoskeletal defects associated with WasA loss [34, 67],
WasA might be a positive regulator of adhesion. The cell-substrate adhesion assay reveals that
PaxB is not needed as the loss of PaxB does not cause the cells to differ in adhesion quality
compared to WT. This contradicts several published findings where PaxB is shown to be a
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positive regulator of cell-substrate adhesion [38, 65]. For losing WasA, these cells lessen their
adherence to the substrate as we predicted [34, 67]. Our findings now implicate WasA in
adhesion. Given that the double mutant phenocopied the loss of WasA for cell-substrate
adhesion, it is clear that WasA is downstream of PaxB. Consistent with our previous assays,
Paxillin is a negative regulator of WASP.
Our PaxB results for endocytosis and cell-substrate adhesion conflict with previously
published work [64] and [38], respectively. For endocytosis, [64] published that PaxB is a
negative regulator of endocytosis. For cell-substrate adhesion, [38] published that PaxB is a
positive regulator of adhesion. Here, we show that in both actin-dependent processes, that PaxB
is not necessary. However, this difference is most likely dependent on the different culturing
methods used. PaxB sequesters actin for its various actin-dependent processes; however, the loss
of PaxB frees this actin, leaving it available for other actin regulators to use for their tasks. For
PaxB null cells cultured suspension, this free actin may be used biasedly towards endocytosis
mechanisms, thus indicating that PaxB is a negative regulator of endocytosis [64]. In contrast,
for cells grown on culture plates, our PaxB null cells may be using this free actin biasedly for
alternative pathways regulating adhesion sites not dependent on PaxB. Thus, this explains why
our results showed no difference in endocytosis nor adhesion compared to WT.
We then applied epistasis analysis to twenty-four hour development. D. discoideum cells
develop into fruiting bodies twenty-four hours after starvation. Development requires proper
regulation of several actin-dependent processes including cell-substrate adhesion, cell-cell
adhesion, and motility. The loss of PaxB causes cells to arrest at the mound stage [64] within
twenty-four hours. The loss of WasA causes the cells to barely aggregate [66] at the same time.
Any defect in the actin-dependent processes that are required for development could be the cause
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of these phenotypes. We hypothesized that the double mutant would phenocopy the loss of
WasA as its developmental phenotype is more severe. For the developmental assay, PaxB null
cells arrested at the mound stage as expected where WasA null cells loosely aggregated, but
unexpectedly, made spore-mass-like structures on top of some of the aggregates. This phenotype
was not expected. Further investigation into how the WasA null line was originally phenotyped
revealed that Davidson et al. (2014) seeded a monolayer of cells to starve on filter pads where in
our assays we plated 1 mL of cells, 250 µL at a time on the filter pad, resulting in several layers
of cells [66]. In our method, there are more cells per surface area, and this might be the reason
why our WasA null phenotypes were able to create spore-mass like structures as they did not
have to travel far to reach other cells for development. Contrary to our hypothesis, the double
mutant did not fully phenocopy the loss of WasA for development. Epistasis analysis failed to
determine a relationship between Paxillin and WASP for development.
We then applied epistasis analysis to developmental rescue. It is known that PaxB null
cells’ arrest at the mound stage, and the arrest is rescuable by the addition of WT cells [38, 65],
indicating that the loss of PaxB is a cell-non-autonomous defect. Our findings support this. No
one has investigated the nature of the loss of WasA’s developmental defect. Our assay shows
that WasA nulls fail to initiate development with the addition of WT cells. The defect could not
be rescued by the addition of WT cells. WasA is cell-autonomously necessary for development.
These results suggest that the nature of WasA null’s developmental defect is due to the cell’s
inability to communicate with other cells. WasA null’s most-likely have defects in their ability to
generate a necessary receptor for cell-cell communication. Although no data has been published
on WasA’s contributions to cell-cell communication, in mammalian cells, WASP was shown to
be necessary to establish the connection, called an immunological synapse, between T-cells and
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their cell targets [18]. As shown by WasA null cells’ cell-autonomous defect, there is clearly a
role for cell-cell communication regulated by WasA as well. In D.discoideum, one protein that is
known to regulate cell-cell adhesion and intercellular signaling through cell contact is TgrC1.
TgrC1 recognizes cells that are considered kin and are capable of forming aggregates for
development [81]. If cells fail to be recognized as kin, they are excluded from aggregates
proceeding into development. Interestingly, like WasA null cells, TgrC1 null cells arrest at the
loose aggregate stage, indicating that this “check” for kin identity cannot occur in these cells. If
WasA is part of this kin identifying process, it makes sense that, like TgrC1 null cells, these cells
cannot be identified as kin and are excluded from development and arrest the loose aggregate
stage. This begs the question whether WasA plays a role in maintaining cell-cell adhesions.
Interestingly, PaxB does play a positive role in cell-cell calcium dependent adhesions [64]. This
could imply that WasA is downstream of PaxB’s regulation of cell-cell adhesions and implicate
TgrC1 in that process as well.
Taken together our findings support an epistatic relationship between WasA and PaxB
where WasA is downstream of PaxB in a variety of actin-dependent processes. This is the case
for all vegetative state processes and for cell autonomy (Figure 2.8). For all vegetative processes
tested, we found that PaxB negatively regulates WasA. This implies for mammalian cells, that
Paxillin negatively regulates WASP for similar processes. However, the nature of this regulation
remains to be investigated.
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Figure 2.8. Classical genetic epistasis analysis identified WasA as the downstream gene in a pathway with
PaxB for vegetative state processes. Epistasis analysis revealed that wasA-/paxB- phenocopied wasA-, indicating
that the order of action is that PaxB must act first followed by WasA.

In both D. discoideum and mammalian cells, WASP can self-inhibit by folding on to
itself, preventing its F-actin nucleation activity. In order for WASP to become activated,
RacGTP or Cdc42 must bind to WASP’s CRIB domain to open WASP [82]. For D. discoideum,
evidence suggests that PaxB’s negative regulation of WasA can occur through other focal
adhesion binding proteins that interact with PaxB. In mammalian cells, Paxillin binds to
Vinculin, a focal adhesion protein that facilitates binding the cytoskeleton to the membrane.
Vinculin in turn binds to Talin and α-actinin. Again, Talin is a crosslinking protein that binds the
membrane to the cytoskeleton through adhesion sites. α-actinin is an actin binding protein that
binds to Talin and also binds to Coronin7, an F-actin stabilizing protein [82]. Coronin7 prevents
disassembly and reassembly of F-actin and has been shown to prevent the formation of branched
actin networks, making it a negative regulator of actin nucleating proteins such as the WASP
family of proteins [82]. Interestingly, D. discoideum have orthologues of all of these proteins.
The orthologues are as follows: Talin, TalA and TalB; Vinculin, VinA; α-actinin, AbpA; and
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Coronin7, CorB. In D. discoideum, it was shown that CorB binds to RacGDPs, lowering their
concentration [83]. Consequently, by binding to RacGDPs and making them unavailable for
conversion to RacGTPs necessary for WasA activation, CorB may act as a negative regulator of
WasA in D. discoideum [82]. Taken together, we propose the following model for D.
discoideum: PaxB may be a necessary upstream recruiter of CorB through PaxB’s recruitment
and binding of VinA. VinA binds TalA, and AbpA in turn binds to actin and CorB, which
stabilizes the F-actin by sequestering RacGDPs preventing WasA activation (Figure 2.9A). This
complex maintained by PaxB may be what keeps WasA in its auto-inhibition state and
negatively regulates WasA’s activity in actin-based processes.
For mammalian cells, it has been shown that the phosphorylation of tyrosine in WASP
can activate WASP and, therefore, bypass the need for RacGTP or Cdc42 binding to the CRIB
domain [80]. Taken together, we propose the following model for mammalian cells: Paxillin’s
negative regulation of WASP may be due to Paxillin’s recruitment of proteins necessary to
inhibit downstream kinases that phosphorylate WASP for activation (Figure 2.9B). However, the
phosphorylation of WasA has not been elucidated in D. discoideum [16].
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Figure 2.9. Paxillin regulates WASP for several actin-based processes. (A) For D. discoideum, PaxB, acting as a
scaffolding protein, recruits VinA. VinA binds to TalA, which in turn, binds to AbpA. AbpA binds to CorB that
sequesters RacGDP, preventing RacGDP from converting to RacGTP, which is necessary for WasA activation. (B)
For mammalian cells, Paxillin, also acting as a scaffolding protein, recruits necessary proteins that trigger the
downstream phosphorylation of WASP, activating it. In both cases, Paxillin’s role is to inhibit the activation of
WASP and its nucleation of F-actin for actin-dependent processes; endocytosis is one example.
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CHAPTER 3
3 Using classical epistasis analysis to elucidate the relationship between Paxillin and
SCAR/WAVE in D. discoideum
3.1 Introduction
As stated in Chapter 2, elucidating the roles between proteins of interest that regulate
actin-based processes both in mammalian cells and Dictyostelium is important. Again, several
proteins were introduced in Chapter 1. This chapter will focus on the order of action of PaxB and
SCAR, the D. discoideum orthologues of Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE, respectively.
In Chapter 2, we found that PaxB negatively regulates WasA for a variety of actindependent processes. SCAR/WAVE is also a WASP family member. Like in mammalian cells,
WasA in D. discoideum also performs SCAR’s roles when the SCAR gene is disrupted [35].
WasA was found in localizations specific to SCAR while also maintaining its specialized
localizations elsewhere. Moreover, SCAR regulates many of the same actin-dependent processes
as PaxB and WasA including cytokinesis, cell size, exocytosis, phagocytosis, endocytosis,
motility, and development [16, 84, 68]. Given PaxB and SCAR’s necessity in regulating similar
actin-dependent processes and SCAR being a close family member to WasA, PaxB, and SCAR
may be part of a common signaling pathway like PaxB and WasA. We wish to investigate this by
determining whether there is an epistatic relationship between PaxB and SCAR. We applied
epistasis analysis to determine the order of action of PaxB and SCAR for the following actindependent processes: plaque formation, endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, fruiting body
development, and cell-sorting for development (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Classical genetic epistasis analysis identifies the downstream gene in a linear pathway. The
phenotype of the double mutant of scar-/paxB- would identify which gene acts downstream and, therefore, reveal the
order of action between PaxB and SCAR in a variety of processes.

3.2 Experimental design
We assume that like PaxB and WasA, PaxB and SCAR work in a pathway where one
must act before the other for a given process to be wild-type. Wild-type Ax3 (WT) and paxBlines were used. The scar- line was generated through homologous recombination of the
linearized scar- construct made by Bear, Rawls, and Saxe (1998) (Figure 3.2A) in WT. Primers
were designed to have one primer bind genomic DNA outside of the construct and the other
primer to bind within the blasticidin resistance gene region; successful insertion of the construct
would result in a PCR product of 1.6kbp (Figure 3.2B). As shown in Figure 3.2C, WT did not
show a band as expected. Several scar- isolates (#1, 2, 3, and 7) were successfully generated as
they produced a PCR product of 1.6kbp; isolate #3 was randomly selected as all four isolates had
identical, abnormally short fruiting bodies upon starvation (data not shown). Finally, the scar/paxB- was generated through homologous recombination of our linearized paxB- plasmid in the
scar- isolate. Using the same primers as in Figure 2.2B showed that WT and linearized paxBplasmid did not show a band as expected (Figure 3.2D). scar-/paxB- isolates were successfully
generated as they produced a PCR product of 2.2kbp. All eight isolates produced abnormally
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short fruiting bodies; isolate #4 was chosen at random for experiments. Using these lines, we
examined whether the double mutant would phenocopy either single mutant and reveal an
epistatic relationship between PaxB and SCAR in a variety of processes.

Figure 3.2. PCR Confirmation of scar- and scar-/paxB- lines. (A) A schematic of the synthesized scar- construct
on a 9A/O7 plasmid. (B) A schematic of a successful insertion of the scar- construct into the genome. Primers were
designed to have one primer bind genomic DNA outside of the construct and a primer within the blasticidin
resistance gene region. Successful insertion would result in a PCR product of 1.6kbp. (C) Both the wild-type and
linearized scar- plasmid did not yield a PCR product as designed. Successful insertion was shown in several scarisolates. (D) Using the linearized paxB- construct, several scar-/paxB- isolates were successfully identified. M =1kb
DNA ladder, WT=Ax3, Hy=linearized paxB- plasmid, and SP= scar-/paxB- lines.

3.3 SCAR is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation.
SCAR’s contributions to plaque formation have not been published. In Chapter 2, we
showed that paxB- made large plaques (Figure 2.3). Thus, we questioned whether scar-/paxBwould phenocopy the plaque formation phenotype of either paxB- or scar-. To examine this, we
used the same plaque assay used in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure 3.3, WT cells made plaques
that were approximately 5mm in diameter. paxB- cells made significantly larger plaques with an
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average diameter of 10mm. However, while scar- and scar-/paxB- plaques were not significantly
different from each other with diameters of approximately 4mm, although smaller than WT,
scar- was not significantly smaller where scar-/paxB- was. Representative plaques for each line
are presented in SFigure 3.1. Here, scar-/paxB- phenocopied scar-. Therefore, epistasis analysis
revealed that SCAR is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation.

Figure 3.3. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation. Cells were plated on bacterial lawns and were
allowed to clear bacteria for five days. Plaque diameters were measured. P-values of <0.05 and <0.01 were
represented by * and **, respectively. Error bars represented SEM.

3.4 SCAR is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis.
Since PaxB regulates SCAR for plaque formation, which is dependent on several actindependent processes as stated in Chapter 2, we wanted to determine whether there was an
epistatic relationship in other vegetative state actin-dependent processes such as endocytosis.
Again PaxB negatively regulates endocytosis [64]. SCAR positively regulates endocytosis [68].
We questioned whether PaxB regulates SCAR for endocytosis. To address this, we used the
same endocytosis assay stated in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure 3.4, after eighty minutes of cells
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being suspended in FITC-dextran laced media, the amount of FITC-dextran endocytosed by the
cells was quantified. WT cells endocytosed FITC-dextran at approximately 2212 RFUs while
paxB- cells endocytosed slightly more (2397 RFUs). This was not significantly different from
WT cells. However, scar- cells much like the scar-/paxB- cells endocytosed significantly less
FITC-dextran than WT and paxB- cells (at 1430 RFUs and 1226 RFUs, respectively). Taken
together, this argued that SCAR is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis.

Figure 3.4. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for endocytosis. Cells were incubated for 80 minutes in suspension in
FITC-dextran supplemented media. Readings were taken every twenty minutes where the 80 minute time-point was
used for statistical analysis. P-value <0.05 was represented by *. Error bars represented SEM.

3.5 SCAR and PaxB regulate cell-substrate adhesion but in separate pathways.

PaxB has been published to be a positive regulator of cell-substrate adhesion. Little
information has been published on the contributions of SCAR to cell-substrate adhesion. Given
the overlapping functions of WASP family members, we were curious whether PaxB and SCAR
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have an epistatic relationship for cell-substrate adhesion reminiscent of PaxB and WasA. To
address this, we used the same method for cell-substrate adhesion in Chapter 2. After thirty
minutes of gentle shaking to dislodge cells from the bottom of the flask, WT, paxB-, and scarcells had similar adhesion with 82%, 84%, and 88% percent adhesion, respectively (Figure 3.5).
Interestingly, scar-/paxB- had significantly less adhesion than all other lines with only 58% of the
cells remaining attached. Since neither single mutant produced a separate phenotype for cellsubstrate adhesion, we cannot use epistasis analysis to determine the order of action.
Nevertheless, these results suggest that these genes work in separate pathways for cell-substrate
adhesion. The loss of either mutant alone did not influence cell-substrate adhesion compared to
WT. However, upon both genes being disrupted, scar-/paxB- showed that the quality of
adherence was severely impaired. Therefore, both SCAR and PaxB are involved in regulating
cell-substrate adhesion, but contribute to cell-substrate adhesion in separate pathways.

Figure 3.5. SCAR and PaxB influence cell-substrate adhesion in separate pathways. Cells were seeded for two
hours for adhesion. Cells were then gently shaken over the course of thirty minutes. Readings were taken at the 30
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minute time-point and was used for statistical analysis. P-value <0.001 was represented by ***. Error bars
represented SEM.

3.6 SCAR is downstream to PaxB for fruiting body development.
Given PaxB and SCAR’s epistatic relationship in regulating some vegetative actindependent processes, we then looked at development. Wild-type cells make normally sized
fruiting bodies within twenty-four hours of initiating starvation where scar- cells make
abnormally short ones [84]. We then questioned whether scar-/paxB- would phenocopy scar-. We
used the same starvation assay in Chapter 2. As expected within twenty-four hours, WT made
fruiting bodies, paxB- cells arrested at the mound stage, and scar- made short fruiting bodies
(Figure 3.6). scar-/paxB- also made abnormally short fruiting bodies, phenocopying scar-. Here,
epistasis analysis revealed that PaxB regulates SCAR for fruiting body development. Moreover,
given that the double mutant phenocopied scar-, this revealed that SCAR is a suppressor of
PaxB.

Figure 3.6. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for fruiting body development. Sub-confluent cells were starved on
filter pads for twenty-four hours and pictures were taken. Images are representative of three separate experiments.

3.7 SCAR is downstream to PaxB for cell-sorting.
D. discoideum cells begin sorting as early as the tipped mound stage (Figure 1.3B). In the
tipped mound, pre-stalk cells migrate towards the tip of the mound where pre-spore cells
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encompass the base of the tipped mound [65]. Throughout the remaining stages of development,
this division of cells is maintained as the cells finally differentiate in the fruiting body. To
evaluate cell sorting defects in mutant lines throughout development, Lac Z expressing wild-type
cells (HR 30s) are mixed in a low ratio with mutant lines and starved to the desired stage of
study. Structures are fixed and stained with X-gal to visualize HR 30 localization [38, 64]. Given
the results from the fruiting body starvation assay, we were curious to see whether the PaxB or
SCAR null lines had cell sorting defects and to determine whether there was an epistatic
relationship. We looked at several stages of development: early culminants and fruiting bodies.

Figure 3.7. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for cell sorting into early culminants. Sub-confluent cells were mixed
in an 80:20 ratio with LacZ expressing wild-type cells (HR 30) and starved on a filter pad for eighteen to twenty
hours for early culminant development. Images are representative of three separate experiments.

We wanted to first look at early culminants. Early culminants arise approximately
fourteen hours after starvation (Figure 1.3B). Interestingly, paxB- cells have known cell-sorting
defects in early stages of development [38, 64, 65] where no data has been published on the cell
sorting defects of scar- cells. All chimeric lines were able to make early culminants at fourteen
hours (Figure 3.7). The WT chimeric early culminants showed no preference of localization of
HR 30 cells in either the culminant or stalk area; both cell types were stained blue. paxB-
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chimeric early culminants showed localization of HR 30 cells in the pre-spore region within the
culminant but not in pre-stalk regions where paxB- dominated. The scar- chimeric early
culminants, like WT, showed no preference in HR 30 localization. Mimicking the cell-sorting
pattern of scar-, scar-/paxB- chimeric early culminants showed no preference of HR 30
localization. Here, epistasis analysis revealed that PaxB regulates SCAR for cell-sorting into
early culminants.
Fruiting bodies arise after twenty-four hours from initial starvation (Figure 1.3B). Where
it was known that paxB- cells have cell-sorting defects in early stages of development [38, 64,
65], our findings for early culminants extends cell-sorting defects into later stages of
development (Figure 3.7). Thus, we then analyzed cell sorting in fruiting bodies. All chimeras
made fruiting bodies in twenty-four hours (Figure 3.8). WT chimeric fruiting bodies again
showed no preference in the localization of HR 30 cells in either the stalk or spore mass. In
contrast, paxB- chimeric fruiting bodies showed localization of HR 30 cells in the spore mass
where all stalk cells were mostly white: paxB-; these fruiting bodies were abnormally short. The
scar- chimeric fruiting body, like WT showed no preference in HR 30 localization. The scar/paxB- chimeric fruiting body phenocopied scar-. Here, epistasis analysis revealed that PaxB
regulates SCAR for cell sorting into fruiting bodies.
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Figure 3.8. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for cell sorting into fruiting bodies. Sub-confluent cells were mixed in
an 80:20 ratio with LacZ expressing wild-type cells (HR 30) and starved on a filter pad for twenty-four hours for
fruiting body development. Images are representative of three separate experiments.

3.8 Summary and Discussion
Paxillin, WASP, and SCAR/WAVE are actin regulators that play roles in a variety of
actin-dependent processes. Our findings in Chapter 2 suggest that mammalian Paxillin may
negatively regulate WASP for several actin-dependent processes from studying D. discoideum
PaxB and WasA, respectively. SCAR/WAVE is another WASP family member that nucleates Factin. Given that Paxillin, WASP, and SCAR/WAVE all play roles in many of the same actindependent processes, we wanted to determine whether Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE work in a
pathway together and to determine their order of action. We used D. discoideum as our model
organism again as these cells have orthologues of Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE, PaxB and SCAR,
respectively. We hypothesized that SCAR is downstream of PaxB in a variety of actin-dependent
processes: plaque formation, endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, fruiting body development,
and cell-sorting for development (Figure 3.1).
In Chapter 2, we found that PaxB negatively regulates WasA for plaque formation. As
stated before, plaque formation relies on several actin-dependent processes including
endocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, and motility. As shown in Chapter 2, PaxB negatively
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regulates plaque formation as the loss of PaxB causes cells to make significantly larger plaques
than WT. This is the case again for this assay. SCAR null cells are known to have decreased
phagocytosis and, therefore, SCAR is a positive regulator of phagocytosis [68], so it is expected
in our assay that the SCAR null cells would make small plaques, which is what occurred. Given
that the double mutant phenocopies the loss of SCAR for plaque formation, we conclude that
SCAR is downstream of PaxB, supporting our hypothesis that PaxB regulates SCAR as well.
Our findings also show that PaxB is a negative regulator of SCAR, which matches our findings
for PaxB regulating WasA. Logically, to determine what component of plaque formation PaxB
may negatively regulate via SCAR, we looked at endocytosis.
In Chapter 2, our results indicate that PaxB is not necessary for endocytosis, which
conflicts with previous findings. This discrepancy could be due to culturing methods as stated
previously. SCAR null cells endocytosis less [68]. Indeed, our assay shows that SCAR null cells
endocytosis less, indicating that SCAR is a positive regulator of endocytosis as expected. These
findings indicate that the WASP family of proteins have overlapping functions in plaque
formation and endocytosis. Moreover, since the double mutant phencopied the loss of SCAR,
SCAR is downstream to PaxB. PaxB may regulate both overlapping functions for both plaque
formation and endocytosis.
We then applied epistasis analysis to cell-substrate adhesion. We showed that PaxB is
not needed to regulate cell-substrate adhesion where in previous publications PaxB is shown to
be a positive regulator of cell-substrate adhesion [38, 65]. SCAR’s role in cell-substrate adhesion
has not been investigated previously. In line with all our findings for WasA, we expect SCAR to
have a positive role in cell-substrate adhesion and act downstream of PaxB. Our findings did not
match our expectations. Although PaxB null cells adhered to the substrate matching our previous
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results where PaxB is not needed for cell-substrate adhesion, we found that SCAR is also not
needed for cell-substrate adhesion—with one caveat. As shown by the double mutant, when both
PaxB and SCAR are lost, cells severely lose the ability to adhere well. This implies that although
on their own, losing PaxB or SCAR does not interfere with cell-substrate adhesion, they must
both regulate cell-substrate adhesion in separate pathways as losing both causes a severe loss of
adhesion. Our findings now implicate SCAR in cell-substrate adhesion. Given that the double
mutant does not phenocopy either mutant, epistasis analysis reveals that PaxB and SCAR do not
regulate each other for cell-substrate adhesion but play roles in cell-substrate adhesion in
separate pathways.
We then applied epistasis analysis to twenty-four hour development. D. discoideum cells
develop into fruiting bodies after twenty-four hours of starvation. Again, development requires
proper regulation of several actin-dependent processes including cell-substrate adhesion, cell-cell
adhesion, and motility. In Chapter 2, we show that the loss of PaxB causes cells to arrest at the
mound stage at twenty-four hours and recapitulated that result here. SCAR null cells are known
to make abnormally short fruiting bodies within twenty-four hours [84], and using the same gene
disruption plasmid that [84] used, our SCAR null cells also made short fruiting bodies within
twenty-four hours. Given that some of the actin-based processes showed that SCAR is
downstream from PaxB, we hypothesized that the double mutant would phenocopy SCAR as
well. Additionally, since SCAR null cells make fruiting bodies, the double mutant phenocopying
SCAR null would indicate that SCAR’s role is to be a suppressor of PaxB nulls’ phenotype as
abolishing SCAR in PaxB null cells would allow the cells to progress past the mound stage,
PaxB nulls’ phenotype. This would imply in WT cells that PaxB’s presence hinders SCAR’s
function. Our data show that, after twenty-four hours of starvation, PaxB null cells arrest at the
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mound stage as expected where SCAR null cells make abnormally short fruiting bodies as
expected. The double mutant phenocopied SCAR null, suggesting that SCAR is downstream of
PaxB and that SCAR is a suppressor of PaxB null’s phenotype. This implies that SCAR
negatively regulates development and PaxB intrudes on SCAR’s negative regulation. To clarify
their epistatic relationship for development, when PaxB is lost, SCAR’s negative regulation of
development is apparent due to these cells arresting at the mound stage as there is no PaxB to act
on SCAR. When SCAR is lost, PaxB remains present where these cells proceed into fruiting
bodies. When both PaxB and SCAR are lost, fruiting bodies are made due to not needing the
presence of PaxB to intrude on SCAR as SCAR is not present to negatively regulate
development, showing that SCAR is downstream of PaxB.
Given that SCAR was found to be a suppressor of PaxB for twenty-four hour
development after starvation, it makes sense that throughout the stages of development, this
relationship remains true. However, the nature of the developmental process that SCAR
negatively regulates where PaxB hinders that regulation has yet to be elucidated. Our cell sorting
assays suggest that cell identity might be that process. To evaluate cell sorting defects in mutant
lines throughout development, Lac Z expressing wild-type cells (HR 30s) are mixed in a low
ratio with mutant lines and starved to the desired stage of study. Structures are fixed and stained
with X-gal to visualize HR 30 localization [38, 64].
We wanted to first look at early culminants. Early culminants arise approximately
fourteen hours after starvation. All chimeric lines were able to make early culminants at fourteen
hours (Figure 3.7). As expected, the WT chimeric early culminants show no preference of
localization of HR 30 cells in either the stalk or culminant regions. PaxB null cells have known
cell-sorting defects in early stages of development [64, 65], and we expected that defect would
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remain throughout later stages of development. PaxB null chimeric early culminants show
localization of HR 30 cells in the pre-spore region and not in the pre-stalk region, indicating cell
sorting defects in the PaxB null cells. Neither the SCAR null chimeric early culminants nor the
double mutant show cell sorting defects. These findings support PaxB hindering SCAR’s
negative regulation of development, particularly through cell differentiation. Exactly how SCAR
negatively impacts cell differentiation remains unknown but warrants investigation.
We then investigated whether PaxB regulates SCAR for cell-sorting into fruiting bodies.
Like early culminants, all chimeras make fruiting bodies in twenty-four hours (Figure 3.8). As
expected, WT chimeric fruiting bodies again show no preference of localization of HR 30 in
cells in either the stalk or spore mass. PaxB null chimeric fruiting bodies are short and abnormal,
however, showed localization of HR 30 cells in the spore mass, indicating a cell sorting defect.
The SCAR null chimeric fruiting body and the double mutant, like WT, shows no preference in
HR 30 localization. The double mutant chimeric fruiting body phenocopied SCAR null. This
indicates that the nature of SCAR’s suppressor role against PaxB is to prevent cells from
differentiating into spores. SCAR plays roles in cells preferentially differentiating into stalk
cells; PaxB must then be present to modulate this preference.
We must address a glaring discrepancy for the PaxB null cell sorting results from Chapter
2. In Chapter 2, we initially did not find any cell sorting defects for PaxB null cells when making
chimeras into fruiting bodies (Figure 2.7). This conflicts with previously published data
indicating that in earlier stages of development, PaxB null cells have cell sorting defects. Thus,
we lowered the percentage of HR 30 cells for our cell sorting assays in Chapter 3 to see if this
would reveal any cell sorting defects to match what was published previously. By doing this, we
show that the cell sorting defects found in the early stages of development for PaxB null cells
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remain throughout development. It is likely that the high concentration of HR 30 cells added to
PaxB nulls in Chapter 2 were enough to completely rescue any cell sorting defects of the PaxB
nulls. This indicates that SCAR’s negative regulation of development is non-cell autonomous
and other cells may be secreting a molecule that PaxB regulates necessary for cell sorting into
both cell types.
Taken together our findings implicate an epistatic relationship between PaxB and SCAR
where SCAR is downstream of PaxB in select actin-dependent processes: plaque formation,
endocytosis, development, and cell sorting throughout development. This suggests that
mammalian Paxillin negatively regulates SCAR/WAVE. To address plaque formation and
endocytosis, PIP3, Ras, and SCAR are all needed to generate macropinocytosis cups [80] where
WasA is not. This indicates that endocytosis is regulated by both WASP family members in
separate Paxillin-regulating pathways (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9. Classical genetic epistasis analysis identified SCAR as the downstream gene in a pathway with
PaxB for some vegetative and developmental processes. Epistasis analysis revealed that scar-/paxB- phenocopied
scar-, indicating that the order of action is that PaxB must act first followed by SCAR.
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For SCAR/WAVE in particular, Paxillin spatiotemporally regulates GEF and GAPs that
activate and deactivate GTPases including Cdc42, RhoA, and Rac, which are all Ras family
members in mammalian cells [10]. Given Paxillin’s regulation of Ras family members in
mammalian cells and SCAR’s dependence on Ras for localization and binding to PIP3 to
generate macropinocytosis cups in D. discoideum [80], Paxillin likely binds GAPs to inhibit Ras
activity and, therefore, also inhibits SCAR/WAVE recruitment. This may be the case for D.
discoideum PaxB and SCAR as well (Figure 3.10). Moreover, Paxillin’s binding to GAPs may
inhibit other GTPases that bind to SCAR/WAVE for Arp2/3 binding and F-actin nucleation such
as Rac. Although SCAR/WAVE does not have a CRIB domain, SCAR/WAVE’s complex
member Sra1 does bind to Rac to facilitate Arp 2/3 recruitment and F-actin nucleation [10]. In D.
discoideum, SCAR complex member PIR121 binds to Rac to perform these roles as well [35].
Thus, in both mammalian cells and D. discoideum, Paxillin uniquely regulates WASP and
SCAR/WAVE-mediated endocytosis separately (Figure 3.10). Being that both phagocytosis and
endocytosis mechanisms are similar, the findings for plaque formation and endocytosis might be
regulated through PaxB’s inhibition of Ras to regulate SCAR instead of Rac for WasA.
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Figure 3.10. Paxillin regulates SCAR/WAVE independently from its regulation of WASP for several actinbased processes. (A) For D. discoideum, PaxB, acting as a scaffolding protein, recruits a variety of proteins that are
unique to sequestering GAPs, lowering the concentration of available RacGTP necessary for the recruitment of
SCAR to the membrane to generate actin-regulated processes. (B) For mammalian cells, evidence suggests that the
process may be similar for Paxillin and SCAR/WAVE where Paxillin acts as a scaffolding protein that recruits
necessary proteins to trigger the downstream recruitment of SCAR/WAVE to the membrane. This is drastically
different from Paxillin’s potential role in recruiting proteins that prevent the phosphorylation WASP and its activity.

As for cell-substrate adhesion, unlike PaxB’s negative regulation of WasA, our findings
indicate that PaxB and SCAR regulate cell-substrate adhesion in separate pathways. Losing
PaxB or SCAR alone was not enough to prevent the cells from adhering at WT levels. However,
upon losing both PaxB and SCAR, the cells detached significantly. Ibarra et al. (2006) found that
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losing SCAR slightly reduced cell-substrate adhesion. This is in contrast to our findings;
however, we could have been able to recapitulate their results had we allowed our cells to detach
for an hour as they did instead of thirty minutes. Nevertheless, despite the low detachment from
losing SCAR, they also found that losing NapA (Nap1 in mammalian cells), a SCAR complex
member, caused severe detachment. To compound this finding, TalA null cells recapitulated the
NapA null phenotype [85]. Tsujioka et al. (2008) found both TalA and TalB are necessary to
form PaxB-rich adhesion sites and that there is a PaxB-independent adhesion site mechanism.
Thus, we hypothesize that the PaxB-independent mechanism is through SCAR’s cell-substrate
adhesion pathway with NapA. Moreover, NapA may also regulate PaxB-rich adhesion sites in
tandem with TalA. As long as NapA is present, losing PaxB or SCAR would allow NapA to
positively regulate adhesion sites through the other pathway. However, the loss of both PaxB and
SCAR prevents NapA from participating in either set of adhesion sites and, therefore, causes
cells to severely detach. Although this is sound, a connection between NapA and PaxB has not
been tested.
As for development, we know that SCAR is a suppressor of PaxB. Therefore, when PaxB
is present, it must hinder SCAR’s negative regulation of development. We found that the nature
of this negative regulation by SCAR was through SCAR preferentially causing cells to make prestalk cells. Therefore, PaxB is needed to make pre-spore cells. It is possible that PaxB helps
secrete DIF-1, a small secreted signaling molecule that is necessary for cells to differentiate into
pre-spore cells [86]. Without PaxB, SCAR instead triggers the cells to preferentially make stalk
cells. However, once DIF-1 contacts PaxB null cells, DIF-1 signals the PaxB null cells to
negatively regulate the pathway SCAR participates in to make stalk cells.
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CHAPTER 4
4 Designing a method to robustly identify proteins involved in bleb-based motility.
4.1 Introduction
As seen in Chapters 2 and 3, understanding how proteins work together for biological
processes is important; however, also understanding how these proteins modify cell motility in
response to varying environments is becoming more relevant and important to the fields of
cellular and cancer biology.

Figure 4.1. Actin-based motility structures drive motility in 2D environments. Filopodia, pseudopodia, and
lamellipodia organize their actin differently, as shown (green), but ultimately push the membrane (black) forward
for motility. Diagrams were inspired by [87].

Most of what is known about cell motility has been elucidated from studying cells
moving on a slide—a 2D environment. Cells utilize three, well-understood actin-based motility
structures in 2D environments: filopodia, pseudopodia, and lamellipodia [3]. Filopodia are thin
fingerlike protrusions made from parallel actin bundles that extend outward from the front of the
cell. Pseudopodia are large protrusions that are full of cross-linked actin that extend outward
from the cell. Lamellipodia, however, are fan-like protrusions made specifically of branched and
cross-linked actin at the entire cell front [3]. In each structure, actin is cycled to the front of the
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cell to push the cell’s membrane forward to facilitate movement; here, the membrane remains
attached to the cortex throughout motility (Figure 4.1). However, these structures were identified
from cells that were not compacted by the external forces that occur in real biological
environments and are, therefore, representative of a very unnatural environment.

Figure 4.2. Blebs drive motility in 3D environments. (A) For blebs, the blister-like detachment of the membrane
(black) from the cortex (green) pushes the membrane forward for motility. The bleb diagram was drawn in the same
style inspired by [87]. (B) Blebs have unique cortex-to-membrane dynamics. At time 0 (T0), the membrane is bound
to the cortex. At T1, the membrane detaches from the cortex, making a bleb. At T 2, the original cortex deteriorates
becoming an actin scar as the new cortex begins to assemble at the new location of the membrane. At T 3, the cortex
is bound to the membrane in the bleb [58].

In biological environments, cells transverse a variety of cells, tissues, and debris—a 3D
environment. Here, cells make use of blebs (Figure 4.2A). Unlike with actin-based structures,
bleb-based motility depends on the membrane detaching from the cortex (Figure 4.2B). Bleb
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formation has three basic steps: 1) the membrane detaches from the cortex, making a blister-like
protrusion at the cell front (T1); 2) the original cortex remains but disassembles as the cortex
reforms at the new position of the membrane (T2); and 3) the original cortex vanishes as the new
cortex is fully assembled and associated with the membrane (T3) [58].
Recent literature has suggested that a cell’s choice in utilizing actin-based motility and/or
bleb-based motility depends on the level of pressure exerted on the cells [88, 89]. In free
environments (2D), actin-based structures dominate motility. In environments that induce
pressure, the cell increases its use of blebs as the pressure increases [37, 90]. We know much
about the proteins involved in 2D motility. However, very little is known about the role, if any,
those proteins have in motility when cells are placed in 3D environments. In this chapter, we
explore WT’s motile behavior when under low (0.4% agarose) and high (0.7% agarose) pressure
3D environments and compare null lines of PaxB, WasA, SCAR, TalA, MhcA, and PkcA to
determine their contribution to WT motility under each pressure.
4.2 Experimental design
Given their unique characteristics, all four motility structures can be identified in an
unbiased way by examining and measuring cortex and membrane dynamics. We wanted to
determine whether different levels of physical pressure provided by the environment would
impact the cell’s choice of motility structures.
In order to test whether the level of pressure impacts the choice of motility structures, we
designed a system that 1) could induce blebs, 2) could allow for altering the level of pressure
exerted on the cell, and 3) could allow unbiased identification of motility structures through the
quantification of cortex-to-membrane dynamics in all structures. Based on the work of
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Zatulovskiy and Kay (2014) who found that D. discoideum cells reliably blebbed when
chemotaxing under a slab of 0.7% agarose [89], we examined motility structure choice for cells
chemotaxing under either 0.4% or 0.7% agarose to mimic different levels of hydrostatic forces
acting on a cell moving through a 3D environment.

Figure 4.3. Choice of motility structures in response to pressure was monitored using the Under Agarose
Assay. LifeAct-GFP was used to label the cortex and actin-based structures. Cells chemotaxed up a cAMP gradient
underneath a RITC-dextran laced 0.4% or 0.7% agarose gel to visualize membrane position.

In this assay, cells crawled under a RITC-dextran laced agarose gel up a cAMP gradient
(Figure 4.3). Actin structures were visualized by expressing LifeAct-GFP while membrane
position was visualized as a shadow against the RITC background. We utilized ImageJ intensity
plots to measure the position of the actin structures and the membrane. The actin structures
appeared as a peak in GFP intensity where the membrane position appeared as a sharp increase
in RITC signal intensity as measured from the interior of the cell to the agarose. Figure 4.4
shows three separate cells making a protrusion of interest. Figure 4.4A shows a characteristic
filopod that was identified in the GFP channel by its finger-like, LifeAct-GFP-labeled protrusion
with its cortex at 2.0μm. The negative of this cell in the RITC channel provided the cell’s
membrane position at 2.1μm (Figure 4.4B). The merge of the channel’s intensity plots revealed
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that this filopod’s cortex was in contact with the membrane (Figure 4.4C). As for a cell making a
representative pseudopod, this structure was identified by its thick, actin-rich protrusion labeled
by LifeAct-GFP with its cortex at 4.4μm (Figure 4.4D). Its negative provided the membrane
position of this protrusion at 4.5μm (Figure 4.4E). The merge of the two channels indicated that
the membrane was connected to the cortex (Figure 4.4F). As for a cell making a bleb, the
LifeAct-GFP image (Figure 4.4G) shows that the cortex was located at 1.3μm. The negative of
this cell showed the membrane’s position at 3.6μm (Figure 4.4H). An overlay of the two
channels showed that the membrane was at least 2μm away from the cortex. Here, ImageJ
intensity plots unbiasedly identified cortex-to-membrane dynamics for these three structures.

Figure 4.4. Motility structure identities were confirmed using ImageJ intensity plots. Cortex and actin-based
structures (LifeAct-GFP, dashed line) and membrane (RITC-dextran, solid line) intensity plots for each structure
were obtained by drawing a line (blue) across each structure of interest from the cytoplasm outward for a single
timeframe for each cell. Cortex and membrane positions were indicated by an empty arrowhead and solid black
arrow, respectively. All structures of interest were indicated by a white arrow. (A-C) A single frame of each channel
of a cell making a filopod with corresponding ImageJ intensity plots for LifeAct-GFP, RITC-dextran, and their
Merge, respectively. The filopod’s thin finger-like actin protrusion caused the cortex (2.0µm) to remain in close
proximity to the membrane (2.1µm). (D-F) A single frame of each channel of a cell making a pseudopod also with
corresponding ImageJ intensity plots. The pseudopod’s large actin-filled protrusion caused the cortex (4.4µm) to
remain in close proximity to the membrane (4.5µm). (G-I) A single frame of a cell making a bleb also with
corresponding ImageJ intensity plots. The bleb’s detachment from the cortex (1.3µm) was indicated by the blisterlike shadow (3.6µm) shown in the RITC channel where the cortex shown in the GFP channel remained behind.
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4.3 WT cells exchange actin-based structures for blebs under increased environmental
pressure.

Figure 4.5. The number of structures identified made by chemotaxing cells was tallied. This example cell made
all three structures in a single timeframe. An example filopod (white arrow), a pseudopod (grey arrow), and a bleb
(black arrow) are indicated across all channels and the merge. (A) LifeAct labeled all actin-based structures,
including a filopod and a pseudopod. (B) The negative showed that for the filopod and pseudopod that their
membrane locations seemed in the same location as the actin-based structures. The negative also revealed the
presence of a putative bleb. (C) The merged revealed that indeed the putative bleb was a bleb as the blister-like
detachment of the membrane was void of actin and separate from the cortex.

In order to determine whether the level of pressure plays a role in choice of motility
structures, we observed cells chemotaxing under agarose at either 0.4% or 0.7% agarose and
tallied the number of each structure observed over 30 secs. For each cell, we calculated the
choice of each structure by tallying each structure and dividing that number by the total number
of structures made by that cell, providing the percent choice of each structure. Figure 4.5
presents a single frame of an example WT cell chemotaxing underneath an agarose gel. Table 4.1
shows this cell’s tally of motility structures and the percent choice of each structure.
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Note: An example tally of the number of each structure observed for Figure 4.5’s cell as well as the total
number of structures observed. The percent choice for each structure was obtained by dividing the
structure’s observations by the total number of structures made by the cell multiplied by 100%.

To elucidate WT choice of motility structures under varying environmental pressures, we
performed the aforementioned experiment and analysis on WT cells using 0.4% agarose and
0.7% to represent low and high pressure, respectively (Figure 4.6, SFigure 4.1A). Under 0.4%
agarose, WT cells on average chose filopodia and blebs almost equally at 43% and 42%,
respectively. Pseudopodia were chosen only 15% of the time. Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells
significantly increased their bleb choice to 65% while they significantly decreased filopodia
choice to 28%. Although pseudopodia dropped to 7%, this change was not statistically
significant. Lamellipodia were not made under either pressure condition; this was expected as
WT cells only use lamellipodia for hunting bacteria and not for aggregation towards cAMP.
Thus, WT cells chose blebs more under higher pressure as when compared to lower pressure as
previously shown.
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Figure 4.6. WT cells increased their choice of blebs under higher compression. Under 0.4% agarose, WT cells
preferred filopodia and blebs almost equally. Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells significantly lowered their filopodia
choice (P-value <0.001) and significantly increased their choice of blebs (P-value<0.0001). There was no significant
difference in pseudopodia under each agarose. For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and
0.7% agarose, respectively.

We then asked whether these changes in choice were due to the cells exchanging actinbased structures for blebs or were the changes due to the cells simply making more blebs and
thus more structures under higher compression. In order to determine this, we analyzed the same
data as in Figure 4.6 but averaged the total number of structures observed in the data set rather
than per cell (Table 4.2, SFigure 4.2A). Under both pressure conditions, WT cells made
approximately a total of ten structures, indicating that the total number of structures the cells
made did not change based on environmental pressure (SFigure 4.3). Interestingly, WT cells lost
approximately one filopod and one pseudopod and gained approximately two blebs while
chemotaxing under high pressure. These differences were significant for all these structures,
suggesting that WT cells exchanged actin-based structures for blebs in response to higher
pressure, which is in line with previous findings.
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Note: From 0.4% agarose to 0.7% agarose, all changes in number of structures were significant (P-value <0.05)
where total number of structures remained the same. For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4%
and 0.7% agarose, respectively. Data are represented as average structure ± SEM.

4.4 Identifying molecular players involved in bleb-based motility.
In Chapter 1, Table 1.1, we introduced known actin regulators of interest. All six of these
proteins play roles in regulating the actin cytoskeleton (Table 4.3). Now that we know that cells
choose specific motility structures in response to the pressure exerted on the cells, we wanted to
see whether our proteins of interest play a role in the choice to form blebs.
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4.4.1 PaxB regulates the exchange of actin-based structures for blebs by negatively
regulating blebs in response to pressure.
Paxillin is a scaffolding, adhesion site protein that recruits a variety of proteins that
regulate the actin cytoskeleton. D. discoideum has an orthologue of Paxillin that conserves those
same functions, PaxB [9]. It is known that the loss of PaxB causes altered motility for cells
migrating under agarose towards cAMP [65]. This altered motility may be due to migration
defects caused by improper motility structure choice. To test this, we analyzed motility structure
choice for paxB- cells.
While WT cells under 0.4% agarose on average chose filopodia and blebs almost equally
at 43% and 42%, respectively, and pseudopodia at only 15%, paxB- cells had higher choice of
filopodia at 60% and lower choice of blebs at 29%. Like WT cells, paxB- cells neither choose
pseudopodia often (11%) nor lamellipodia at all (Figure 4.7, SFigure 4.1B). This implied that
PaxB is needed for choice of blebs at lower pressures, suggesting that PaxB is a positive
regulator of blebs at low pressure.
Under 0.7% agarose, paxB- cells, like WT cells, increased their bleb choice to 60% while
they significantly decreased filopodia choice to 29% where pseudopodia were chosen at only
11%. There was no significant difference between any of the choices of structures between WT
and paxB- cells under 0.7% agarose (Figure 4.7, SFigure 4.1B). This implied that PaxB is not
needed for choice of motility structures for blebs at higher pressures.
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Figure 4.7. paxB- cells chose blebs under higher compression. Under 0.4% agarose, paxB- cells chose filopodia at
60% and blebs at 29%, which were significantly different than WT (both with a P-value <0.05). Under 0.7%, paxBcells significantly preferred blebs at 60%. There was no significant difference between any structure between WT
and paxB- cells under 0.7% agarose. For paxB- cells, n=56 and n=56 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7%
agarose, respectively.

We then asked whether these changes in choice were due to the cells exchanging actinbased structures for blebs (as was the case for WT) or due to the cells simply making more blebs
under higher pressure. Under 0.4% agarose, WT cells made approximately four, one, and six
filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively making a total of approximately ten structures.
Like WT cells under 0.4% agarose, paxB- cells made approximately five, one, and four,
filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively (Table 4.4, SFigure 4.2B) with a total number of
structures at approximately ten (SFigure 4.3). These findings implied that PaxB is not needed to
regulate the total number of structures at lower pressure.
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Note: For 0.4% agarose, there was no significant difference between WT and paxB- cells where under 0.7% agarose
there was significance (P-value <0.01). From 0.4% to 0.7% agarose for paxB- cells, there was no significant
difference between actin-based structures where blebs and total number of structures increased significantly (Pvalue <0.001). For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. For
paxB- cells, n=56 and n=56 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. Data are represented as
average structure ± SEM.

Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells lost one filopod and pseudopod respectively while gaining
two blebs, keeping the total number of structures to approximately ten. Unlike WT cells, paxBcells kept their number of filopodia and pseudopodia and also increased their number of blebs by
six (Table 4.4, SFigure 4.2B), increasing the total number of structures to approximately sixteen
(Table 4.4, SFigure 4.3). Where WT cells exchanged actin-based structures for blebs, paxB- cells
did not exchange structures; they simply made more blebs at higher pressure. This suggests that
PaxB is required to maintain the exchange of actin-based structures for blebs and may even be
needed to negatively regulate blebs. This may explain the altered motility found in [65] as losing
PaxB caused improper motility structure choice, particularly the regulation of blebs.
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4.4.2 Loss of WasA abolishes cAMP chemotaxis, but cells are capable of blebbing under
agarose.
WASP is an actin nucleating protein that generates F-actin and to specifically generate
filopodia. D. discoideum has an orthologue of WASP that conserves those same functions, WasA
[91, 92, 16]. Given that WasA generates filopodia preferentially and requires tight cortex-tomembrane binding, we were curious whether WasA might be a negative regulator of blebbing.
To test this, we analyzed motility structure choice of wasA- cells. Unfortunately, we failed to
coax wasA- cells to go under the agarose (data not shown).
4.4.3 SCAR positively regulates blebs under low pressure but negatively regulates
pseudopodia under both pressures
SCAR/WAVE is another actin nucleating protein but specifically regulates pseudopodia
and lamellipodia [14]. D. discoideum has an orthologue of SCAR/WAVE that conserves those
same functions, SCAR [92-94]. Moreover, scar- cells show a decrease in cell motility but still
move well in spite of losing an important protein for lamellipodia and pseudopodia generation
[35]. The authors thought that this efficiency in moving was due to the scar- cells increased use
bleb-based motility [35]. Separately from that hypothesis, we wanted to know whether SCAR
was a negative regulator of blebbing as SCAR’s role in generating lamellipodia and pseudopodia
would require tight cortex-to-membrane binding. To test this, we analyzed motility structure
choice in scar- cells under both pressures.
While WT cells under 0.4% agarose on average chose filopodia and blebs almost equally
at 43% and 42%, respectively, and pseudopodia at only 15%, scar- cells had a higher choice of
filopodia at 55%, a higher choice of pseudopodia at 20%, and a lower choice of blebs at 25%.
Like WT cells, scar- cells did not choose lamellipodia at all (Figure 4.8, SFigure 4.1C). This
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implied that SCAR is needed for choice of blebs at lower pressures, suggesting that SCAR is a
positive regulator of bleb choice where SCAR is a negative regulator of filopodia and
pseudopodia choice at low pressure.

Figure 4.8. scar- cells chose blebs under higher compression. Under 0.4% agarose, scar- cells chose filopodia at
55% and blebs at 25%, which were significantly different than WT (both with a P-value <0.0001). Under 0.7%,
scar- cells significantly preferred blebs at 57% compared to low pressure. There was no significant difference for
WT and scar- cells under 0.7% agarose except for pseudopodia. For scar- cells, n=36 and n=40 cells were analyzed
under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively.

Under 0.7% agarose, scar- cells, like WT cells, increased their bleb choice to 57% while
they decreased filopodia choice to 27%. Unlike WT cells, scar- cells chose pseudopodia
significantly higher at 16% (Figure 4.8, SFigure 4.1C). This implied that SCAR is not needed for
choice of filopodia and blebs but is needed to negatively regulate pseudopodia under higher
pressures.
We then asked whether these changes in choice were due to the cells exchanging actinbased structures for blebs (as was the case for WT) or due to the cells simply making more blebs
under higher pressure. Under 0.4% agarose, WT cells made approximately four, one, and six
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filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively making a total of approximately ten structures.
Like WT cells, under 0.4% agarose scar- cells made approximately four and nine, filopodia and
total structures (Table 4.5, SFigure 4.2C, 4.3). Unlike WT cells, scar- cells made significantly
more pseudopodia at two and fewer blebs at two under low pressure (Table 4.5, SFigure 4.2C).
These findings implied that SCAR is needed to negatively regulate pseudopodia and positively
regulate blebs under lower pressure.
Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells lost one filopod and pseudopod respectively while gaining
two blebs, keeping the total number of structures to approximately ten. Like WT cells, scar- cells
gained two blebs, however, at the cost of two filopodia (Table 4.5, SFigure 4.2C) while keeping
the same total number of structures around nine like WT cells (SFigure 4.3). Where WT cells
exchanged actin-based structures for blebs, scar- cells followed suit but with only sacrificing
filopodia. This suggests that SCAR is not required to maintain the exchange of filopodia for
blebs. SCAR does, however, positively regulate blebs under low pressure and negatively
regulates pseudopodia under both pressures. This is in contrast to [14]. We show that SCAR null
cells do not move well due to increased bleb-based motility, but rather SCAR null cells utilize
pseudopodia more often. Moreover, our hypothesis that SCAR would be a negative regulator of
blebbing was proven false. It is clear that SCAR is necessary for cells to bleb under lower
pressures but is not needed for blebbing under higher pressures.
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Note: For 0.4% agarose, scar- cells made significantly more pseudopodia and fewer blebs compared to WT (P-value
<0.01). Under 0.7% agarose, scar- cells made significantly more pseudopodia than WT (P-value <0.01). From 0.4%
to 0.7% agarose for scar- cells, these cells made significantly more blebs at the expense of filopodia (P-value
<0.0001) where the total number of structures did not change. For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed
under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. For scar- cells, n=36 and n=40 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and
0.7% agarose, respectively. Data are represented as average structure ± SEM.

4.4.4 TalA regulates bleb formation in response to environmental pressure.
Talin is a cortex-to-membrane binding protein [51]. D. discoideum has two orthologues
of Talin that conserve those same functions, TalA and TalB [21]. TalA has been shown to
maintain Talin’s cortex-to-membrane binding properties where TalB seems to play more of a
role in adhesion [69, 70]. In [51], it was postulated that D. discoideum Talin concentration is
inversely proportional to blebbing; this conclusion was derived from a double mutant of talA/talB- that profusely generated blebs. However, in [51], they did not study each disrupted gene’s
phenotype on its own. We wanted to determine if TalA specifically regulates bleb-based motility
as its cortex-to-membrane binding properties would, in theory, directly negatively regulate blebs
as its role is to bind the membrane to the cortex. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed motility
structure choice in talA- cells.
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Figure 4.9. talA- cells chose filopodia and rarely chose blebs under either pressure. Under 0.4% agarose, talAcells chose filopodia at 73% and blebs at 8%, which were significantly different than WT (P-value <0.0001).
However, unlike WT under 0.7% agarose, talA- cells, significantly chose filopodia at 70%, pseudopodia at 18%, and
had lower choice of blebs at 8%. From 0.4% to 0.7% agarose, talA- cells did not alter their choice of structures. For
talA- cells, n=45 and n=43 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively.

Unlike WT cells under 0.4% agarose, talA- cells had a higher choice of filopodia at 73%
and a very low choice of blebs at 8%. Like WT cells, talA- cells neither chose pseudopodia often
at 19% (Figure 4.9, SFigure 4.1D) nor lamellipodia at all. This implied that TalA is needed for
choice of blebs under low pressure. Unlike WT cells under 0.7% agarose, talA- cells did not
increase their bleb choice but rather kept their bleb choice at 12%. Moreover, talA- kept all their
choices similar to their choices under 0.4% agarose: filopodia were chosen at 70%, pseudopodia
where chosen at 18%, and lamellipodia were not chosen (Figure 4.9, SFigure 4.1D). These
findings implied that TalA is needed for efficiently choosing blebs at higher pressures and to
modulate bleb usage in response to pressure changes in the environment. This is in contrast to
[51]’s assertion that Talin concentration is inversely proportional to blebbing.
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We then asked whether the differences found in choice were due to changes in the total
number of structures. As shown in Table 4.6 under 0.4% agarose, WT cells made approximately
four, one, and six filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively making a total of approximately
ten structures. Unlike WT cells, under 0.4% agarose talA- cells made approximately seven, one,
and one filopodia, pseudopod, and bleb, respectively (Table 4.6, SFigure 4.2D). This total of
nine structures was not significantly different from the ten made by WT cells (SFigure 4.3).
These findings imply that TalA is needed to regulate filopodia and blebs but not the overall
number of structures at lower pressure.
Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells lost one filopod and one pseudopod while gaining two
blebs, keeping the total number of structures to approximately ten. Unlike WT cells, talA- cells
kept their number of filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs from low pressure at seven, one, and one,
respectively (Table 4.6, SFigure 4.2D). This total of structures was not significantly different
from the ten made by WT cells (SFigure 4.3), implying that TalA does not play a role in
maintaining the total number of structures a cell can make. Taken together, this suggests that
TalA is necessary to regulate the cells’ ability to modulate bleb usage in response to pressure
changes in the environment. Again, this conflicts with [51]’s assertion that Talin concentration is
inversely proportional to blebbing. This does, however, show the importance of analyzing TalA
and TalB separately as each could contribute to motility differently.
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Note: For 0.4% agarose, talA- cells had significantly more filopodia and significantly fewer blebs compared to WT
(P-value <0.001). For under 0.7% agarose, talA- cells had significantly more filopodia and pseudopodia and fewer
blebs compared to WT (P-value <0.001). From 0.4% to 0.7% agarose for talA- cells, there was no significant
difference between all structures. For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose,
respectively. For talA- cells, n=45 and n=43 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. Data
are represented as average structure ± SEM.

4.4.5 MhcA is necessary for bleb formation and to negatively regulate pseudopodia and
lamellipodia.
Myosin II is a motor protein that contracts actin filaments. When Myosin II’s heavy chain
is bound to ATP, Myosin II contracts. Notably for motility, Myosin II’s contraction of the rear of
the cell reduces the cell’s surface area, however, without altering the cell volume; thus the
hydrostatic pressure exerted on the membrane is increased and pushes the membrane outward,
resulting in a bleb. D. discoideum has an orthologue of Myosin II’s heavy chain than conserves
those same functions, MhcA [26]. No data has been published on Myosin II’s contribution to
choice of motility structures under varying pressure outside of blebbing. To address this, we
analyzed motility structure choice in mhcA- cells.
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Figure 4.10. mhcA- cells chose pseudopodia and filopodia and failed to make blebs under either pressure.
Under 0.4% agarose, mhcA- cells chose pseudopodia at 74% and filopodia at 21%, and interestingly chose to make
lamellipodia at 5% and failed to make blebs. All findings were significantly different than WT (P-value <0.0001).
Unlike WT under 0.7% agarose, mhcA- cells chose pseudopodia at 73% and lamellipodia at 2% and failed to make
blebs (P-value <0.0001). For 0.4% to 0.7% agarose, mhcA- cells significantly lowered their choice in lamellipodia to
2%. For mhcA- cells, n=127 and n=119 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively.

Unlike WT cells under 0.4% agarose, mhcA- cells had significantly lower choice of
filopodia at 21% but had a higher choice of pseudopodia at 74%. Interestingly, mhcA- cells not
only failed to make blebs but they made lamellipodia at 5% (Figure 4.10, SFigure 4.1E). These
findings imply that MhcA is necessary to make blebs as expected. As for the other structures,
MhcA is needed to positively regulate filopodia choice and negatively regulate lamellipodia and
pseudopodia choice under low pressure. Unlike WT cells, under 0.7% agarose mhcA- cells still
failed to make blebs as expected. Interestingly, however, mhcA- cells also kept their choice of
filopodia at 73% and pseudopodia at 25% but significantly lowered their lamellipodia choice to
2% (Figure 4.10, SFigure 4.1E). These findings implied that MhcA’s chain is necessary to make
blebs, positively regulates choice of filopodia, and negatively regulates lamellipodia and
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pseudopodia choice under higher pressure. Given that under higher pressure mhcA- cells kept
their choice of motility structures except for lowering their choice in lamellipodia, this implied
that MhcA not only is necessary for cells to bleb under any pressure, but is also necessary to
negatively regulate pseudopodia and lamellipodia in response to pressure.
We then asked whether these changes in choice were due to the cells exchanging actinbased structures for each other or were the cells making more actin-based structures in total. As
shown in Table 4.7 under 0.4% agarose, WT cells made approximately four, one, and six
filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively making a total of approximately ten structures.
Unlike WT cells, under 0.4% agarose mhcA- cells made significantly fewer filopodia and blebs at
one and zero, respectively, but significantly more pseudopodia and lamellipodia at two and one,
respectively (Table 4.7, SFigure 4.2E), making a total of approximately four structures (SFigure
4.3). These findings imply that MhcA positively regulates filopodia and the total number of
structures, negatively regulates pseudopodia and lamellipodia, and is necessary for blebs at lower
pressure.
Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells lost one filopod and pseudopod respectively while gaining
two blebs, keeping the total number of structures at approximately ten. Unlike WT cells, mhcAcells kept their number of filopodia, pseudopodia, and lamellipodia from low pressure at one,
two, and one, respectively (Table 4.7, SFigure 4.2E), keeping approximately three structures
(SFigure 4.3). Moreover, WT cells exchanged actin-based structures for blebs at higher pressure
where mhcA- did not exchange and made very few structures even at both pressures. As we
expected, MhcA not only is needed for bleb formation but also plays roles in regulating the
actin-based motility structures in response to the environment, specifically negatively regulating
pseudopodia and lamellipodia.
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Note: For 0.4% agarose, mhcA- cells made significantly fewer filopodia and total structures where they made
significantly more pseudopodia and lamellipodia compared to WT (P-value <0.001). For 0.7% agarose, mhcA- cells
made significantly fewer filopodia and total structures than WT (P-value <0.001). From 0.4% to 0.7% agarose for
mhcA- cells, there was no significant differences between the structures. Under both pressures, mhcA- cells failed to
make blebs. For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. For
mhcA-- cells, n=127 and n=119 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. Data are represented
as average structure ± SEM.

4.4.6 PkcA regulates branched actin-based structures in response to pressure.
Protein Kinase C (PKC) is a large family of protein kinases that regulate a variety of
actin-dependent processes including cell shape, adhesion, and migration [30, 31]. The PKC
family members fall under three categories: conventional, novel, and atypical. D. discoideum has
one orthologue of PKCs that is most closely related to novel and atypical PKCs and conserves
some of those same functions, PkcA [29]. Moreover, pkcA- cells have altered motility towards
cAMP while migrating under agarose [29]; it could be possible that pkcA- cells may have altered
3D motility when under agarose. To test this, we analyzed motility structure choice in pkcAcells.
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Figure 4.11. pkcA- cells chose blebs under higher compression. Under 0.4% agarose, pkcA- cells chose filopodia
at 45% and blebs at 35%, which were not significantly different than WT. However, pkcA- cells made lamellipodia
at 1% (P-value <0.05). Under 0.7%, pkcA- cells chose blebs at 58% and filopodia at 23%. There was no significant
difference between these structures and WT. However, pkcA- cells made lamellipodia at 1% and pseudopodia at
18% where both structures were significantly different than WT. Like WT cells, pkcA- cells increased their choice of
blebs under high pressure (P-value <0.05). For pkcA- cells, n=57 and n=66 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and
0.7% agarose, respectively.

Like WT cells, under 0.4% agarose pkcA- cells chose filopodia at 35%, pseudopodia at
19%, and blebs at 45%. However, unlike WT cells, pkcA- cells made lamellipodia at 1% (Figure
4.11, SFigure 4.1F). This implied that PkcA is a negative regulator of lamellipodia under low
pressure. Like WT cells, under 0.7% agarose pkcA- cells increased their bleb choice to 58%.
However, unlike WT cells, pkcA- cells significantly decreased filopodia choice to 23% where
pseudopodia were chosen at 18% and lamellipodia at 1%. Surprisingly, only pseudopodia choice
was significantly different to WT (Figure 4.8, SFigure 4.1F). This implied that PkcA is needed to
downregulate pseudopodia choice under higher pressures. From 0.4% agarose to 0.7% agarose,
WT cells dropped their choice of filopodia in favor for blebs. Similarly to WT cells, pkcA- cells
dropped their choice of filopodia and increased their choice of blebs. However, unlike WT, pkcA-
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cells kept their choice of lamellipodia 1% under both pressures (Figure 4.11). This implied that
when under any pressure, PkcA negatively regulates lamellipodia.
We then asked whether these changes in choice were due to the cells exchanging actinbased structures for blebs (as was the case for WT) or due to the cells simply making more blebs
under higher pressure. Under 0.4% agarose, WT cells made approximately four, one, and six
filopodia, pseudopodia, and blebs respectively making a total of approximately ten structures.
Like WT cells, under 0.4% agarose pkcA- cells made approximately four, one, less than one, and
four, filopodia, pseudopodia, lamellipodia, and blebs respectively (Table 4.8, SFigure 4.2F) with
a total number of structures at approximately nine (Table 4.8, SFigure 4.3). Only pseudopodia
and lamellipodia were significantly higher and different than WT, respectively. These findings
imply that PkcA is not needed to regulate the number of blebs and the total number of structures
at lower pressure. However, PkcA is needed to regulate the branched actin-based structures of
pseudopodia and lamellipodia.
Under 0.7% agarose, WT cells lost one filopod and pseudopod respectively while gaining
two blebs. They kept the total number of structures at approximately ten. Similarly to WT cells,
pkcA- cells lost a filopod, lost a pseudopod, and gained two blebs while maintaining nine total
structures. Unlike WT, pkcA- cells made lamellipodia, but this difference was not significant.
Only the loss of pseudopodia was significantly different between WT (Table 4.8, SFigure 4.2F).
Under either agarose concentration, pkcA- cells made approximately nine structures (SFigure
4.3). Where WT cells exchanged actin-based structures for blebs, pkcA- cells followed suit. This
suggests that PkcA is not required to maintain the exchange of actin-based structures for blebs,
but does regulate the presence and number of lamellipodia and pseudopodia in response to
pressure. Moreover, under any pressure, we observed that all structures would indiscriminately
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extend all over the periphery of the cell rather than towards cAMP (data not shown), suggesting
that this may contribute to their altered motility under pressure.

Note: For 0.4% agarose, pkcA- cells had significantly more pseudopodia and lamellipodia over WT (P-value <0.05).
For 0.7% agarose, pkcA- cells had significantly more pseudopodia only (P-value <0.05). From 0.4% to 0.7% agarose
for pkcA- cells, significantly lowered their filopodia and pseudopodia numbers while significantly increasing their
number of blebs (P-value <0.001). For WT cells, n=58 and n=69 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose,
respectively. For pkcA- cells, n=57 and n=66 cells were analyzed under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose, respectively. Data
are represented as average structure ± SEM.

4.5 Summary and Discussion
Not only is elucidating the order of action of proteins worth investigating, but more
recently understanding how these proteins modify cell motility in response to varying
environments is becoming more relevant and important to the fields of cellular and cancer
biology. Cells utilize two distinct modes of motility based on their environment. In 2D
environments, cells use filopodia, lamellipodia, or pseudopodia. In 3D environments, cells use
blebs. This is driven in part by the increased hydrostatic pressure associated with moving
through a 3D environment [58].
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We have designed a method that allows us to induce blebs, to alter the level of pressure
exerted on the cell, and to unbiasedly identify motility structures through the quantification of
cortex-to-membrane dynamics for motility structures through ImageJ intensity plots [58]. Using
this method, we examined motility structure choice for cells chemotaxing under either 0.4% or
0.7% agarose (from here on referred to low and high pressure, respectively) to mimic different
levels of hydrostatic forces acting on a cell moving through a 3D environment.
We have found that while under low pressure WT cells chose filopodia and blebs almost
equally (around 40% each). In contrast, WT cells under either high pressure choose blebs
predominately over filopodia, which matched previous findings. Moreover, we found that under
both pressure conditions, WT cells rarely choose pseudopodia. This implies that under pressure,
cells negatively regulate pseudopodia. As for the nature of WT’s choice of motility structures in
response to pressure, we have found that, under both conditions, that WT cells make
approximately ten structures in thirty seconds. WT cells under low pressure replace actin-based
structures for blebs when placed under high pressure.
With WT representations of low and high pressure 3D motility in hand, we compared
these representations to null lines of our actin regulators of interest. Much is known about
Paxillin, WASP, SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and PKC’s roles in 2D motility. However,
their roles in 3D environments and bleb-based motility are poorly understood. Using D.
discoideum orthologues of these proteins, PaxB, WasA, SCAR, TalA, MhcA, and PkcA, we
found that they all play roles in regulating 3D motility; however, their contributions to blebbased motility differ.
For choice, we have found that under low pressure, paxB- cells choose more filopodia
over blebs where under higher pressure paxB- cells choose filopodia and blebs at WT levels.
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However, we found that these differences in choice for paxB- cells is due to them keeping the
number and type of structure under low pressure where under high pressure paxB- cells make
more total blebs and, therefore, more total structures. For under lower pressure, paxB- cells make
approximately nine structures whereas under higher pressure paxB- cells make fifteen structures.
Unlike WT cells, paxB- cells do not exchange actin-based structures for blebs but make more
total structures—most being blebs—at high pressure. This suggests that PaxB negatively
regulates blebs in response to pressure. It is known that the loss of PaxB causes altered motility
for cells migrating under agarose towards cAMP [65], and we suggested that this altered motility
may be due to migration defects caused by improper motility structure choice when cells are
under pressure. Our data shows that PaxB does in fact have altered motility structure choice
while under pressure, particularly that PaxB is needed to negatively regulate blebs under higher
pressure and to facilitate the exchange of actin-based structures for blebs.
As for WasA, we hypothesized that because WasA generates filopodia preferentially and
this requires tight cortex-to-membrane binding along the filopod, we thought WasA might be a
negative regulator of blebbing. Unfortunately, we failed to coax wasA- cells to go under the
agarose (data not shown) and could not determine if WasA is a negative regulator of blebbing.
However, we were able to analyze another WASP family member, SCAR.
We found that SCAR is needed to positively regulate blebs at low pressure and to
negatively regulate pseudopodia at both pressures. Under low pressure, SCAR null cells choose
filopodia and pseudopodia at higher rates than blebs. Under higher pressure, SCAR null cells
mimic WT choice, except for pseudopodia where SCAR nulls choose pseudopodia more. Under
both conditions, like WT, SCAR null cells do not choose lamellipodia. This implies that SCAR
is needed for choice of blebs at lower pressure but not at higher pressure. This suggests that
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SCAR is a positive regulator of bleb choice and a negative regulator of filopodia choice under
low pressure where, under both pressures, SCAR is a negative regulator of pseudopodia choice.
To evaluate the nature of this choice, we found that like WT cells, SCAR null cells make about
nine total structures under each pressure. SCAR null cells sacrificed filopodia for blebs where
WT exchanged one filopod and one pseudopod for blebs. Unlike WT cells, SCAR null cells
made significantly more pseudopodia and fewer blebs under low pressure where under higher
pressure SCAR null cells made significantly more pseudopodia. These findings imply that SCAR
is needed to negatively regulate pseudopodia under both pressures and to positively regulate
blebs under low pressure. These data conflict with previously published data stating that SCAR
is a positive regulator of pseudopodia. However, those experiments were done on cells in 2D
environments. SCAR seems to act as a negative regulator of pseudopodia in 3D environments.
Moreover, previously published data implied that SCAR null cells move well probably due to
increased use of blebbing. Our data show that SCAR null cells instead move well because of
increased pseudopodia generation in 3D environments. Moreover, in contrast to our original
hypothesis, it is clear that SCAR is not a negative regulator of blebbing, but rather is a positive
regulator of blebbing under lower pressures.
We found that TalA is required for cells to choose blebs efficiently under either pressure
and to modulate bleb usage in response to pressure changes in the environment. Under both
pressures, TalA is required for cells to choose blebs. TalA null cells choose blebs very rarely
where these cells mostly choose filopodia. This is in conflict with previously published data
where [51] proposed that blebs are inversely proportional to Talin concentration. They came to
this conclusion using talA-/talB- cells. We hypothesize that this difference may be due to TalB.
New evidence shows that TalA and TalB have overlapping functions [21]. TalA was found to
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preferentially bind to bundled actin in the back of the cell, causing tight binding of the membrane
to the cortex. In contrast, TalB bound preferentially to less bundled actin the front of the cell,
having weaker cortex-to-membrane binding than TalA. We hypothesize that when TalA is null,
TalB can replace TalA’s roles in cortex-to-membrane binding and through TalB’s weaker
binding, the membrane is able to expand away from the cortex, easing the hydrostatic pressure
exerted on the cell and, therefore, prevent the formation of blebs. However, once both TalA and
TalB are lost, this flexibility of binding the membrane to the cortex is lost, thus the few cortexto-membrane binding proteins remaining cannot withstand the hydrostatic pressure pushing the
membrane outward, which causes the cells to profusely bleb, explaining the findings in [51].
We found that MhcA is required for cells to make blebs under either pressure. Moreover,
we found that MhcA is needed for cells to decrease their use of pseudopodia-based and
lamellipodia-based motility when cells are under pressure. It is known that MhcA is needed for
bleb formation, and our results recapitulated that finding. As already mentioned, MhcA’s role in
contracting the rear would increase the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the membrane to push the
membrane outward and, therefore, cause blebs. However, MhcA’s roles in regulating 3D motility
outside of blebbing has not been investigated. Our findings now implicate MhcA in negatively
regulating pseudopodia and lamellipodia. Given that MhcA is not available to bundle actin, this
free actin may be cycled to generate pseudopodia and lamellipodia.
We found that PkcA is not needed to regulate blebs; however, PkcA is needed to
negatively regulate lamellipodia under low pressure and pseudopodia under both pressures.
Under both pressures, PkcA null cells choose lamellipodia, which normally do not occur during
cAMP chemotaxis, implying that PkcA negatively regulates lamellipodia during cAMP
chemotaxis. Similarly, PkcA null cells choose significantly more pseudopodia under either
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pressure, indicating that PkcA is also a negative regulator of pseudopodia in response to
pressure. To evaluate the nature of this choice, we found that like WT cells, PkcA null cells
make about nine total structures under each pressure and exchange actin-based structures for
blebs under higher pressure, although lamellipodia were not part of the exchange. These findings
imply that PkcA is not needed to regulate blebs or maintain the exchange of actin-based
structures for blebs, but is needed to negatively regulate lamellipodia and pseudopodia. We
expected that PkcA null cells would have altered motility while migrating under pressure. We,
however, neither expected the nature of this altered motility to be due to lamellipodia generation
given that cells do not make lamellipodia while chemotaxing to cAMP nor to unaltered bleb use
over WT. Moreover, we did not expect PkcA null cells to generate more pseudopodia under
pressure. Our findings imply that PkcA is a negative regulator of lamellipodia and pseudopodia
in 3D bleb-based motility.

Taken together, our data suggest that all of our actin regulators of interest regulate 3D
motility, particularly blebs either directly or indirectly (Table 4.9). We hypothesize that they
regulate blebs in the following manner (Figure 4.12). When a cell is at rest, the hydrostatic
pressure exerted on the membrane is eased by the surface area of the cell. When MhcA contracts
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the rear of the cell, this surface area is reduced, however, the liquid volume of the cell remains
the same, increasing the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the membrane to push it outward. PaxB
coupled with TalA prevents the membrane from detaching from the cortex for the following
reasons. PaxB, as being a scaffolding protein, enriches the cortex by recruiting a variety of
proteins to focal adhesion sites where they assemble, stabilize, and bundle actin in these
locations. TalA is recruited by PaxB to these sites where TalA connects the membrane to the
cortex. Areas with PaxB have tight binding of the membrane to the cortex through TalA. Areas
lacking PaxB may have areas where SCAR is present to make adhesion sites, but in these areas
the cortex is not as enriched; thus there are fewer cortex-to-membrane binding proteins in these
areas, leaving these areas more susceptible to membrane detachment from the cortex. Once the
hydrostatic pressure exerted on the membrane is high enough to exceed the hold of the
membrane to the cortex, a bleb forms. PkcA helps to facilitate blebbing in the direction of
moment as PkcA negatively regulates actin-based protrusions from forming anywhere but in the
direction of movement.
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Figure 4.12. Actin regulators of interest respond to changes in hydrostatic pressure. The asterisk (*) indicates
an area where a bleb will form in response to increased hydrostatic pressure. The size and intensity of the gradient
arrows correlate to the level of force the hydrostatic pressure exerts on the membrane. (A) A cell at rest does not
make blebs. (B) During motility, MhcA contracts the rear of the cell, causing increased hydrostatic pressure
throughout the cell. This increased hydrostatic pressure attempts to push the membrane outward. TalA, recruited by
PaxB, attempts to hold the membrane to the cortex in spite of this. Areas with lots of PaxB enriches the cortex and
recruits lots of TalA and other actin stabilizing proteins. Areas where SCAR is present facilitate bleb formation as
these areas are not as enriched and tightly bound to the cortex as areas with PaxB. (C) Once the hydrostatic pressure
exceeds TalA’s hold of the membrane to the cortex, a bleb forms. In all stages, PkcA negatively regulates the
formation of actin-based structures within its vicinity.
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CHAPTER 5
5 Elucidating cell geometry contributions to bleb-based motility through mathematical
modeling
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, we identified several proteins that regulate motility in 3D environments,
particularly bleb-based motility. However, it is the compaction cells endure from the 3D
environments that induce bleb-based motility. Thus investigating the changes in cell shape
between 2D and 3D environments and motility is of interest. In order to begin this investigation,
cell shape during motility needs to be represented mathematically. We wanted to focus on the
geometric features that contribute to bleb-based motility and mathematically represent them.
One proposed geometric feature that may contribute to bleb formation is negative
curvature of the membrane. It has been published that negative curvature of the membrane is
often observed in the location prior to bleb formation [89]. When cells detect a chemoattractant,
they send filopodia in the direction of the chemoattractant (Figure 5.1A). These projections cause
localized negative curvature in the membrane. These sites of negative curvature often result in
bleb formation [89]. It is believed that the negative curvature increases the stress on the protein
connections between the cortex and the membrane. If the stress becomes high enough, the
internal hydrostatic pressure of the cell drives the separation of the membrane from the cortex,
causing a bleb (Figure 5.1B). While this hypothesis is sound, a detailed examination of the
process of blebbing through negative curvature of the membrane has not been performed and the
hypothesis has, therefore, not been tested.
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Figure 5.1. Negative curvature of the cell may contribute to directional bleb formation. (A) Cells send
filopodia in the direction a chemoattractant, making regions of localized negative curvature on the membrane. This
negative curvature pulls the membrane inwards against the hydrostatic pressure within the cell attempting to push
the membrane outward. (B) The force of the hydrostatic pressure at that negative curvature site overcomes the
cortex-to-membrane crosslinking proteins hold of the membrane, creating a bleb.

5.2 Experimental design
In order to address the hypothesis, we gathered curvature data on D. discoideum cells
chemotaxing towards cAMP under 0.4% and 0.7% agarose in the same manner as stated in
Chapter 4, Figure 4.3. Here, we used 80x magnification for both agarose percentages. For
analysis, only the LifeAct-GFP images were used; in all previously collected data, the membrane
was always closely associated with the cortex at any given time prior to a bleb forming. Because
of this, we exploited the membrane’s close association to the cortex and, therefore, used the
LifeAct-GFP images as indicators of membrane position for curvature measuring purposes. For
each cell, we represented their curvature mathematically by using our software [58].
We were able to measure negative curvature of cells in real-time. An example cell made
several large filopodia (Figure 5.2A). We then used our software on the cell to obtain the outline
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(Figure 5.2B) and the extent of the positive (+) or negative (-) curvature along the cell outline
(Figure 5.2C). The intensity of the curvature was represented by the length of the lines at each
point in the cell; longer lines represented higher positive or negative curvature values in blue and
red, respectively. Both sides of a filopod of interest, labeled with an asterisk, had the highest
negative curvature values as indicated by the length of the red lines in both regions. The negative
curvature region to the left of the filopod, labeled with a red arrow, is of interest. In the following
frame, this cell blebbed on both sides of the filopod (Figure 5.2D). We applied the same analysis
to this frame to outline the cell (Figure 5.2E) and to gather curvature data (Figure 5.2F). With
these data from the frame before and after the bleb, we were able to visually compare the
curvature values of these two frames. As shown in Figure 5.2C, the two areas with the largest
negative curvature values were the sites flanking the filopod of interest. Other filopodia and
areas of negative curvature were present, but blebs formed at the most negative areas along the
cell. The bleb to the left of the filopod replaced the area of negative curvature with more positive
curvature (Figure 5.2F). Thus, we were able to measure curvature of the membrane of the cell.
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Figure 5.2. Curvature analysis of a cell. Image and curvature analysis of a cell crawling under a 0.4% agarose gel
and the area to the left (white arrow) of the filopod (*) was of interest. A frame prior to the bleb (A-C) and a frame
with the bleb (D-F) are presented. (A) The LifeAct-GFP frame prior to the bleb was used. (B) An outline of the cell
was made in Mathematica. (C) Subsequent curvature values of the cell were obtained. Blue represents positive
curvature. Red represents negative curvature. The area of interest prior to the bleb had very high negative curvature
(red arrow). (D) This LifeAct-GFP frame represents the frame with the bleb forming a second later. Blebs were seen
on both sides of the north-most large filopod where the bleb on the right was captured prior to the bleb filling
completely. (E) An outline of the cell at this time frame was made. (F) Curvature data were obtained. The area of
interest where the bleb occurred to the left of the filopod replaced the area of large negative curvature with positive
curvature (blue arrow).

5.3 Negative curvature is only a predictor of bleb sites only 51% of the time.
We wanted to determine whether negative curvature was a predictor of bleb site
locations. To address this, we applied curvature analysis on 42 cells under 0.7% agarose,
producing 104 blebs (Table 5.1). Here, blebs occurred at sites of negative curvature at 51%, low
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curvature at 24.4%, and positive curvature at 24.6% [58]. In contrast to our hypothesis, negative
curvature was only a predictor of bleb sites approximately 51% of the time. Sites of positive
curvature along the cell had approximately a 24.6% chance for bleb formation, indicating that
other factors in addition to negative curvature contribute to bleb site locations.

Note: 104 blebs in total were analyzed from the 42 cells in the data set.

5.4 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, we focused on the geometric features that contribute to bleb-based
motility and mathematically represent them, particularly negative curvature. It is hypothesized
that negative curvature could be a reliable predictor of bleb site location. We found that blebs
occurred only at sites of negative curvature 51% of the time where blebs occurred in sites of no
curvature and positive curvature about 24.5% of the time for each, indicating that other factors in
addition to negative curvature contribute to bleb site locations.
We think some of the molecular players covered in Chapter 4 may contribute to bleb site
location and negative curvature of the membrane in the following manner (Figure 5.3). First, the
cell senses a chemoattractant such as cAMP. This causes localized changes to the front of the
cell to facilitate motility structure generation. Here, a filopod or other actin-based protrusion can
extend from the front of the cell in the direction of the chemoattractant. This creates a site of
negative curvature where the membrane is pulled inward against the hydrostatic pressure of the
cell. At the same time, MhcA contracts the rear of the cell, causing increased hydrostatic
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pressure throughout the cell. This increased hydrostatic pressure attempts to push the membrane
outward. However, PaxB’s enrichment of the cortex and recruitment of TalA prevents
detachment in their locations. Areas with SCAR can generate actin-based protrusions as the
cortex is not as enriched compared to areas with PaxB, leaving F-actin available to make actinbased protrusions such as the filopod or pseudopod that may be extended towards the
chemoattractant. However, at the sites of negative curvature, the combined forces of the
hydrostatic pressure pushing the membrane outward and the membrane being pulled inward
overcome the membrane’s hold to the cortex, resulting in a bleb. In all stages, PkcA negatively
regulates the formation of actin-based structures within its vicinity allowing only for actin-rich
protrusions to extend in the direction of the chemoattractant.
However, these actin regulators and negative curvature of the membrane do not fully
explain directional bleb-based motility and, therefore, do not completely yield to a mathematical
model where we could reliably predict bleb sites. Other factors must be contributing to blebbased motility and bleb site location. Some of the proposed factors that may contribute to bleb
site location include a tear in the cortex, few membrane-to-cortex linking proteins other than
Talins, differences in hydrostatic pressure across the cell, and other geometric features of the cell
[95]. All these factors would contribute to our goals to mathematically represent motility. We
published our software in PLOS One [58] and provide our methods and rational for generating
our software and provide evidence of its usefulness in answering these questions in the future
(Appendix).
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Figure 5.3. Actin regulators of interest respond to changes in hydrostatic pressure and generate sites of
negative curvature. (A) A cell at rest does not bleb. (B) The cell senses a chemoattractant such as cAMP, causing
localized changes to the front of the cell to facilitate motility structure generation. Here, a pseudopod extends from
the front of the cell in the direction of the chemoattractant. This creates a site of negative curvature where the
membrane is pulled inward against the hydrostatic pressure of the cell. At the same time, MhcA contracts the rear of
the cell, causing increased hydrostatic pressure throughout the cell. This increased hydrostatic pressure attempts to
push the membrane outward but is repelled by PaxB’s recruitment of TalA. (C) However, at the sites of negative
curvature, the combined forces of the hydrostatic pressure pushing the membrane outward and the membrane being
pulled inward overcome the membrane’s hold to the cortex: a bleb. In all stages, PkcA negatively regulates the
formation of actin-based structures within its vicinity. Areas with SCAR can generate actin-based protrusions as the
cortex is not as enriched compared to areas with PaxB, leaving F-actin available to make actin-based protrusions.
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CHAPTER 6
6 Conclusions and Future Directions: Towards a mathematical model of motility
6.1 Conclusions
Many biological functions depend on precise actin cytoskeleton regulation such as
endocytosis, exocytosis, adhesion, cytokinesis, and motility. A plethora of proteins regulate actin
via extracellular and intracellular signaling, scaffolding proteins, and actin-binding proteins.
Moreover, many of these proteins must act in a specific order of action to regulate these tasks.
Disruptions in this order of action will not only negatively impact actin-dependent processes, but
their dysregulation often results in complications or even cell death. Here, we further provide
evidence unraveling the epistatic relationship between Paxillin, WASP, and SCAR/WAVE using
the D. discoideum orthologues PaxB, WasA, and SCAR for a variety of actin-based processes.
We present evidence that PaxB negatively regulates WasA and SCAR for plaque
formation and endocytosis. Plaque formation depends on several actin-based processes including
phagocytosis, cell-substrate adhesion, and motility. Given that phagocytosis and endocytosis
share common mechanisms, it is not surprising that we found that PaxB negatively regulates
plaque formation and endocytosis for both WASP family proteins. It is known that both WasA
and SCAR positively regulate endocytosis separately. WasA regulates endocytosis through
clathrin-coated pits [66] where SCAR has been shown to play more of a role with Ras and PIP3
in macropinocytosis cups [80]. Our findings connect the two WASP family proteins through
PaxB’s negative regulation of both proteins for endocytosis.
For cell-substrate adhesion, however, WasA and SCAR differ in their relationship with
PaxB. In contrast to previous findings, PaxB is not shown to be needed for cell-substrate
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adhesion. However, our findings do indicate that PaxB negatively regulates WasA during cellsubstrate adhesion where WasA positively regulates cell-substrate adhesion. In contrast to
PaxB’s epistatic relationship to WasA, both PaxB and SCAR positively regulate cell-substrate
adhesion but in separate pathways. Losing PaxB or SCAR does not cause cells to adhere
differently than WT, but losing both causes cells to detach severely. This implicates SCAR in
cell substrate-adhesion mechanisms independent of PaxB. Further investigation into players that
might regulate both pathways of adhesion warrant investigation.
For development, the WASP family of proteins play separate roles with respect to PaxB.
For WasA, we find that WasA is needed to initiate development. WasA null cells barely make
loose aggregates where PaxB null cells arrest at the mound stage. Mixing WT with WasA null
cells could not rescue the developmental defect, implying that the developmental defect is a cellautonomous one. It seems as though that WasA is spatiotemporally needed to initiate
development; thus, we could not investigate further into PaxB and WasA’s epistatic relationship
throughout development. However, this is not the case for PaxB and SCAR. In contrast, mixing
PaxB null cells with WT causes the cells to develop past PaxB null cells’ arrest at the mound
stage indicating, as published previously, that PaxB null cells’ defect is a non-cell-autonomous
one. The nature of this defect, however, has not been defined in any publications. Our work
suggests that the nature lies within PaxB’s role in causing cells to differentiate into pre-spore
cells by hindering SCAR’s role to cause cells to differentiate into stalk cells. We came to this
conclusion when the double mutant of PaxB and SCAR null phenocopied SCAR null, which
makes fruiting bodies. Because the double mutant can exceed past PaxB null cells’ arrest at the
mound stage, SCAR acts as a suppressor of PaxB null’s phenotype. Given that the cell sorting
assays reveal that PaxB null cells predominately make pre-stalk cells and the SCAR null cells do
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not have any cell sorting defects where the double mutant phenocopied SCAR null, these
findings imply that PaxB’s role is to hinder SCAR’s role in generating stalk cells and allows
cells to become pre-spore cells throughout development.
Given PaxB’s role as a scaffolding protein, its recruitment of a variety of proteins, and
itself being readily available for modification with numerous phosphorylation sites, it is no
surprise that PaxB could contribute to the regulation of both WasA and SCAR differently for the
same actin-dependent process. Moreover, given SCAR actively working in a complex of its own
could explain its unique roles in cell-substrate adhesion and its role in being hindered by PaxB
throughout development. Further analysis needs to be done to determine PaxB and WasA’s
epistatic roles, if any, throughout development as well.
Not only is elucidating the order of action of PaxB, WasA, and SCAR worth
investigating, but understanding their roles in modifying cell motility in response to the
environments is worth investigating as well. For development, organ patterning, immune
response, wound healing, and cancer metastasis, motility is the actin-dependent process of
interest. Several publications have shown that cells have two distinct modes of motility based on
their environment: in 2D environments, cells move freely and predominately use pseudopodia
and lamellipodia to move where as in 3D environments cells use blebs. In 3D environments, the
hydrostatic pressure exerted on the membrane increases because cells are compressed by the
environment. Much is known about the molecular players regulating 2D motility, but little is
known about their roles in 3D motility, particularly their roles in regulating blebs. Given D.
discoideum’s unique life cycle where upon starvation they aggregate and go through several
stages of development as a multicellular organism, we can apply our findings regarding blebbased motility to more complex organisms as well. Interestingly, evidence has been published in
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mammalian cells that Paxillin, WASP, SCAR/WAVE, Talin, Myosin II, and PKCs may all
regulate bleb-based motility. Our findings have contributed in elucidating their involvement in
bleb-based motility.
We have presented data on cells crawling through two different pressure environments:
low and high. For WT cells, we find that they choose filopodia and blebs to an equal extent
under low pressure where under high pressure cells predominately choose blebs, matching
previously published work and our expectations. We have found that the nature of this choice in
response to pressure is due to WT cells making approximately ten structures during thirty
seconds of chemotaxis where WT cells under low pressure replace several actin-based structures
for blebs when placed under high pressure. At low pressure, PaxB null cells make WT numbers
of structures. In contrast under high pressure, PaxB null cells do not exchange actin-based
structures for blebs, but instead make more total structures, most being blebs under high
pressure. Here, our data suggest that PaxB plays a bigger role in regulating structures under high
pressure conditions, particularly regulating blebs. This is probably done in part by its regulation
of cortex-to-membrane binding proteins such as TalA. Our data shows that TalA in part is
needed to modify the use of motility structures and to efficiently use blebs under pressure. Under
low pressure, TalA null cells make fewer blebs than WT. When shifted to high pressure, TalA
null cells do not increase their use of blebs, but rather keep their motility profile from low
pressure. Taken together, this suggests that TalA is not only required for efficient blebbing as is
seen in WT in low pressure but is also needed to modulate the use of blebs in response to higher
pressure. These results for TalA conflict with previously published work where D. discoideum
Talin concentration has been implicated to be inversely proportional to blebbing. We think TalA
and TalB’s overlapping functions might explain the discrepancy. In TalA null cells, TalB might
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be performing TalA’s cortex-to-membrane binding responsibilities albeit with less tight binding,
which would allow the membrane to accommodate being pushed out by the hydrostatic pressure
and, therefore, prevent blebs from forming. In contrast, when TalA is present, detachment of the
membrane from the cortex would require more hydrostatic pressure to overcome TalA’s tight
binding of the membrane to the cortex and, therefore, generate a bleb. As for MhcA, our findings
further support that MhcA is required for cells to make blebs. Our MhcA null cells do not bleb
under any pressure. However, MhcA seems to be a negative regulator of pseudopodia and
lamellipodia-based motility when cells are under pressure. WT cells chose pseudopodia rarely
under each pressure and do not make lamellipodia unless chemotaxing towards bacteria or folate.
It seems that MhcA is in part negatively regulating these structures not only once cells are under
pressure but also towards cAMP chemotaxis.
SCAR and PkcA’s results indicate that they do play a role in 3D motility, but their roles
in generating blebs may not be as direct as the other actin regulators in responding to increased
hydrostatic pressure. We found that SCAR is needed to positively regulate blebs at low pressure
and to negatively regulate pseudopodia at both pressures. We have several hypotheses regarding
SCAR’s contribution to bleb-based motility. The first may be due to PaxB and SCAR’s separate
roles in cell-substrate adhesion. PaxB negatively regulates blebs at higher pressures. PaxB is
known to recruit a variety of proteins for adhesion, including cortex-to-membrane binding
proteins such as TalA; thus where there are adhesion sites with PaxB there are also plenty of
cortex-to-membrane binding proteins holding the membrane to the cortex, causing few blebs in
these areas. In contrast, SCAR’s contribution to cell-substrate adhesion was found to be separate
from PaxB mechanisms, thus areas with SCAR might not have high cortex-to-membrane binding
proteins, thus facilitating bleb formation as the connection between the cortex and the membrane
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is not tightly bound in these areas. The second contribution that SCAR may have in positively
regulating bleb-based motility is through negative curvature. Given that SCAR nucleates F-actin
filaments, SCAR may be making local regions of negative curvature that pull the membrane
inward against the hydrostatic pressure pushing the membrane outward. This negative curvature
provides enough stress on the cortex-to-membrane binding proteins that the membrane detaches.
Alternatively, through its negative regulation of pseudopodia, SCAR may be inactivated at the
site of a bleb allowing the F-actin normally associated with SCAR to make actin-rich
protrusions. When cells are under pressure, NapA may preferentially go to TalA rich sites
instead of making complexes with SCAR, thus pseudopodia can form via other motility F-actin
generating mechanisms. It is not uncommon in WT to see blebs form off pseudopodia. Lastly, no
difference in the total number of blebs was found between PkcA null cells and WT under either
pressure, implying that PkcA does not play a role in bleb number. However, we did observe
PkcA null cells generating filopodia and pseudopodia in all directions. This implies that PkcA
negatively regulates non-directional filopodia and pseudopodia and is, therefore, most likely
concentrated in areas not receiving chemotactic signals. Although PkcA may not contribute to
bleb formation directly, PkcA may be playing a role in directional bleb-based motility by not
being present in areas where filopodia and pseudopodia extend, allowing the negative curvature
sites flanking those protrusions to allow bleb formation. Moreover, PkcA null cells make
lamellipodia and significantly more pseudopodia under both pressures over WT. This implies
that PkcA negatively regulates the choice of lamellipodia in response to cAMP chemotaxis and
pseudopodia while cells are under pressure.
As for geometric features of the cell, we have used our software to successfully gather
curvature data on cells before and after blebbing. We find that negative curvature is a predictor
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of blebbing only fifty percent of the time, indicating that other factors must be involved in blebsite location and nucleation. Mathematical modeling of the null cells of our actin regulators of
interest may shed light on how these proteins impact geometric properties of the cell that may
influence bleb site location.
The ultimate goal of our research is to understand how cells modify their motility in
response to the environment, and we have succeeded in unraveling PaxB, WasA, and SCAR’s
epistatic relationship in several actin-dependent processes that regulate motility and have further
elucidated their contributions to bleb-based motility. Our work on TalA, MhcA, and PkcA has
also implicated them in blebbing as well. Our software has been proven useful in generating
geometric representations of the cell for curvature. Using our software, we can further answer
questions regarding other actin-based processes as well and build a mathematical model of the
cell. Lastly, all of the actin regulators of interest and blebbing have been implicated in disease
[96]. There is a need to understand how these proteins contribute to proper cell motility in
realistic environments in order to determine how their defects in cell motility result in disease.
This work has contributed to that goal.
6.2 Future Directions: Towards a mathematical model of motility
We have sought out to understand how cells modify their motility in response to the
environment, and we have provided concrete evidence of PaxB, WasA, and SCAR’s epistatic
relationship in several actin-dependent processes. We have further elaborated on PaxB, SCAR,
TalA, MhcA, and PkcA roles in 3D motility and have addressed how negative curvature of the
membrane contributes to blebbing. We have generated a software that can further answer
questions regarding other actin-based processes. All of these findings have opened up new
proposed mechanisms to investigate.
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One proposed explanation of PaxB’s large plaques compared to WasA and SCAR’s small
plaques could be specifically due to phagocytosis mechanisms. For endocytosis, our PaxB nulls
do not show differences between WT. Instead, PaxB nulls’ large plaques could be due to
increased use of phagocytosis mechanisms. A phagocytosis assay, such as using fluorescent
yeast or tagged beads, would shed light on why PaxB null cells have such large plaques. The
same assay can be applied to WasA and SCAR, providing more evidence of their positive
regulation of phagocytosis mechanisms as well.
As for cell-substrate adhesion mechanisms, it would be worth investigating the nature of
the difference in cell-substrate adhesion found between PaxB, WasA, and SCAR. Losing WasA
causes severe detachment where losing PaxB or SCAR alone does not. However, when both
PaxB and SCAR are lost, the cells have severe detachment. It is possible that the number of
adhesion sites per surface area might be an issue. For WasA, they probably have fewer adhesion
sites than WT, PaxB null, and SCAR null lines. However, PaxB null and SCAR null alone may
have the same number as WT. This experiment alone would not explain the nature of PaxB and
SCAR’s separate regulation of adhesion sites. To further investigate their separate contributions,
co-localization assays on fixed, adhered cells can be done with tagged PaxB and tagged SCAR to
see if each protein localizes to a specific subset of adhesion sites. Moreover, we propose that
NapA might play a role in regulating both PaxB specific and SCAR specific pathways in
regulating adhesion. It would be of interest to tag NapA in WT, PaxB null, SCAR null, and the
double mutant lines to determine if NapA has sub-localizations within WT and to determine
where NapA localization is defective in the mutant lines. We know that NapA binds to SCAR as
it is a SCAR complex member. However, we also know that NapA plays roles in non-SCAR
dependent adhesion mechanisms potentially through TalA, a binding partner of PaxB. Using
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tagged NapA and tagged PaxB to determine their co-localization in adhesion sites would shed
light on how NapA may be regulating PaxB and SCAR adhesion site mechanisms.
We show that PaxB, WasA, and SCAR all impact development. WasA nulls have a cellautonomous defect, and it prevents the cells from initiating development. One proposed
mechanism affected by the loss of WasA is cell-cell communication specifically through cell-cell
adhesion mechanisms. TgrC1 is necessary in establishing communication between cells via cellcell adhesions, and when TgrC1 is lost, these cells arrest at the loose aggregate stage reminiscent
to WasA nulls. It is possible that WasA plays roles in cell-cell adhesion through the regulation of
TgrC1. We would need to see if WasA plays a role in cell-cell adhesion through cell-cell
adhesion assays. This can be done with WasA nulls and WasA over-expressers. If it is shown
that WasA does play a role in cell-cell adhesion, epistasis analysis between WasA and TgrC1 can
be performed to determine their order of action to regulate cell-cell adhesion. It is already
known that PaxB plays roles in cell-cell adhesion [64]. We can further use epistasis analysis to
determine PaxB and WasA’s epistatic relationship for cell-cell adhesion. We hypothesize the
cell-cell adhesion pathway to be PaxB-WasA-TgrC1. Moreover, WAVE in mammalian cells has
been implicated in cell-cell adhesion [14]. Performing cell-cell adhesion assays on SCAR would
be advantageous as well. Also, generating over-expressors of WasA would allow us to
investigate whether PaxB regulates WasA throughout development.
As for SCAR’s contribution to development, we know that SCAR is a suppressor of
PaxB. PaxB needs to be present to hinder SCAR from making cells predominately pre-stalk cells
during cell sorting. This implies that PaxB’s role is to make pre-spore cells. DIF-1 is a secreted
molecule that triggers cells to become pre-spore cells. We hypothesize that PaxB is positive
regulator of DIF-1 secretion. The simplest assay to perform this would be a rescue assay to
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determine if adding DIF-1 to PaxB null cells would rescue their development past the mound
stage. If rescue is successful, then PaxB null cells are not able to secrete DIF-1. This leads to
another question of whether the PaxB null cells cannot make DIF-1 for secretion or do they make
DIF-1 but cannot secrete it. The latter would imply that PaxB plays a role in regulating the
secretion mechanisms. We could begin to answer this question by quantifying DIF-1 synthesis in
WT, PaxB null, SCAR null, and double mutant cells. DIF-1 is a chlorinated signaling molecule
that is expressed during development. In [86], they added 36Cl- to developing cells on agarose.
The cells were then lysed, and DIF-1 was extracted via chloroform/methanol and quantified on
TLC plates. Using this same method, we can compare whether DIF-1 is being made by these
lines. This will show us whether DIF-1 is being made but not secreted by PaxB nulls or if PaxB
nulls simply do not make DIF-1.
With elucidating PaxB, WasA, and SCAR’s epistatic relationships in a variety of actindependent processes, we also wanted to determine their roles in 3D bleb-based motility as well
as TalA, MhcA, and PkcA’s roles in bleb-based motility. We found that they all play roles in
regulating 3D motility, but their contributions to bleb-based motility differ. In order to further
understand each protein’s contributions to bleb-based motility, we propose performing
experiments to visualize each protein’s localization throughout blebbing. The cortex and
membrane have quantifiable positions throughout a bleb’s lifetime (Figure 5.1). We wish to
visualize each protein’s localization throughout these stages and shed light on their roles for each
step.
Given that PaxB may enrich the cortex and recruit a variety of proteins including TalA to
bind the membrane to the cortex, we could correlate PaxB localization to areas of enriched
cortex. We could use intensity plots to quantify the amount of actin and PaxB in these areas and
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determine if there is a positive correlation. We could then compare these results with quantifying
PaxB and actin in areas where blebs occur in a later frame to determine if PaxB amounts
correlate to an enriched cortex region that negatively correlates to bleb formation. We can then
further visualize this phenomenon throughout the bleb’s lifetime and the reestablishing of the
cortex in the new membrane area. Moreover, since TalA is a binding partner to PaxB, we can
perform the same analysis on TalA-tagged proteins as well and at the same time see if TalA
remains bound to PaxB throughout bleb formation. Furthermore, we hypothesized that TalB may
have overlapping functions with TalA and may bind the cortex to the membrane throughout the
cell when TalA is lost. We assume that TalB replaces TalA, but TalB’s more elastic binding of
the membrane to the cortex is what prevents blebbing since the hydrostatic pressure is eased by
moving the membrane along the entire cell outward. We wish to visualize this in TalA null cells
by using tagged TalB with respect to the labeled cortex and membrane position throughout bleb
formation using our under agarose assay.
As for MhcA, we know that MhcA is needed for blebs to form. We could visualize MhcA
concentration in areas of different curvature of the membrane to determine if MhcA
concentration correlates to bleb formation with respect to curvature. We found that negative
curvature was only a predictor of blebbing fifty percent of the time, thus other players must
contribute to blebbing. We hypothesize that MhcA’s contraction of actin filaments throughout
the cell may provide sites of negative curvature by simply pulling the membrane inward against
the hydrostatic pressure pushing the membrane outward in areas that are below our level of
visualization using the spinning disk. It could be that small puncta of MhcA may precede a bleb.
SCAR’s contribution to blebbing may not be as direct as PaxB, TalA, and MhcA. SCAR
was found to be a positive regulator of blebbing, but only in low pressure environments. PaxB
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was found to be a negative regulator of blebs where SCAR was found to be a positive regulator
of blebs in low pressure environments. This may be due to their opposite roles in enriching the
cortex. Where PaxB enriches the cortex through recruiting a variety of proteins to do so, SCAR
is simply an actin nucleating protein and sequesters actin for this process only, thereby not
enriching the cortex. Free actin in SCAR null cells might be utilized by PaxB to enrich the cortex
in low pressure environments. Thus, we propose performing the same localization experiments
proposed for PaxB with respect to the enriched cortex in SCAR null cells. We also wish to
visualize SCAR concentrations and determine if they negatively correlate to an enriched cortex
and, therefore, positively correlate to bleb formation. Additionally, NapA may be facilitating this
exchange of actin between SCAR and PaxB. We wish to visualize NapA and see if it localizes
with PaxB as well as SCAR.
Lastly for PkcA, we found that PkcA does not directly play a role in blebbing, but may
negatively regulate actin-based motility structures from making protrusions in a non-directional
manner. By doing so, PkcA forces the cells to make actin-based protrusions in the direction of a
chemoattractant and, thereby, providing negative curvature of the membrane for blebs to form at
the front of the cell. We wish to visualize PkcA throughout the cell and correlate the concentration
of PkcA with respect to regions that generate filopodia and pseudopodia in cells chemotaxing to
cAMP.
Now to focus on the geometric features that contribute to bleb-based motility, given the
success of our collaboration with Dr. John Loustau [58] for the negative curvature data provided
in Chapter 5, these data have been used to further improve an existing mathematical functional
that attempts to model the mathematical contribution of hydrostatic pressure, cortex-tomembrane binding proteins, and myosin activity to predict bleb nucleation sites [97]. This work
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has been spearheaded by Dr. Emmanuel Asante-Asamani. Dr. Brazill, Dr. Asante-Asamani, and
Dr. Loustau will use this functional and our geometry measuring software to further analyze the
WT bleb data for modeling other characteristics such as bleb size, shoulder width, and number.
They will also apply their findings and this software to identify where in the mathematical
models the mutants are defective. Using this information, we will generate a mathematical model
of cell motility and conduct simulations of bleb-based motility and compare the model to live
cells in the future.
Furthermore, our software can help elucidate the role of cell geometry for other
biological processes and represent those features mathematically. For example, we can further
investigate bleb characteristics such as bleb area, size, and shape. This same analysis can be done
on actin-based structures as well such as the cortex, filopodia, pseudopodia, and lamellipodia.
Moreover, biologists will be able to use our software to measure a variety of biological processes
such as gathering curvature measurements of pinocytosis cups, endocytosis cups, phagocytosis
cups, exocytosis vesicles, and vesicle trafficking to determine the amount of curvature the
membrane must endure to perform these tasks. Lastly, as shown in our paper [58], our method
can be used for whole-cell analysis in addition to taking measurements of a region of interest in a
cell. Thus, our method is ideal for those wishing to address biological questions using geometric
analysis. In sum, all of our findings will shed light on how cells move in response to the
environment and have implications for mammalian cells and disease.
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CHAPTER 7
7 Materials and Methods
7.1 Cell culture
All D. discoideum cells were grown axenically in HL5 nutrient medium with glucose
(ForMedium), supplemented with 100 IU/mL penicillin and 100μg/mL streptomycin (Amresco),
either in 100mm culture plates or in shaking culture at 150rpm at 22˚C. For the epistasis
experiments, Ax3 (wild-type), Ax3 cells expressing β-galactosidase (HR 30), paxB-, wasA-, scar, wasA-/paxB-, and scar-/paxB- lines were cultured in 100 mm mammalian culture dishes
(ThermoScientific). Ax3 and wasA- lines were a generous gift from Dr. Robert Insall, University
of Glasgow [66]. Ax3 cells expressing β-galactosidase (HR 30) were supplemented with 20
µg/mL G418. wasA- and scar- lines were supplemented with 10 µg/mL of blasticidin, and paxB-,
wasA-/paxB-, and scar-/paxB- lines were supplemented with 50 µg/mL of hygromycin. For the
under agarose assays, Ax2 (wild-type), Ax2-LifeAct-GFP, paxB--LifeAct-GFP, and pkcA--LifeAct-GFP lines were grown in shaking culture and wasA--LifeAct-GFP, scar--LifeAct-GFP, talA-LifeAct-GFP, mhcA--LifeAct-GFP expressing lines were grown in culture dishes. All Life-Act
expressing lines were supplemented with G418 4-20 µg/mL. All cell lines were sub-confluent
from plates or in log phase (1x106 cells/mL to 4x106 cells/mL) from shaking prior to use for
experiments.
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7.2 Generation of gene disrupted and Life-Act expressing lines
7.2.1 Plasmid design
To generate the scar- line, we obtained the scar- plasmid (p9A/O7C11) from
Dictybase.org. We linearized the plasmid using BamHI [84]; the restriction enzyme was heat
inactivated overnight.
To generate the paxB- lines, we designed the following paxB- construct and sent it to be
synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ) into a puC57 plasmid. The paxB- construct was
designed using 100bp upstream of the PaxB gene, followed by 755bp of the first half of the PaxB
gene, 891bp of the actin-15 gene promotor region, 1020bp of the coding region of the
hygromycin gene, 265bp of the actin-15 gene terminator region, and the last 861bp half of the
PaxB gene. The hygromycin cassette design was inspired by [98]. The gene disruption construct
totaled 3898bp. HindIII sites were added to flank the gene disruption construct to ease
linearization. We linearized the plasmid for three hours and heat inactivated the restriction
enzyme overnight.
To visualize F-actin dynamics in our Ax2 (wild-type) and actin regulators of interest, a
LifeAct-GFP plasmid, a generous gift from Dr. Chang-Hoon Choi, University of California, was
used [99, 100, 58].
7.2.2 Electroporation
For all lines, 5x106 cells were washed twice with ice-cold H-50 buffer (20 mM HEPEs,
50 mM, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgSO4, 5 mM NaHCO3, and 1 mMNaH2PO4). Cells were resuspended in 100 µL of H-50 buffer and then transferred to a 1 mm gap electroporation cuvette
(FisherBrand). Approximately 1 µg of appropriate plasmid DNA was added to the cuvette. The
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cuvette was electroporated twice using a Bio-Rad Electroporator set to 0.85kV and 25µF and
incubated on ice for 5 minutes. Cells were transferred to 100mm culture dishes with HL5. Drug
selection at the appropriate concentration was added to the dish the next day. Blasticidin
selection was done for one week where hygromycin and G418 selections were done for two
weeks.
To generate paxB- and scar- lines, Ax3 cells were electroporated with the appropriate
linearized plasmid. To generate the wasA-/paxB- and scar-/paxB- cell lines, wasA- cells and an
isolate of scar- were electroporated using our linearized paxB- plasmid. To generate LifeAct-GFP
expressing lines, paxB- under blasticidin resistance [65], pkcA- [29], wasA- [66], scar-, talA-, and
mhcA- lines were electroporated with the LifeAct-GFP plasmid [99, 100]. talA- (DBS0236180)
and mhcA- (DBS0236379) cells were ordered from Dictybase.org.
7.2.3 Individual clones
To isolate individual clones, cells were mixed with 300 uLs of their corresponding
resistant bacteria suspended in PBM (20 mM KH2PO4, 0.01mM CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2, pH 6.1
with KOH) and spread in low density (10, 100, or 1000 cells) on agar plates. For hygromycin
resistant lines, cells were mixed with Klebsiella aeruginosa (Ka) on SM/5 agar plates. For
blasticidin resistant lines, cells were mixed with Br/1 bacteria on blasticidin 10 µg/mL resistant
agar plates. For G418 resistant lines, cells were mixed with Br/1 bacteria on G418 4-20 µg/mL
agar plates. After several days, individual clones cleared the bacteria forming plaques. Isolates
for the gene disrupted lines were lysed to obtain genomic DNA [101] for PCR confirmation.
Isolates for LifeAct-GFP expressing lines were plated on quarter G418 plates for confirmation of
LifeAct-GFP expression.
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7.2.4 Confirmation of lines
In order to confirm that the paxB- construct inserted in the correct location to interrupt the
PaxB gene, the following primers were made resulting in a 2.2kb PCR product. The forward
primer bound over 100bp upstream of the knockout construct and the reverse primer bound
within the hygromycin coding region. The forward primer and reverse primers were 5’-TCA
CAA CTG ATT TTA CCC CCT CAA-3’ and 5’-CGG AGA CGC TGT CGA ACT TT-3’,
respectively. A Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase kit (ThermoFisher) was used to amplify
the expected PCR product, showing the insertion of the knockout construct into the PaxB gene.
The manufacturer’s standard protocol was followed with these deviations: 0.2mM MgCl2, and
2% DMSO. The PTC-100 Peltier Thermal Cycler was set to run an initial denaturation for 98oC,
denaturation for 98oC, annealing for 59.3oC, and extension for 72oC for 34 cycles. Isolates were
lysed [101], and a 1% agarose gel was run at 85V to visualize bands.
In order to confirm that the scar- construct inserted in the correct location to interrupt the
SCAR gene, the following primers were made resulting in a 1.6kb PCR product. The forward
primer bound inside the blasticidin coding region of the knockout construct and the reverse
primer bound to genomic DNA 100 bp downstream of the knockout construct. The forward
primer and reverse primers were 5’-CAT GTG GGA GCG GCA ATT-3’ and 5’-ATC AAC
CAG CAT TAG AAG GTC A -3’, respectively. A GoTaq Green Master mix (Promega) was
used to amplify the expected PCR product, showing the insertion of the knockout construct into
the SCAR gene. The manufacturer’s standard protocol was followed with no deviations. The
PTC-100 Peltier Thermal Cycler was set to run an initial denaturation for 90oC, denaturation for
95oC, annealing for 50oC, and extension for 72oC for 40 cycles. Isolates were lysed [101], and a
1% agarose gel was run at 85V to visualize bands.
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To confirm lines expressing LifeAct-GFP, isolates were suspended in PBM in an 8-well
chambered 1 German borosilicate sterile coverglass slide (ThermoFisher). Clones were chosen
for imaging based on similarity to F-actin LifeAct-GFP fluorescence labeling found in previous
work in D. discoideum [102].
7.3 Dictyostelium development
To initiate development, 1x107 cells were washed with PBM (20 mM KH2PO4, 0.01mM
CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2, pH 6.1 with KOH) three times and re-suspended in 1 mL. Cells were plated
250µL at a time in the center of a 0.8μm pore size, 47mm in diameter black or white
nitrocellulose filter pad (Millipore) that was placed on top of two 6μm pore size, 125mm in
diameter Whitman paper filter pads (GE HealthCare) pre-moistened with PBM [103]. Cells were
incubated for the desired period of development: 5 to 6 hours for cAMP competency [58], 14
hours for early culminants [38], and 24 hours for fruiting bodies [64]. Structures were imaged
using the SPOT Advanced program and SPOT insight color camera (Diagnostic Instruments) on
a dissection microscope using 4.5x and 0.65x magnification. Prior to experiments, all lines were
phenotyped by confirming their phenotypes after 24 hours of starvation.
7.4 Cell sorting and cell autonomy
We used the same cell sorting protocol as stated in [64] with slight modifications. For the
cell sorting experiments, mixtures of 80 percent experimental line mixed with 20 percent HR 30s
were made. Cells were allowed to develop on white nitrocellulose filter pads to the desired
developmental stage of analysis. After, structures were fixed by floating the nitrocellulose filter
pad in glutaraldehyde fixing solution (25% glutaraldehyde, 0.001% Triton Z-100 in Z-buffer) in
a small petri dish for 10 minutes and then the filter pad was submerged in the fixing solution.
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The filter pad was then dried on paper towels. Fixing was repeated a second time. The filter pad
was then washed twice using Z buffer (60 mM Na2HPO4, 40mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM KCl, and
1mM MgSO4) in the same manner as performed for the fixing steps. The structures on the filter
pad were then stained with X-gal staining solution (5mM K4[Fe(CN)6], 5mM K3[Fe(CN)6], 0.5%
Tween 20, and 50mg/mL X-Gal stock at 0.8% of the entire buffer) in the same manner. Once
submerged, the petri dish was placed in a 37oC incubator overnight. The staining was stopped by
washing the filter in Z buffer twice. The filter pad was allowed to dry, and structures were
imaged using the SPOT Advanced program and SPOT insight color camera (Diagnostic
Instruments) on a dissection microscope.
The same procedure was followed for the cell autonomy experiments, however, with a
ratio of 70 percent to 30 percent cells to HR 30.
7.5 Plaque assay
We inspired our plaque assay after [66] with several modifications. 1x104 cells were
placed in 1mL PBM and 10 uLs of cells in PBM were mixed with 300uL of PBM with Ka
bacteria. This mixture was then spread on SM/5 agar plates. After 5 days, plaques formed and
pictures were taken using the SPOT Advanced program. The diameter of the plaques were then
measured in ImageJ.
7.6 Endocytosis
4x106 cells were spun down and re-suspended in 1.2mL of HL5 media supplemented
with 2mg/mL 10,000 MW FITC-dextran (TCI, Japan). Cells were covered and placed on a
rocker at 120 rpm for 80 minutes. After 80 minutes, a sample of 200µL of cells was removed,
spun down, and the supernatant was removed. The cells were re-suspended in 0.5mL of HL5,
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spun down, and the supernatant was removed. This was done twice. Cells were then resuspended in 0.5mL of wash buffer (5 mM glycine and 100 mM sucrose, pH 8.5), spun down,
and the supernatant was removed. The cells were then re-suspended in 0.5mL of lysis buffer (5
mM glycine, 100 mM sucrose, pH 8.5, 0.2% Triton) and vortexed. 200µL of the sample was
placed into a 0.5mL PCR tube, and fluorescence was measured using a Quantus Fluorometer
(Promega) set to excite at 495nm and read emission from 510 to 580nm.
7.7 Cell-substrate adhesion
We used the same cell-substrate adhesion assay as [65] with slight modifications. 5x106
cells were washed with PBM three times and re-suspended in 5 mL PBM. Only 4 mL of the resuspended cells were placed into a 125mL glass culture flask, shaken at 120 rpm for 10 minutes
at room temperature, and then allowed to incubate without shaking for 2 hours. After, the flasks
were shaken at 80 rpm for thirty-minutes, and after, suspended cells were counted in duplicate.
7.8 Under Agarose Assay
7.8.1 Slide preparation
To visualize membrane and cortex positions in bleb-based motility in response to cAMP
chemotaxis, an under agarose assay developed by Zatulovskiy, Tyson, Bretschneider, and Kay
[89] was used with the following modifications. A preheated (90˚C, 1 min) number 1 German
borosilicate sterile 2 well chambered coverglass slide (ThermoFisher) was loaded with 750μL of
melted 0.4% or 0.7% Omnipur agarose (EMD Millipore) laced with 1mg/mL of 70,000 MW
Rhodamine B isothiocyanate-dextran (Sigma-Aldrich). Once solidified, half of the gel was
removed from the well and the remaining portion was slid across to the middle of the chamber,
creating two wells with one on each side of the gel. To create the cAMP gradient, 4μM cAMP
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was loaded into one well and incubated for 40 minutes. 1×105 to 2×105 cells competent for
cAMP chemotaxis were loaded into the other well and allowed to settle and crawl under the
agarose for 30 minutes prior to imaging. To visualize bleb progress after nucleation, the same
cAMP under agarose assay to visualize membrane and cortex positions was used; however, no
RITC-dextran was added to the agarose gel [58].
7.8.2 Live imaging and microscopy
All imaging data were acquired using a Leica DMI-4000B inverted microscope (Leica
Microsystems Inc.) mounted on a TMC isolation platform (Technical Manufacturing
Corporation) with a Yokogawa CSU 10 spinning disc head and Hamamatsu C9100-13 ImagEM
EMCCD camera (Perkin Elmer) with diode lasers of 491 nm, 561nm, and 638 nm (Spectra
Services Inc.) [104]. LifeAct-GFP and RITC-dextran were excited using the 491nm and 561nm
lasers, respectively. Images were taken over the course of 30 seconds using 80x magnification
(40x/1.25–0.75 oil objective with a 2x C mount) or a 100x/1.44 oil immersion objective at
maximum camera speed with exposure times of 0.800 seconds for GFP and 0.122 seconds for
RITC channels, resulting in intervals of 1.66 seconds. Images were acquired using Volocity 5.3.3
(Perkin-Elmer) and processed in ImageJ. Cell motility structures with respect to their membrane
positions were captured in real-time.
7.8.3 Intensity plots to determine cortex and membrane positions
ImageJ signal intensity plots were used to confirm positions of the membrane and cortex
in all steps in bleb formation. Frames acquired from both channels were put together in a single
stack where a line was drawn across the middle of the putative bleb. The line was drawn starting
from the cytoplasm just prior to the cortex and extending past the bleb in question. From ImageJ,
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the Plot Profile feature (Analyze > Plot Profile) was used to generate an intensity plot for each
frame in the stack [58].
7.9 Curvature measurements
After imaging, LifeAct-GFP frames from the GFP channel were processed to obtain cell
outlines and subsequent curvature values of the membrane using ImageJ and our Mathematica
based software [58]. Our publication describes our software (Appendix).
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

SFigure 2.1. WasA is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation. Cells were plated on bacterial lawns and were
allowed to clear bacteria for five days. Presented are representative plaques of WT, paxB-, wasA-, and wasA-/paxBlines.

SFigure 2.2. WasA and PaxB are needed for fruiting body development, but epistasis is inconclusive. Cells
were starved on filter pads for twenty-four hours and pictures were taken. Images are representative of three separate
experiments at 0.65x.
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SFigure 3.1. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for plaque formation. Cells were plated on bacterial lawns and were
allowed to clear bacteria for five days. Presented are representative plaques of WT, paxB-, scar-, and scar-/paxBlines.

SFigure 3.2. SCAR is downstream of PaxB for fruiting body development. Sub-confluent cells were starved on
filter pads for twenty-four hours and pictures were taken. Images are representative of three separate experiments at
0.65x.
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SFigure 4.1. Dot plots of percent choice data show the distribution of choice for each cell crawling under
agarose for each line. The percent choice of each structure was calculated per cell as cells crawled under either
0.4% or 0.7% agarose. Filopodia, pseudopodia, lamellipodia, and blebs are represented by circles, triangles,
diamonds, and squares, respectively. (A) WT cells lowered their choice of filopodia, kept their choice of
pseudopodia, and raised their choice of blebs once placed in high pressure. (B) paxB- cells lowered their choice of
filopodia, kept their choice of pseudopodia, and raised their choice of blebs when placed in high pressure. (C) scarcells lowered their choice of filopodia, kept their choice of pseudopodia, and raised their choice of blebs from low
pressure to high pressure. (D) talA- cells did not change their choice of any structure and chose blebs very rarely
under either pressure. (E) mhcA- cells did not change their choice of any structure, failed to make blebs but made
lamellipodia. (F) pkcA- cells lowered their choice of filopodia, kept their choice of pseudopodia and lamellipodia,
and raised their choice of blebs when placed in high pressure.
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SFigure 4.2. Dot plots show the distribution of structures cells used while crawling under agarose for each
line. The structures the cells made from data in SFigure 4.1 were tabulated as cells crawled under either 0.4% or
0.7% agarose. Filopodia, pseudopodia, lamellipodia, and blebs are represented by circles, triangles, diamonds, and
squares, respectively. (A) WT cells lost one filopod, loss one pseudopod, and gained two blebs once placed under
high pressure. (B) paxB- kept approximately four filopodia, one pseudopod, and gained six blebs once placed under
high pressure. (C) scar- cells lost two filopodia and gained two blebs once placed under high pressure. (D) talA- cells
kept approximately seven filopodia, one pseudopod, and one bleb, under either pressure. (E) mhcA- cells kept
approximately one filopod, two pseudopodia, less than one lamellipodia, and no blebs under either pressure. (F)
pkcA- cells lost two filopodia, loss one pseudopod, made less than one lamellipodia, and gained two blebs once
under high pressure.

SFigure 4.3. Dot plots show the distribution of the total number of structures cells used while crawling under
agarose for each line. The total structures the cells made from data in SFigure 4.2 were tabulated as cells crawled
under either 0.4% or 0.7% agarose. WT, paxB-, scar-, talA-, mhcA- and pkcA- are represented by black circles,
squares, hexagons, triangles, diamonds, and empty circles, respectively. (A) Under 0.4% agarose, all lines made
approximately the same number of total structures except for mhcA-, which made fewer. (B) Under 0.7% agarose,
all lines kept the same number of total structures from 0.4% agarose except for paxB-, which increased the total
number of structures.
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APPENDIX
We developed a software to represent geometric properties of cells mathematically to
evaluate their contributions to biological functions.
The following attached content is our published journal article detailing our software:
Santiago, Z., Loustau, J., Meretzky, D., Rawal, D., and Brazill, D. (2019). Advances in
geometric techniques for analyzing blebbing in chemotaxing Dictyostelium cells. PLOS
ONE 14(2): e0211975. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975
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We present a technical platform that allows us to monitor and measure cortex and membrane dynamics during bleb-based chemotaxis. Using D. discoideum cells expressing
LifeAct-GFP and crawling under agarose containing RITC-dextran, we were able to simultaneously visualize the actin cortex and the cell membrane throughout bleb formation. Using
these images, we then applied edge detect to generate points on the cell boundary with
coordinates in a coordinate plane. Then we fitted these points to a curve with known x and y
coordinate functions. The result was to parameterize the cell outline. With the parameterization, we demonstrate how to compute data for geometric features such as cell area, bleb
area and edge curvature. This allows us to collect vital data for the analysis of blebbing.
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1 Introduction
Cells must modify their motile behavior when encountering varying conditions. They must
travel through multiple environments as they participate in a variety of biological phenomena
including foraging for food, embryogenesis, development, wound healing, immune response,
and cancer metastasis. There are two distinct modes of motility cells utilize depending on their
environment [1], [2]. When crawling on top of a substrate with limited resistance to movement, a two dimensional environment, cells use filopodia, lamellipodia, or pseudopodia as
their main mode(s) of motility where actin is continuously cycled to the front of the cell, pushing the cell’s membrane forward in the direction of movement. When crawling through a substrate or between cells where resistance is higher, a three dimensional environment, cells use
blebs as their main mode of motility. During bleb-based motility, the front of the cell makes a
series of blister-like protrusions in the direction of movement where the cell’s membrane
detaches from the actin cortex [3]. This is driven in part by the increased intracellular pressure
associated with moving through a three dimensional environment. A variety of cell types have
been shown to utilize bleb-based motility in three dimensional environments: skeletal muscle
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stem cells, zebrafish primordial germ cells, cancer cells, Entamoeba histolytica and Dictyostelium discoideum [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10].
The formation of a bleb follows three general steps with distinct membrane and cortex
characteristics (Fig 1): 1) the membrane detaches from the cortex, making a blister-like protrusion at the cell front; 2) the new cortex begins forming at the new position of the membrane
while the original cortex behind the detachment begins to disassemble; and 3) the original cortex vanishes where the new cortex is fully assembled and associated with the membrane.
In recent years, several researchers have studied bleb formation from different points of
view. In [11], Charras et al. collected biophysical data from the cell during blebbing, leading
them to conclude that the blebbing process is the result of pressure changes. They proposed a
model for bleb nucleation. However, these conditions were necessary but not sufficient. Using
classical geometric constructs, Wooley et al. [12] modelled bleb development and were able to
explain several bleb shapes that occur in nature. Guy and Strychalsky [13], [14] considered the
same process from the point of view of computational fluid dynamics. By simulating the fluid
flows, they were able to include secondary blebbing in their model. Zatulovskiy, Tyson,
Bretschneider, and Kay [3] visualized the cortex and membrane dynamics during bleb formation in D. discoideum using an under agarose assay and introduced differential geometry via
membrane/cortex curvature to the process. They showed that curvature does play a role as
bleb location is biased toward areas of negative curvature. However, it is apparent from this
work that there are other factors at play. Collier et al. [15] proposed that cell surface energy
may help predict bleb nucleation sites, and that membrane curvature is only one factor in the
cell surface energy calculations. This is in keeping with [16], where the authors correlate the
presence of Myosin-II with bleb formation.
There are several proposed mechanisms necessary for bleb formation [17]. However, these
do not fully explain directional bleb-based motility. Blebs appear as a consequence of the three
dimensional environmental force transferred to increased hydrostatic force on the cortex/
membrane complex. The central question is why the blebs appear on the anterior face leading

Fig 1. Bleb formation can be identified by cortex-to-membrane positioning. At T1, the membrane detaches from the cortex, initiating a bleb. At T2,
an actin scar in the original location of the cortex disassembles as the cortex begins to reform at the new location of the membrane. At T3, the cortex is
bound to the membrane in the bleb.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g001
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to coordinated cell movement. Even if blebs tend to occur at sites of negative curvature [18]
and [3] or high surface energy [15], these do not explain why blebs are more likely on the anterior face. Indeed, there are negative curvature segments and high energy locations throughout
the cell boundary. In order to collect the data needed to address this conundrum, large numbers of blebbing cells need to be imaged at high enough resolution to visualize cortex and
membrane structures. In addition, these images need to be analyzed to accurately measure and
quantify membrane curvature and bleb size throughout bleb-based motility.
In this letter, we describe the technical procedures permitting us to collect images of the
cortex and membrane during blebbing as well as the automated computer application that
approximates the cell boundary with a B-spline and measures curvature, allowing for a high
throughput geometric analysis of blebbing during chemotaxis. This letter is organized as follows. In the Materials and Methods, we state in turn, cell preparation, microscopy procedures,
edge detection and geometric modeling functions. In the Results, we apply the methods to D.
discoideum. In particular, we produce a parametrized representation of the cell boundary. We
then proceed to show some applications of our methods. We conclude by tabulating blebs by
edge curvature. Additionally, we include videos of the cells we used for our study (S1–S4 Videos). In S1 Appendix, we include a mathematical result that justifies our choice of parameterization procedure. In the Discussion and Conclusion, we reflect on what has been done and the
importance of this work.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Cell preparation
2.1.1 Strain and culture conditions. All D. discoideum cells were grown axenically by
shaking culture in HL5 nutrient medium with glucose (ForMedium) and supplemented with
100 IU/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Amresco) at 150 rpm at 22˚C. To visualize
F-actin dynamics in wild-type cells, the Ax2 strain was used. Wild-type cells were transformed
with the LifeAct-GFP plasmid, a generous gift from Dr. Chang-Hoon Choi, University of California. To make the construct [19], the LifeAct-GFP sequence [20] was amplified by PCR
using the following primers:
LifeAct

F; 50

AAAAGATCTAAAAAATGGGTGTCGCAGATTTG

30

and
LifeAct

R2; 50

TTTCTCGAGTTAAGCGCCTGTGCTATG

30 :

The amplified LifeAct-GFP sequence was cloned into the BglII and XhoI sites of the EXP5(+)
vector containing a neomycin-resistant cassette by electroporation as previously described
[21]. Transformed cells were selected in HL5 media supplemented with 4 − 20μg/mL G418
(Geneticin). Individual clones were isolated on GYP plates (0.2% peptone, 0.02% yeast extract,
2.2% agar, 0.1% dextrose, 19 mM Na2HPO4, and 30 mM KH2PO4) containing 4-20 μg/ml
G418 on Br/1 bacteria. Clones were chosen for imaging based on similarity to F-actin LifeActGFP fluorescence labeling found in previous work in D.discoideum [22].
To make the cells competent for cAMP chemotaxis, 1 × 107 log phase Ax2 LifeAct-GFP
expressing cells were collected and washed in PBM (20 mM KH2PO4, 10μM CaCl2, 1 mM
MgCl2, pH 6.1, with KOH) three times as previously described [23]. The cells were resuspended in 1 mL PBM and plated at 22˚C on a 0.8μm pore size, 47mm in diameter nitrocellulose filter pad (Millipore) on top of two 6μm pore size, 125mm in diameter Whitman paper
filter pads (GE HealthCare) that were pre-moistened with PBM. After 5 to 6 hrs, the starving
cells were removed and suspended in 1mL PBM.
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2.1.2 cAMP under agarose assays. Two types of cAMP under agarose assays were used:
1) to visualize membrane and cortex positions and 2) to visualize bleb progression after
nucleation.
To visualize membrane and cortex positions in bleb-based motility in response to cAMP
chemotaxis, an under agarose assay developed by Zatulovskiy, Tyson, Bretschneider, and Kay
[3] was used with the following modifications. A preheated (90˚C, 1 min) number 1 German
borosilicate sterile 2 well chambered coverglass slide (ThermoFisher) was loaded with 750μL
of melted 0.5% or 0.7% Omnipur agarose (EMD Millipore) laced with 1mg/mL of 70,000 MW
Rhodamine B isothiocyanate-Dextran (Sigma-Aldrich). Once solidified, half of the gel was
removed from the well and the remaining portion was slid across to the middle of the chamber, creating two wells with one on each side of the gel. To create the cAMP gradient, 4μM
cAMP was loaded into one well and incubated for 40 minutes. 1 × 105 to 2 × 105 cells competent for cAMP chemotaxis were loaded into the other well and allowed to settle and crawl
under the agarose for 30 minutes prior to imaging.
To visualize bleb progress after nucleation, the same cAMP under agarose assay to visualize
membrane and cortex positions was used; however, no RITC-Dextran was added to the agarose gel.

2.2 Imaging and microscopy
2.2.1 Live imaging and microscopy. All imaging data were acquired using a Leica
DMI-4000B inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc.) mounted on a TMC isolation
platform (Technical Manufacturing Corporation) with a Yokogawa CSU 10 spinning disc
head and Hamamatsu C9100-13 ImagEM EMCCD camera (Perkin Elmer) with diode lasers
of 491 nm, 561nm, and 638 nm (Spectra Services Inc.) [24]. LifeAct-GFP and RITC-Dextran
were excited using the 491nm and 561nm lasers, respectively. Images were taken over the
course of 30 seconds using 80x magnification (40x/1.25–0.75 oil objective with a 2x Cmount) or a 100x/1.44 oil immersion objective at maximum camera speed with exposure
times of 0.800 seconds for GFP and 0.122 seconds for RITC channels, resulting in intervals
of 1.66 seconds for the visualizing membrane-to-cortex position assays and intervals of
0.800 seconds for the bleb progression assays as only the GFP channel was needed. Images
were acquired using Volocity 5.3.3 (Perkin-Elmer) and processed in ImageJ only for intensity plot analysis.
2.2.2 Intensity plots to determine cortex and membrane positions. ImageJ signal intensity plots were used to confirm positions of the membrane and cortex in all steps in bleb formation. Frames acquired from both channels were put together in a single stack where a line
was drawn across the middle of the putative bleb. The line was drawn starting from the cytoplasm just prior to the cortex and extending past the bleb in question. From ImageJ, the Plot
Profile feature (Analyze > Plot Profile) was used to generate an intensity plot for each frame in
the stack.

2.3 Data conversion—Microscopy to Cartesian coordinates
Data conversion was implemented using Mathematica standard library, image processing
functions. The goal was to convert digital microscopy output into Cartesian coordinates.
2.3.1 Mathematica image processing functions. The Mathematica functions we use for
image processing are as listed.
• ImageTake was used to clip the image to eliminate extraneous neighboring objects. The
parameter setting depended on the location of the desired image in the field of view.
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• FillingTransform was used to remove small isolated black areas in the field of view. This
function blended these with neighboring gray areas to form a more uniformly gray area.
• ImageAdjust scaled the brightness of the image to the unit interval [0, 1].
• Blur is a standard computer graphics procedure that modified pixel values by interpolating
values at neighboring pixels.
• Binarize created a bi-chromatic, black background, white central feature. The threshold
parameter used to distinguish between gray levels was set in the range 0.09 to 0.21. The
choice of parameter depended on the sharpness of the microscopy output. For sharp images,
we used values near 0.1. For fuzzy images, values near 0.17 to 0.21 removed the spurious
output.
• DeleteSmallCompnents corrected for anomalies in the Binarize output, small connected components of white within the black or vice-versa. The connected components were identified
using cluster variance maximization or Otsu’s algorithm.
• EdgeDectect identified the edge of interest from the bi-chromatric image. This function
implemented the Canny algorithm.
• PixelValuePositions produced the cell boundary in Cartesian coordinates.
• FindShortestTour transformed the list produced by PixelValuePositions into an ordered
circuit.

2.4 Geometric functions
2.4.1 Parameterizing the cell boundary. We transition now to the mathematics. Given a
planar object and set of points on the boundary, Bi, i = 1, . . ., n, the procedure arrives at a
parameterized representation of the object. All other geometric functions will be built from
this representation of the object.
A cubic B-spline is determined by guide points, Bi, i = 1, . . ., n and cubic basis functions,
1
b1 ðtÞ ¼ ð t3 þ 3t 2
6

1
3t þ 1Þ; b2 ðtÞ ¼ ð3t 3
6

6t2 þ 4Þ;

1
1
b3 ðtÞ ¼ ð 3t3 þ 3t2 þ 3t þ 1Þ; b4 ðtÞ ¼ ðt3 Þ:
6
6
The resulting interpolating curve is given in segments. Each segment is determined by four of
the guide points. The equation for the ith segment uses guide points Bi, Bi+1, Bi+2, Bi+3.
si ðtÞ ¼

3
X
bjþ1 ðtÞBiþj ; i ¼ 1; :::; n

4 and 0 � t � 1:

j¼0

If the points lie on a curve, then the B-spline is a parameterized approximation of the curve.
This representation has the advantage that it has a formula. A curve with a known formula
is referred to as a parameterized curve. For the case of the B-spline, it is a polynomial in each
output variable. We can differentiate it, integrate under it. We can compute the length of any
part of the curve, compute the tangent vectors and the curvature at locations. We can identify
a sequence of equally spaced points on the curve.
Furthermore, we used Delaunay triangulation to compute the area inside a parameterized
curve. Delaunay triangulation was implemented in Mathematica. By triangulation of a planar
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region, we mean the region divided into disjoint triangles. When given a point sequence on
the curve, this function returned the triangulation of the convex hull enclosed by the points.
This can subsequently be modified to return the area inside the curve.
There is a Mathematica routine to do B-splines. However, we preferred to implement the
equation for B-spline directly. This gave us more control over the output.

3 Results
3.1 Image acquisition and bleb identification
3.1.1 Cortex and membrane positions were visualized using the under agarose assay.
In order to visualize cortex and membrane dynamics of a chemotaxing cell, we modified an
under agarose assay developed by Zatulovskiy, Tyson, Bretschneider, and Kay (2014) [3].
Briefly, starved cells were filmed as they crawled under a slab of agarose towards a source of
cAMP. The cortex was visualized by labeling with LifeAct-GFP and the membrane was visualized by the shadow created by the cell against the agarose slab that contained RITC-dextran.
Fig 2 shows a single time point of GFP and RITC channel images of a wild-type cell chemotaxing under a 0.5% agarose gel. LifeAct-GFP labeled the cortex as well as other F-actin structures
(Fig 2, left). The cell produced a negative against the gel where the cell blocked the RITC signal.
This provided an indication of the edge of the membrane where the negative ceased and the
RITC signal intensified (Fig 2, center). Merging the GFP and RITC images provided cortex
and membrane positions, which allowed the identification of a putative bleb as a blister-like
protrusion mostly free of actin was observed (Fig 2, right). The full video of this cell can be
found in S1 Video.
3.1.2 ImageJ intensity plots confirm cortex and membrane positions. In order to verify
that the membrane detached from the cortex, forming a bleb, the membrane and cortex positions must be identified quantitatively. To accomplish this, we used ImageJ intensity plots (Fig
3). Using the same time point for each channel shown in Fig 2, we simultaneously determined
the positions of both the membrane and cortex quantitatively (Fig 3). The signals of the LifeAct-GFP (dashed line) and RITC (solid line) were quantified along a drawn line (white) on the

Fig 2. The under agarose assay simultaneously visualized cortex-to-membrane positions of a putative bleb. A single time point of a
wild-type cell crawling under 0.5 percent agarose gel is shown. Left, LifeAct-GFP labeled the cortex’s position as well as other actin
structures. Center, the RITC-Dextran in the gel was blocked by the cell, providing the cell’s edge and, therefore, membrane position.
Right, a merge of the two channels provided cortex-to-membrane position where LifeAct-GFP and RITC-Dextran were false colored
green and red, respectively. A putative bleb lacking actin structures was observed observed (white arrow).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g002
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Fig 3. ImageJ intensity plots quantitatively confirm membrane and cortex positions of a putative bleb. A single time point of a wild-type cell
crawling under 0.5 percent agarose gel from Fig 2 with respective intensity plots of the signals along the drawn line (white line) for each channel is
shown. Left, the LifeAct-GFP signal (dashed line) indicated the cortex’s position (white arrowhead) at 1.1 microns. Center, the RITC-Dextran
signal (solid line) indicated the membrane’s position (black arrow) at 2.9 microns where the cell’s membrane ends and the agarose begins. Right,
the merge of the two channels shows membrane detachment from the cortex by a distance of 1.8 microns.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g003

images. The cortex’s position was identified by the highest GFP signal intensity peak, which
occurs at approximately 1.1 microns. The membrane’s position was identified by the negative
created by the cell where the edge of the cell was represented by the sharp increase in RITC signal intensity from the cell to the gel. For the membrane, a drastic increase in signal intensity
was seen at approximately 2.9 microns. The merge shows the location of the membrane to the
cortex as indicated by the distance, approximately 1.8 microns, between the GFP and RITC
peak intensities (Fig 3). See S1 Fig for this method applied to an area of this cell without a bleb.
We then questioned whether we could use this method to determine cortex-to-membrane
positions during bleb formation.
3.1.3 Intensity plots confirm bleb formation dynamics. In order to confirm the formation of a bleb by the cell shown in Fig 2, we determined membrane and cortex positions over
the course of several seconds encompassing before and after the putative bleb formation and
compared that to the membrane and cortexes’ expected dynamics for bleb formation and completion (Fig 1, [10]). As shown in Fig 4 at T0, the cortex and membrane were in close proximity
at 1.0 and 1.3 microns, respectively. At T1, the membrane’s sharp increase in RITC intensity
shifted to 2.9 microns while the cortex peak remained in its original location; thus the membrane detached from the cortex, indicating the start of a bleb. At T2, the membrane’s sharp
increase in RITC intensity shifted slightly further to 3.3 microns where the original cortex’s
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Fig 4. ImageJ intensity plots confirmed cortex-to-membrane positions throughout bleb formation of a putative bleb. Merges of GFP and RITC
time points representative of steps in bleb formation (T0-T3) with their respective intensity plots (dashed and solid lines) from the same cell in Fig 2
confirmed bleb formation quantitatively in real-time along the line drawn (white). Cortex positions (white arrowhead), the actin scar characteristic
(black arrowhead), and membrane (black arrow) positions are indicated.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g004

peak signal lessened, representing the actin scar characteristic, and another GFP-peak at 3.1
microns was seen in close proximity to the shifted membrane, indicating that a new cortex was
being assembled in close proximity to the new membrane location. At T3, the shifted membrane moved a little further to 3.4 microns whereas the new cortex at 3.1 microns was fully
assembled, and the actin scar lost its signal intensity, demonstrating that the original cortex
completely dissipated. As shown, all characteristics of bleb formation were unambiguously
identified by this method. To further support this method, a non-blebbing region on the same
cell shows the cortex/membrane complex being maintained over the same time course (S2
Fig). The full video of the cell can be found in S1 Video.

3.2 Image processing
3.2.1 General statements. A cell image refers to a sequence of microscopy images taken
every 1.66 seconds for the cortex and membrane position assays and 0.800 seconds for the bleb
progression assays. These images are still frames from a digital video of the cell. It is important
to note that for each cell, we process stills or frames identically in all aspects. Videos of all cells
presented in this letter can be found in S1–S4 Videos.
In Image Processing, we take this sequence and identify the boundary points for each still
or frame. In particular, we set up a coordinate system and then identify the coordinates for the
boundary points. The point sequences produced in this step are subsequently input into the
geometric modeling component described in the next section.
A note on what is being detected in our analysis. It is apparent we are locating the cell cortex
in the GFP images. Since the membrane and cortex are usually tightly joined, in most cases we
are locating the cell boundary, the membrane/cortex complex. The only exception occurs during a bebbing event. In this case, the membrane extends without any apparent supporting
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Fig 5. Image processing: Microscopy ! Digitization Flowchart. (A) The original microscopy output. (B) The cropped image. Only unnecessary
background was removed. (C) The result of FillingTransform. Very small dark features were blended with adjacent areas to form a more uniformly gray
cell interior. (D) ImageAdjust rescaled the brightness component within the unit interval, [0, 1]. (E) The blurring operation modified areas where high
intensity and low intensity were adjacent. (F) Binerize reset the image pixels into 0 or 1. The Binerize parameter set the threshold determining which
pixels were set to white (1) and black (0). (G) The filling transform was reapplied. (H) DeleteSmallComponents removed any unwanted artifacts, white
areas inside the black and black inside the white. This ensured there is only one edge to detect. (I) EdgeDetect identified the edge between the black and
white regions. Scale bars identify 10 micron lengths.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g005

cortex. Generally, it takes about a second (the time to the next still) for the cortex to form at
the extended membrane. Even before then, actin debris is often visibly present in the new bleb.
Our process identifies this material. The result is often strangely shaped. We have learned to
recognize this as a bleb in progress (see S3 through S5 Figs).
The following computer functions when executed sequentially describe an automated process that renders the microscopy image as a parametrized curve. (See Section 4.3 Geometric
modeling).
3.2.2 Steps toward digitization. Images were first cropped using the ImageTake function.
The purpose of this step was to remove extraneous nearby objects. The resolution and magnification of the images were not altered during this step. See Fig 5A and 5B. Of course all images
in the sequence were cropped identically.
The next goal was to prepare the image for the edge detection step. We wanted to produce a
bi-chromatic image where the cell was white and the external matrix was black. To this end,
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we eliminated unwanted detail or reduced noise until the only remaining detail was the cell
edge.
In our setting, LifeAct-GFP was expressed in the cell to illuminate the F-actin. During
image acquisition, signals produced by the labeling were visualized by using gray-scale where
the highest signal of the label was white. The result was a very bright, almost white, actin cortex
at the cell boundary. The interior of the cell with only isolated actin polymers was mostly a dull
gray punctuated with bright specks. We implemented FillingTransform. The result was to reset
the isolated dark spots to match the surrounding region. Hence, the cell interior was more uniform and more easily distinguished from the cortex. Compare Fig 5B and 5C.
We used ImageAdjust to rescale the brightness to values in the unit interval [0, 1]. There
was little visual change, see Fig 5D. This is a useful technical modification in preparation to the
following steps.
The final noise reduction step employed a blurring transformation, Blur. Compare Fig 5D
and 5E. This transformation diminished the contrast within the cell by interpolating brightness values at each pixel using a weighted average of the surrounding pixels. This reduced isolated actin fragments.
We begin edge detection by applying Binarize. The Mathematica function takes the bi chromatic image and assigns a value of zero and one to each pixel. The assignment depends on the
brightness level as determined by a user set parameter. The choice of parameter is governed by
the the sharpness of the image. The result was a white cell region and black background. Binarize output is illustrated in Fig 5F. The same parameter, once selected, was used for the entire
cell sequence.
At this point, we are nearly in position to do the edge detection. We removed anomalous
artifacts that could confuse the edge detection. We did this in two steps. First we re-executed
the filling transform followed by DeleteSmallComponents. This last application identified
and removed small connected white regions in the black background or vice-versa. See Fig 5G
and 5H.
These previous two steps are often unnecessary. For our illustration, we have chosen a case
where Binerize output leaves several disconnected white regions. In this case, DeleteSmallComponents removed the anomalies.
We are now ready to do the edge digitization. The function EdgeDetect identifies the points
at the transition between the black and white regions. See Fig 5I.
The final two steps are not included in the flow chart as they do not produce visual change.
PixelValuePosition introduces the coordinate axis and assigns x and y coordinates to the physical boundary point set. The resulting set was not ordered as a circuit around the cell. Rather
the points are ordered lexicographically for values of (x, y).
We sort the points identified by PixelValuePositions to form a boundary circuit using FindShortestTour. Often the cell shape is too complex and the FindShortestTour fails. We remedy
this by separating the boundary point set, applying the function separately to each segment
and then concatenating each piece to the whole.

3.3 Geometric modeling
3.3.1 B-spline fit. Our goal is to parameterize the cell boundary. Of course that is impossible. Rather, we approximate the cell boundary with a parameterized curve.
We begin by determining that the cell boundary is suitable for approximation by a B-spline.
For this purpose, we identify two necessary assumptions. These statements will connect
the mathematics to the biological observation. We will then introduce the B-spline
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parameterization and argue that it does (in a mathematical sense) parameterize the cell shape.
Note that Lipschitz continuity is defined in S1 Appendix. Some of this material is necessarily
technical.
Assumption 1: The points returned by EdgeDetect actually lie on the cell boundary.
Assumption 2: The curve formed from the cell boundary is locally Lipschitz continuous.
We begin our discussion of Assumption 1 by considering the correctness of the EdgeDetect
procedure.
The correctness of EdgeDetect depends on the Binarize function. It assigns a value of zero
and one depending on a user defined parameter which is determined using visual cues. The
value 1 is assigned at and inside the cell boundary. Obviously, the parameter setting is sometimes flawed. Since we repeat the same parameter value for each still or frame associated to the
cell image, then the same error is repeated at each still for the same cell. We expect that in a
study using a large number of cells, the error will manifest as random variations with mean
zero. Hence, the same will be true for the B-spline based on these points. For this reason, we
may suppose that the EdgeDetect function is correct and adopt Assumption 1 as necessary support for the mathematics.
Regarding Assumption 2, we note that the cell boundary is smooth (differentiable). Indeed,
the edge is formed by the membrane/cortex complex and shaped by local internal pressure
[11]. As such, it cannot form a singularity. Even at the end of filopodium, the edge seems to
round over the actin extension. In particular, we do not expect a cusp on the D. discoideum
edge. This leads to the assertion that each point on the boundary lies on the graph of a function
f(x) = y or g(y) = x, and this can be done so that the derivatives satisfy kf 0 k � D and kg0 k � D
for some fixed constant D. This condition is necessary but not sufficient for local Lipschitz
continuity. It is, however, close enough to lead us to accept Assumption 2.
We proceed to fit a cubic B-spline to the sequence of boundary points. The B-spline
diverges from the actual boundary no more than the error bound, Kh as computed in S1
Appendix. Here K is a constant and h is the mesh parameter, the maximum distance between
successive guide points.
We want a B-Spline because of the smoothness properties. In particular, a cubic B-spline is
twice continuously differentiable. Hence, it is rectifiable (has well defined length) and has well
defined curvature everywhere. Furthermore, the error bound allows us to conclude that as h
goes to zero, the distance between the curve and the boundary sequence goes to zero. This
statement provides justification for the conclusion that the B-spline parameterizes the cell
boundary. In Fig 6A, we compare the microscopy to the EdgeDetect to the B-spline versions of
a cell.
3.3.2 Equal spaced points. With parameterized representation of the cell boundary by a
rectifiable curve, we are able to determine a sequence of equally spaced points on the cell
edge. Points on the B-spline at equal parameter increments are not equally spaced. An
equally spaced sequence can be used to regularly distribute a marker or to compute finite differences. In [3] such a sequence of boundary points was necessary for a membrane energy
function.
Given a point on the B-spline, we select the next point along the curve at a preset distance
δ and a maximum error �. The selection is made using a binary search. In particular, given
a point Pi, we test points on the B-spline until we find one, Pi+1 so that the distance between
Pi and Pi+1 is between δ ± �. Then we continue the process until we have completed the
circuit.
The algorithm is complicated as the cubic B-spline has segments. We accommodate for the
B-spline segments by translating the residual distance at the segment end forward to the next
segment.
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Fig 6. Creation of B-splines and equal arc length points. (A) Three views of a cell: the microscopy image, the edge detect
image, the B-spline plot overlaying the microscopy image. (B) The entire cell followed by two views of the boundary segment.
The ROI view shows points on the B-spline at equal parameter increments, t = 0.5, and the same segment with points at equal
arc length intervals, δ = 0.5 pixel units and � = 0.001 pixel units. Large scale bars identify 10 micron lengths; small scale bars
identify 1 micron.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g006
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In Fig 6B, we see two views of a cell boundary segment. In once case, we have points at
equal parameter spacing, in the other we have points at equal arc length. For instance, it is easier to compute distances along the cell boundary using the sequence of equally spaced points.
In the following subsections, we illustrate the usefulness of the B-spline representation for
calculating cell area, bleb area and relative curvature. In each case, there is an ongoing research
project in our lab the uses these geometric procedures.
3.3.3 Calculating area. We compute area by triangulating a region, dividing it into triangles and then summing the area of the individual triangles. If the region has a parameterized
boundary, then we apply Delaunay triangulation to a sequence of boundary points. For
instance, a sequence of regularly spaced boundary points. The Delaunay function in Mathematica returns the triangulation for the convex hull of the region defined by the points. See Fig
7A center.
The triangles are either interior or exterior. To remove the exterior ones, we use a procedure based on the Jordan curve theorem. For interior triangles, a line joining the center of the
triangle to an interior point of the cell must cross the boundary an even number of times while
the opposite is true for exterior triangles. In order to calculate the intersection of a line and the

Fig 7. Applying Delauney triangulation to determine cell and sub cellular areas. (A) The area of a cell. A cell triangulated by the Delaunay
procedure. The convex hull is included within the triangulation. The image on the right shows the result of removing the external triangles. The sum of
the triangle areas in this image estimates the cell area. (B) The area of a belb. The two images on the left show the cell before and after the bleb. The next
pair (above and below) show the cell by plotting the equi-spaced list of points on the boundary. On the right we see the region of the bleb before and
after the event. These two images are overlaid in the lower right. This is a geometric view of the bleb. Finally, we have triangulated the bleb in
preparation to estimating its area. Large scale bars identify 10 micron lengths; small scale bars identify 1 micron.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g007
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boundary we must have a parameterized representation for the cell boundary. Note that zero is
an even number. We show this view in Fig 7A right.
We test each triangle in turn, removing an exterior triangle each time it is encountered.
When the exterior triangles are removed, we add the area of the remaining triangles to produce an approximate area of the cell footprint.
Since we have used the sequence of equally spaced points, then the estimated error is easily
calculated. We compute the area between the B-spline and segment joining each pair of points
in the sequence. (See [25].) We get the error estimate by adding these values.
Alternatively, we can use Green’s theorem applied to the B-spline representation of the cell
boundary. In particular, if @C denotes the B-spline boundary, then area is given by
Z
xdy
@C

1 X
ydx ¼
36 i

Z

3
X

1

0

3
X

bjþ1 ðtÞðBiþj;1 ; Biþj;2 Þ� � ½

½
j¼0

b0jþ1 ðtÞðBiþj;2 ; Biþj;1 Þ�dt

j¼0

The computed area is the same as with Delauney, only now this approach is less intuitive.
However, it is no longer dependent on a built-in function and hence is more easily ported to
other programming languages, for instance. if we needed to implement this geometric platform into a High Performance Computing environment.
The area of a bleb is related. The bleb as a geometric object is the region between the actin
scar and the membrane with newly formed cortex. As stand in for the actin scar, we use the
boundary segment associated to the bleb at the prior frame. We get the area by first identifying
the points between the base or shoulder points in the after image, in Fig 7B. Using the equally
spaced points, we took the union of the points between a and b in the pre image and a0 and b0
in the post image. We show the bleb as represented in this manner. Analogous to the cell, we
compute the area by triangulating the region.
Note that the Green’s theorem approach applies equally well to bleb area.
With this basic platform there are many more measurements that can be made. For
instance, the bleb reach or farthest extent is an important measurement. To estimate this
value, we could look at the circular arcs fitted to the two cell edge segments representing the
pre-belb and post-bleb state. These two circular arcs terminate at (nearly) the same locations.
The distance between the two arc mid-points is a reasonable stand in for bleb reach.
3.3.4 Measuring curvature. We want a means to measure curvature. Since the cell boundary returned by the microscopy is irregular or bumpy at the micro level, then the computed
curvature values will be somewhat chaotic. Even a coherent boundary segment, one that visually appears concave or convex, will contain points in the segment that measure positive or
negative depending on the presence of a micro level irregularity. Fig 8A shows the plot of the
curvature values for a cell with positive curvature denoted blue and negative curvature denoted
red. Even clearly convex or concave segments are not uniformly positive or negative. Furthermore, even then it is unclear what value to return as the curvature for the segment.
Another problem with the standard approach to curvature that arcs of the same circle have
the same curvature. For D. discoideum the length of the circular segment matters. For a given
circle a short arc appears to be flat. Such a segment may actually change from concave to convex from frame to frame, whereas a longer segment will remain convex or concave throughout
the observational time period.
Our approach to the problem is to fit a circle to the boundary segment. Our procedure is
based on the fact that the boundary of the D. discoideum cell is formed by internal pressure. In
short, it is expected to be locally circular.
Next, we compute the circle arc length between the segment end points, la, and compute
the linear or Euclidean distance between the segment end points ls. We use the ratio of those
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Fig 8. Curvature and relative curvature. (A) Cell boundary with positive (blue) and negative (red) curvature values identified. This plot demonstrates
the chaotic nature of raw curvature measurements. (B) The relative curvature between the points a and b. The fitting circle passes through c. The
relative curvature value is −0.05097. Scale bars are 10 microns and 1 micron for the ROI.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g008

two numbers to measure the segment curvature, curvseg,
curvseg ¼

la

ls
ls

� 100:

We refer to curvseg as the relative local curvature. In Fig 8A we see that the standard curvature
does not identify the segment curvature. Alternatively, relative curvature clearly identifies a
concave segment. See Fig 8B. We were successful in reproducing the results of [3].
This does not mean that the computed curvature values are incorrect or useless, only that
they are not useful to identify the tendency of segments of the cell boundary.
3.3.5 Classifying blebs by relative local curvature. To illustrate our concept of relative
local curvature, we applied it to the problem of classifying blebs according to the curvature of
the boundary at the bleb site. We saw results very similar to [3]. In this way, we confirmed our
software.
Based on relative local curvature, we classified segments into three categories: Convex, Concave and Low Curvature. Relative local curvature values for concave segments carry a negative
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Table 1. Bleb distribution: Wild type under 0.7% agarose.
Category

Concave

Low Curvature

Convex

Cells

Blebs

51%

24.4%

24.6%

42

Random Segments

26%

32%

42%

35

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.t001

sign to distinguish them from convex segments. Since smaller absolute values indicate segments are flatter, a threshold of ± 0.005 was used to classify low curvature segments. We used
this scheme to categorize segments that bleb in the next frame. We justified the use of a low
curvature classification as segments in this range were often slightly convex or concave at one
frame and slightly concave or convex at the next. Percentage of blebs occurring in each segment type is given in Table 1, row 1. The total number of cells in this study was 42 with 104
blebs.
In order to get an approximation of the proportion of segments falling under each category,
we looked at randomly selected segments from 35 of the cells as shown in Table 1 row 2. Each
random segment had the same arc length as a randomly selected bleb. It was selected from a
randomly chosen cell/frame.
Table 1 shows the percentage of blebs and random segments belonging to each category.
The cells included were wild type and moving under 0.7% agarose. Note that the random segment data reflect the geometry of the cell.
Statistically, the cutoff of ±0.005 was significant with p = 2.913e−5. The histogram included
in Fig 9A shows clearly that most blebs occur at boundary segments with low negative curvature. The mean relative curvature for concave blebbing segments was −0.09 with standard
deviation of 0.11. To intuitively understand these relative curvature values, in Fig 9B we show
curves with relative curvature −0.09 and mean plus 1 standard deviation, −0.2.
The data confirms the work of [3] that blebs are more likely to occur in concave segments
even though there are fewer concave segments. As noted in [3], this is a consequence of
Young-Laplace equation [26] relating curvature and force. Furthermore, the statistical analysis
justifies the use of the three edge segment categories defined by the cutoff ±0.005.

4 Discussion/Conclusion
We have advanced current techniques to analyze images of the cell cortex and plasma membrane during blebbing. Through the use of a semi-automated computer application, we have
created a firm foundation for our geometric modeling tools. Our technical platform uses accessible software packages ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and Mathematica (https://www.
wolfram.com/mathematica/). Both programs allowed us to answer a variety of biological questions requiring precise measurements of geometric properties of cells. Using D. discoideum as
our model organism, we were able to monitor and confirm bleb initiation through quantitative
measurements of the location of the membrane and the cortex. Using our geometric techniques, we accumulated comprehensive measurements of the curvature of the membrane and
cortex throughout bleb formation. From these measurements, we can further investigate bleb
characteristics such as bleb area, size, and shape. This provides the tools necessary for further
studies, such as cortex tension and membrane energy.
Our methods are not limited to blebbing, but can answer questions regarding cytoskeleton
and membrane dynamics in fixed or live cells from actin stains and/or lipid stains. Furthermore, our methods can shed insight into the dynamics of pinocytosis, endocytosis, phagocytosis, and vesicle trafficking by determining the amount of curvature the membrane must
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Fig 9. Relative curvature and blebbing. (A) Histogram showing the distribution of blebbing sites by local relative
curvature. The mean relative curvature for concave blebbing sites is 0.9 with standard deviation 0.11. (B) Examples of
relative curvature. The first is 0.09 the mean relative curvature identified in the histogram. The second is 0.2 = 0.09 +
0.11, the mean plus one standard deviation.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211975.g009

endure to initiate these tasks. In the same vein, actin-based structures can be analyzed as well
such as the dynamics of the cortex, curvature of filopodia, curvature and area of pseudopodia
and lamellipodia, and the shape of endocytic cups. Lastly, our methods facilitate measuring
cells on a whole-cell level as well as taking measurements of a region of interest in a cell. Thus,
our methods are ideal for those wishing to address biological questions using geometric
analysis as these programs are routinely developed from available and accessible software as
described. Given that precise measurements and accurate representations of cellular structures
are critical first steps for creating realistic mathematical models, our biological/mathematical
interface is carefully justified. Hence, we provide fundamental techniques that can improve the
quality of many models of various cellular processes.
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Supporting information
S1 Fig. ImageJ intensity plots quantitatively confirm membrane and cortex positions of a
region without a bleb. Using the same frame of the cell in Fig 2, intensity plots of the signals
along the drawn line (white) for each channel show that in a region without a bleb, the membrane and cortex are observed to be in close proximity. Cortex and membrane positions are
indicated by (white arrow head) and (black arrow), respectively.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. ImageJ intensity plots confirmed the sustained cortex-to-membrane complex in a
region without a bleb over time. Using the same frames of the cell in Fig 4, intensity plots
were made of a region where there was no bleb (white line). Merges of GFP and RITC time
points (T0 − T3 for bleb characteristics) with their respective intensity plots (dashed and solid
lines) confirmed a sustained cortex-to-membrane complex over time. Cortex and membrane
positions are indicated by (white arrow head) and (black arrow), respectively.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. A bleb was identified through actin debris under 0.5 percent agarose. Top row
shows the frame before the bleb, and the bottom row shows the frame with the bleb in progress, identified by the actin debris present in the bleb. Left, in the GFP channel, the white
arrow indicates the region where the actin debris will be present in both time frames. Center,
the RITC channel shows membrane position in both frames with the bleb region present in
the second time frame. Right, the merge between both GFP and RITC channels false colored
green and red, respectively. Images were taken on the 100x objective.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. A bleb was identified through actin debris under 0.7 percent agarose. Top row
shows the frame before the bleb, and the bottom row shows the frame with the bleb in progress, identified by the actin debris present in the bleb. Left, in the GFP channel, the white
arrow indicates the region where the actin debris will be present in both time frames. Center,
the RITC channel shows membrane position in both frames with the bleb region present in
the second time frame. Right, the merge between both GFP and RITC channels false colored
green and red, respectively. Images were taken on the 80x objective.
(TIF)
S5 Fig. A bleb was identified through actin debris under 0.7 percent agarose without
RITC-Dextran. Left, the frame before the bleb. Center, the frame with the bleb in progress,
identified by the actin debris present in the bleb. Right, the next frame showing the cortex
reforming in the bleb. Images were taken on the 100x objective.
(TIF)
S1 Video. Microscopy video of Figs 2–4’s cell. This wild-type cell expressing Life-Act-GFP
crawled upward a cAMP gradient under a 0.5 percent agarose gel laced with RITC-Dextran.
The exposure of the GFP and RITC channels were 0.800 and 0.122 secs, respectively. However,
due to the microscope’s limitations in the speed of changing channels, the lowest frame rate
achievable was 1.66 secs.
(AVI)
S2 Video. Microscopy video of Fig 5’s cell. This wild-type cell expressing LifeAct-GFP
crawled upward a cAMP gradient under a 0.7 percent agarose gel without RITC-Dextran to
visualize bleb progress after nucleation. With this assay, the frame rate for this was 0.800 secs.
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This lowered frame rate allowed for observing bleb progression over time via the cytoplasm
with labeled via residual F-actin LifeAct-GFP labeled debris filling the bleb.
(AVI)
S3 Video. Microscopy video of Figs 6A and 8’s cell. Another wild-type cell expressing LifeAct-GFP crawled upward a cAMP gradient under a 0.7 percent agarose gel without RITCDextran. The framerate was 0.800 secs.
(AVI)
S4 Video. Microscopy video of Figs 6B and 7’s cell. Another wild-type cell expressing LifeAct-GFP crawled upward a cAMP gradient under a 0.7 percent agarose gel without RITCDextran. The framerate was 0.800 secs.
(AVI)
S1 Appendix. Statement and proof of a theorem that in effect states that the B-spline gives
a good approximation of the cell cortex. More technically, we prove that as we add more
guide points on the cortex, the resulting B-spline better approximates the cortex curve.
(PDF)
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